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1 
1 Introduction and motivation 
1.1	  Deformation	  texture	  prediction	  
Almost all commonly used metallic materials are polycrystals. In these polycrystals, most 
mechanical properties of interest, such as ductility and fracture toughness, depend 
strongly on the arrangement of crystallographic orientations. The distribution of 
orientations in a polycrystal is not random in general, but instead, with some preferred 
orientations: they have a crystallographic texture. In a textured material, macroscopic 
properties are usually anisotropic, i.e. they depend on direction. By combining the 
measured texture and the known single crystal properties, it is possible in principle, to 
predict material properties. Meanwhile, texture development is a result of the 
manufacturing processes. Therefore, texture contains easily accessible information on the 
interrelation between processing parameters and material performance.  
It has intrigued researchers for several decades to quantitatively predict the evolution of 
texture and thereby the mechanical response of materials under plastic deformation, such 
as the ‘non constraint’ Sachs model (NC-Sachs) [Sachs1928] and the ‘full constraint’ 
Taylor (FC-Taylor) model [Taylor1938], the Visco-Plastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) 
model [Lebensohn1997/2004, Tomé1991/2002, Proust2007/2009], the Crystal Plasticity 
Finite Element Model (CPFEM) [Kalidindi1992/1998/2001/2009], the advanced-Lamel 
(A-Lamel) model [Van Houtte2002/2005] and the Grain Interaction (GIA) model 
[Wagner1994, F-Bühner1998, B-Hill1951, Crumbach2004/2006a/2006b, Mu2010/2011a, 
Engler2005, Raabe1998].  
The GIA model is one of the most advanced cluster-type Taylor models. Compared to 
other crystal plasticity models, such as the Visco-Plastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) and the 
Crystal Plasticity Finite Element Model (CPFEM), GIA is advantageous in the treatment 
of the grain interaction. The VPSC model can treat the grain interaction only in a 
statistical way, but cannot deal with local interactions in a precise way. On the contrary, 
the CPFEM model enforces local compatibility and is suited for describing the local 
response. However, it demands high computing power and CPU time. As a compromise, 
the GIA model is a more approximate model for grain interaction. It describes the grain 
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interaction by adding a proper number of geometrically necessary dislocations into the 
boundaries, without sacrificing the computation time very much. Taking grain interaction 
into account substantially improves predictions of texture evolution. Details of this model 
can be found below and elsewhere [Wagner1994, F-Bühner1998, B-Hill1951, 
Crumbach2004/2006a/2006b].  
The GIA model takes dislocation glide as the only deformation mechanism for plasticity 
and texture change and has been successfully applied to predict the deformation texture 
evolution of materials with cubic crystal symmetry, such as Al and its alloys 
[Crumbach2004/2006a/2006b]. However, in various materials also deformation twinning 
contributes substantially to the plastic strain, like in low stacking fault energy face 
centered cubic materials. Especially, for materials with lower crystal symmetry, e.g. 
magnesium and its alloys (with hexagonal close-packed crystal structure), and therefore 
insufficient formability at low temperatures, deformation twinning becomes particularly 
important. Twinning affects deformation in two respects: firstly, it transforms a 
crystalline volume into a different orientation, i.e. with mirror symmetry relative to the 
parent material, which changes the crystallographic texture; secondly, the additional twin 
boundaries act as barriers for the propagation of subsequent dislocations and further 
twinning, which promotes work hardening [Agnew2001, Jain2007, Christian1995]. To 
correctly predict the texture evolution of the above-mentioned materials, both effects of 
deformation twinning need to be taken into consideration.  
In the first part of the present work, the objective was to implement twinning into the 
GIA model, and apply it to predict the texture evolutions of the above-mentioned 
materials. Similar to crystallographic slip, twinning is also accompanied by a simple 
shear deformation [Brown2007, Christian1995, Chin1969a, Chin1969b] and will be 
activated if a critical shear stress applied on the twin plane in the twin shear direction is 
exceeded [Christian1995, Chin1969a, Chin1969b]. Hence, a twinning system can be 
treated like a normal shear system and thus be added into the deformation texture models 
[Van Houtte1978, Chin1969a, Chin1969b]. However, the main difficulties lie in the 
specific differences between slip and twinning:   
(1) Instead of rotating the orientation of a complete grain gradually, like slip does, 
twinning reorients the twinned volume of a grain discontinuously. Since the twin 
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orientation is very different from its parent orientation, twinning generates a 
volume with a new orientation, i.e. it increases the number of grains. In 
respective computer simulations this rising number of grains rapidly overburdens 
the computer‘s processing capability [Hirsch1998b, Van Houtte1978]. Therefore, 
the question arises how to cope with the new twinned orientations in a simulation 
with constant number of grains.  
(2) Unlike a slip system, twinning can shear a grain only in one direction, but not in 
the opposite direction due to its polar nature [Christian1995]. 
(3) Unlike a slip system, twinning is not thermally activated but rather stress driven 
[Christian1995]. It does not set in until a sufficient stress ! c,twin  is attained, which 
is much larger than the stress ! c,slip  for slip on basal systems. Meanwhile, while 
! c,slip  on non-basal planes decreases with increasing temperature, ! c,twin  is not 
affected by temperature but rather by local stress concentration.  
(4) Deformation twins are generally very thin and have a lenticular shape with 
relatively small volumes compared to their parent grains. However, the most 
frequently observed {1012}< 1011> extension twins in Mg can grow after 
nucleation up to sizes comparable to the sizes of their parent grains. This makes it 
necessary to also consider the growth of twins besides their nucleation 
[Christian1995, Nave2004, Cottrell1951, Barnett2004a, Yoo2002]. 
(5) Since twins introduce additional boundaries into the microstructure, which act as 
barriers for the propagation of subsequent dislocations and further twinning, the 
activation of twinning can effectively promote work hardening.  
A technically difficult requirement is the constraint of a constant number of grains during 
simulations. In 1978, Van Houtte proposed a ‘Monte-Carlo’ approach, in which grains 
were randomly sampled and reoriented fully by twinning. The disadvantage lies in, for a 
statistic sampling, the requirement of a large amount of grains in a simulation. In 1991, 
Tomé and Lebensohn proposed the Volume Fraction Transfer (VFT) scheme, in which 
the Euler space was partitioned into equal cells. The volume fractions of the twinned and 
untwinned parts were assigned to the respective cells. Instead of keeping the grain 
volume fraction constant while changing its orientations, the volume fraction assigned to 
the twin and the parent cell evolves with deformation. The advantage of the VFT 
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approach lies in that it permits one to account for the contribution to texture of every twin 
system in every grain by transferring volume fractions from one cell to another in the 
Euler space. However, the disadvantage is that the grain identity is lost, and the approach 
does not allow one to implement a realistic hardening scheme. Alternatively, Tomé et al. 
proposed a Predominant Twin Reorientation (PTR) scheme [Tomé1991]. In the PTR 
scheme, the grain volume fraction is kept constant with strain.  In each grain, a 
predominant twin system is selected and used to fully reorient the considered grain once 
a certain criterion is met. In the way, the real twinned volume fraction can be traced 
approximately without increasing the total number of grains in the model. 
Predicting texture evolution accounts only for one aspect of deformation. Another 
important aspect, predicting twin induced hardening, raises more challenges for 
simulation, since it requires considering the microstructural refinement induced by twins 
and the interactions between the various slip and twinning modes. In the work of 
Kalidindi [Kalidindi1998/2001], it was assumed that the activation stresses of slip and 
twinning systems evolve with strains, and the interaction between slip and twinning was 
introduced by employing a latent hardening coefficient as a function of the coplanarity 
between twin and slip planes. This latent hardening scheme was also implemented in the 
VPSC code and applied for Zr at room and liquid nitrogen temperature [Tomé2001] and 
Mg [Brown2005a]. However, the latent hardening scheme describes the twin-slip 
interaction in an empirical way and disregards the directionality of the grain refinement. 
Moreover, in the PTR scheme that considers either the initial orientation or the 
completely twinned orientation, it is difficult to account for the directional barrier effects 
that twins impose on the propagation of subsequent slip and further twinning 
[Proust2007]. Furthermore, in models such as the one by Cherkaoui [Cherkaoui2003], 
twins are treaded as an increasing number of small flat inclusions that do not allow slip or 
further twinning inside the twins. This assumption is applicable to low stacking fault 
energy fcc materials such as Cu alloys and contraction twins in Mg, where the increase of 
twinned volume fraction mainly occurs by nucleation. However, it is not applicable to 
extension twins in Mg alloys, where twins grow to sizes comparable to that of the parent 
grains and allow subsequent slip and twinning to be activated within. Therefore, a 
reasonable description of texture evolution and deformation behavior needs to be based 
on crystallography and this is addressed in the current work. For experimental validation, 
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an AZ31 Mg alloy was deformed by plane strain compression with a channel-die device 
at several temperatures and to several strains. The specimens were machined in different 
ways such that different initial textures could be investigated.  
1.2	  Variant	  selection	  during	  twinning	  
The subject of variant selection during deformation twinning in Mg alloys has intrigued 
researchers for a number of years [Thompson1952, Biggs1958, Reid1966, Christian1995, 
Godet2006, Barnett2008, Capolungo2009b, Martin2010, Jonas2011]. In Mg alloys, the 
most commonly observed twin types are {1011}  contraction (CTW) and {1012}
extension (ETW) twins with six variants of each type. Since secondary generation 
extension twins can also form inside the first generation contraction twins, there are 36 
possible double (secondary) twin variants, which can be further regrouped into four 
geometrically equivalent types [Martin2010].  
According to the Schmid law, it can be expected that the twin variant with the highest 
resolved shear stress on its habit plane and along its shear direction will be activated first. 
This tendency has in fact been observed to be obeyed in numerous investigations of 
extension twinning in Mg alloys. However, many observations have also been reported 
where twins with relatively low Schmid factors appear while other ones with higher 
Schmid factors were not activated. This applies particularly to the formation of primary 
{1011}  CTW and {1011}!{1012}  DTW in Mg alloys [Barnett2008, Martin2010 and 
Jonas 2011] as well as in Zr [Capolungo2009]. An example of a low Schmid factor twin 
is illustrated in Fig. 1.1b and the orientations of this twin and the matrix grain are shown 
in Fig. 1.1c. The rather low Schmid factor (0.11) applicable to the observed twin is 
identified on the latter diagram, from which it is evident that a considerably higher 
Schmid factor of 0.47 is associated with a potential twin, which did not, however, form.  
The formation of a twin involves shearing the surrounding matrix. When twin nucleation 
occurs at a grain boundary, the immediate neighborhood in the adjoining grain must also 
be sheared. An example of the accommodations required is presented in Figure 1.1a. 
Here the accommodations in the two grains adjoining the complete twin can be seen as 
well as those caused by the formation of the partial twin, as revealed by the change in 
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index quality. A more complete picture of the accommodations that accompany twin 
formation is presented in Fig. 1.2. This transmission electron micrograph, taken from the 
work of Mahajan on polycrystalline Mo [Mahajan1973], shows a twin whose formation 
was accommodated by both slip and twinning in the adjoining grain. This problem is 
addressed in the second part of this current work. 
 
Fig. 1.1 (a) EBSD map of AM30 sample pulled to -0.08 strain showing two contraction 
twins (delineated by the red boundaries). The index quality is used as the background and 
it reveals the strains induced in the neighboring grains (circled in black); (b) EBSD map 
of a {10-11} contraction twin (in red) formed within a near RD orientation; (c) (0002) 
pole figure for the 2 (b) matrix (black hexagon), the six twin variants (black squares), the 
selected variant (circled in black), and their respective Schmid factors [Jonas2010]. 
 
Fig. 1.2 TEM micrograph of a high angle grain boundary-twin intersection observed in a 
Mo-35 at. % Re alloy specimen [Mahajan1973]. 
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In the second part of this work, both Schmid factor and accommodation strain were 
applied to analysis the variant selection during multi generations of twinning in Mg 
alloys. Samples with most of grains originally favorably orientation for primary 
contraction or extension twinning were tested. Microstructure and texture were measured 
with EBSD techniques in the center of specimens on the surface perpendicular to the 
loading direction. The twin variants that were observed during twinning were determined 
by EBSD techniques and the absent potential twin variants were also identified. It is 
shown that the differences in the accommodation strains associated with the various 
twins that could potentially form can account for the variant selection observed. 
Alternatively, the large differences in the energy required to accommodate the various 
potential twin variants have also been employed to explain non-Schmid variant selection 
during the nucleation and growth of primary extension twins as well as the further 
generations of twins that following. Mainly, it is concerned with the relative importance 
of the Schmid factor and the accommodation strain.  
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2 Theory  
In this chapter, a short introduction of the most important deformation modes in metallic 
materials, such as crystallographic slip, deformation twinning and shear bands will be 
given in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, the basics of several deformation texture models, 
such as the one-grain FC- and RC-Taylor models as well as the multi-grain cluster type 
GIA model will be summarized.  
2.1	  Deformation	  mechanisms	  
2.1.1 Crystallographic slip and mechanical twinning in Mg alloys 
Crystallographic slip and mechanical twinning are the most important deformation 
mechanisms in almost all metals of interest. The activation of different deformation 
mechanisms depends strongly on the crystal structure, material properties, e.g. stacking 
fault energy (SFE), and deformation conditions, e.g. temperature and strain rate. For 
example, in most ductile materials such as Al, crystallographic slip is the dominant 
deformation mechanism, whereas deformation twinning plays an important role in Mg 
alloys. The preference of different deformation mechanisms can be explained by the 
different crystal structures of these materials. During plastic deformation, at least five 
independent shear systems are required for an arbitrary shape change [Gottstein2004]. In 
Al, 12 possible shear systems can be supplied by crystallographic slip alone due to the 
high crystal symmetry. Therefore, deformation twinning with much higher activation 
stress cannot be activated. By contrast, in Mg and its alloys with low symmetric 
hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure, the easiest activated slip mode, i.e. basal 
slip, provides only two independent slip systems, which leads to low ductility at room 
temperature (RT). Therefore, deformation twinning becomes an important mechanism by 
additionally providing independent shear systems (only half due to its polar nature), and 
substantially contributes to plastic deformation.  
In materials with hexagonal crystal structure, the activation of deformation mechanisms 
depends also on the lattice parameters <a> and <c>, i.e. the c/a ratios. It is well known 
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that dislocations prefer to glide on the most closely packed planes and in the most closely 
packed directions, which vary with c/a ratios in hexagonal materials. The c/a ratios of 
different hexagonal materials are listed in Table 2.1.1. The dependence of possible 
deformation mechanisms on the c/a ratios is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.1. According to Fig. 
2.1.1, since Mg has a similar c/a ratio (1.624) to the ideal value (1.633), in principle all 
slip modes can be activated and supply sufficient shear systems for an arbitrary shape 
change. The most frequently observed slip modes in Mg and its alloys are 
(0002)<1120 >  basal slip, {1100}<1120 >  prismatic slip and {1122}< 1123>
pyramidal slip. However, due to the relatively high activation stresses required for non-
basal slip, {1012}< 1011>  extension twinning and {1011}<1012 >  contraction 
twinning are also activated in Mg alloys at low temperatures. 
Table 2.1.1 c/a ratios of several hexagonal metals 
 Cd Zn Mg Co Zr Ti Be ideal 
c/a 1.88 1.86 1.62 1.62 1.59 1.58 1.57 1.633 
 
1.63 1.73 
basal, 
pyramidal and 
prismatic slip  
only basal 
slip 
Basal slip and 
twinning 
 
Fig. 2.1.1 Possible deformation mechanisms in in hexagonal crystals depending on the 
c/a ratios [Gottstein2004]. 
The crystal structures of the most frequently observed slip and twinning systems in Mg 
alloys are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.2. Their critical resolved shear stresses (CRSSs) at RT 
and the number of independent shear systems are listed in Table 2.1.2. It can be seen that 
basal slip with the lowest CRSS supplies only two independent slip systems, and non-
basal slip such as pyramidal and prismatic slip can only be activated at very high strains 
or high temperatures due to their relatively high CRSSs. The number of independent 
shear systems supplied by crystallographic slip is thus insufficient for an arbitrary 
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deformation. Therefore, deformation twinning becomes important in Mg alloys and 
contributes to plastic deformation at a limited range of strains and temperatures.  
The most frequently observed twins in Mg alloys are {1012}< 1011>  extension (ETW) 
and {1011}<1012 >  contraction (CTW) twins. The activation of different twinning 
systems depends strongly on the imposed shape change. Due to the polar nature of 
twinning, it has a defined shear direction and elongates the crystal in one direction and 
shortens it in another direction. Therefore, a twinning system will be activated only if its 
shear is favored by the imposed shape change. For example, during rolling process, 
extension twinning will be activated only if the c-axis is parallel to the rolling direction 
and undergoes elongation strain (Fig. 2.1.2), whereas contraction twins will be formed 
when the c-axis aligns with the compression direction. In fact, due to the relatively low 
CRSS at RT (Table 2.1.2), which is much lower than that of prismatic and pyramidal slip, 
extension twins are the most frequently observed twins in Mg alloys at low temperatures, 
whereas {1011}<1012 >  contraction twins were often observed at higher strains when 
the external load exceeded its CRSS.  
Table 2.1.2 Bravais index, numbers of shear and independent shear systems, critical 
resolved shear stresses of the available slip and twinning modes in Mg alloys (Twining 
can supply only ‘half’ independent shear systems due to its polar nature) [Barnett2002] 
Type of shear 
modes 
Bravais Index 
Number of 
shear systems 
Number of 
independent shear 
systems 
CRSS at RT [MPa] 
Basal 0002( ) 1120
 
3 2 1 
Prismatic 1100{ } 1120  3 2 50 
Pyramidal a  
1011{ } 1120
1012{ } 1120  
6 
6 
4 
4 
 
Pyramidal c+a  1122{ } 1123  6 5 50 
Extension 
twinning 
1012{ } 1011  6 0.5 3 
Contraction 
twinning 1011{ } 1012  6 0.5 90 
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Due to the various types of slip and twinning systems, deformation behavior and texture 
evolution of Mg alloys can be quite complex. Details about the deformation mechanisms 
in Mg alloys can be found else where [Al Samman2008b]. 
Basal 
 
(0002)<1120 >  
Prismatic 
 
{1100}<1120 >  
Pyramidal c+ a  
 
{1122}< 1123>  
Pyramidal a  
 
{1011}<1120 >
{1012}<1120 >
 
Extension twinning 
{1012}< 1011>  
Fig. 2.1.2 Crystal structure of the available slip and twinning modes in Mg alloys. 
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2.1.2 Deformation mechanisms in Cu alloys 
Characteristic microstructure and deformation texture evolutions in polycrystals are 
mainly determined by the activated deformation mechanisms, e.g. crystallographic slip, 
deformation twinning and shear bands, to which stacking fault energy plays an important 
role. In materials with high SFEs (e.g. Al with 160-200mJ !m"2 ), dislocations are 
difficult to dissociate and hence carry deformations by climb and cross slip. By contrast, 
in material with medium (e.g. pure Cu with 41mJ !m"2 ) and low (e.g. 30at.% brass with 
15mJ !m"2 ) SFEs, dislocations dissociate with relative ease, which leads to the formation 
of twins and shear bands. Since twinning and shear bands deform a crystal in a different 
way than slip, the various deformation mechanisms lead to different lattice rotations and 
thus evolutions of deformation texture and microstructure. In the following parts, the 
characteristic microstructure and texture evolutions of several Cu alloys will be shortly 
summarized with respect to their SFEs and deformation mechanisms [Steffens1987, 
Gallagher1970].  
Microstructure evolution with respect to SFEs and deformation mechanisms 
In materials with high SFEs such as pure Aluminum, a microstructure with equiaxed 
cellular arrangement of dislocations is usually expected after plastic deformation. 
However, band like structures such as kink bands, also referred to as deformation bands, 
were often observed locally [Brown1972, Morii1981]. These deformation bands were 
usually formed due to splitting of individual grains into different orientations. Although 
twinning and shear bands were rarely reported in Al, they are in principle possible to be 
activated at extremely high strains.  
In Cu alloys, the SFE decreases with increasing alloy content. Therefore, different 
deformation mechanisms as well as microstructure evolutions are expected in those 
materials. It has been reported that in pure Cu with medium SFE (41 mJ !m"2 ) 
[Malin1979, Hirsch1988c], crystallographic slip dominates the deformation at low and 
medium strains. Microbands with several µm thicknesses were observed at a very low 
strain of about 1% thickness reduction. With increasing strain, the amounts of 
microbands increased drastically and they occupied the microstructure almost completely 
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at high strains. An equiaxed subgrain structure was obtained at a slightly higher strain 
due to homogenous slip. Once the microbands became exhausted in the microstructure, 
inhomogeneous copper-type shear bands at an angle of about 35° to the rolling plane 
were finally observed at very high strain of about 60% thickness reduction 
[Hatherly1978]. In a 30at.% brass (CuZn) alloy with low SFE (15mJ !m"2 ), besides 
crystallographic slip, inhomogeneous deformation such as that caused by twins and shear 
bands are also important, especial at high strains. Due to the relatively low SFE, 
dislocations can be dissociated into partial dislocations with relative ease, and thus 
neither cell structure nor microbands can be developed by climb or cross slip. Meanwhile, 
the stacking faults between partial dislocations become twin nuclei, which grow rapidly 
by moving the twin boundaries. It was reported that mechanical twins were frequently 
observed at about 50% thickness reduction and became the major deformation mode. 
Investigations by TEM found out that the twins were usually formed in twin-matrix 
lamella structures with about 0.02-0.05 µm  thicknesses. The thin lamellae were usually 
clustered together and formed in twin packets, which became major barriers for 
dislocation propagation. At even higher strains, shear bands were developed at ±35°  to 
the rolling plane and became the major deformation mode. The shear bands were about 
0.5-2 µm thick and consisted of slightly elongated crystallites. At a strain of about 95% 
thickness reduction, the microstructure was consumed almost entirely by these thin 
crystallites, which spanned the full sheet thickness. A summary of the main characteristic 
features of the microstructure in face centered cubic (FCC) materials with various SFEs 
is listed in Table 1 in the work of [Hirsch1988c].  
Texture analysis in FCC materials 
Textures of FCC materials can be presented and analyzed by orientation distribution 
functions (ODFs) [Bunge1993, Hirsch1988a]. Quantitatively, the rolling texture of FCC 
materials can be described with the peak- or fiber-type components at different strains. 
The peak-type components describe the texture at high strains the best, whereas the fiber-
types, namely the !,!",!#  and !  fibers give the best approximation at low and medium 
strains.  
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At low and medium strains, orientations distributed continuously. Along each texture 
fiber, orientations rotate about a certain crystal axis. For example, in the !  fiber, 
orientations rotate about the <110> axis that is parallel to the normal direction of the 
specimen. This fiber forms a tube of maximum intensity running through the Euler space 
from Goss (G) orientation at 0°,!45°,!90°( )  over Brass (B) orientation at 35°,!45°,!90°( )  
to P orientation at 90°,!45°,!90°( ) . The !  fiber with <110> tilting 60° towards rolling 
direction (also mentioned as the skeleton line) starts from Copper (D/C) orientation at 
90°,!27 / 35°,!45°( )  over S orientation at 59°,!37°,!63°( )  and end at Brass (B) orientation 
at 35°,!45°,!90°( ) . Usually, the rolling textures in FCC materials are described by the !  
and !  fibers. However, when deformation is carried by inhomogenous mechanisms such 
as twinning and shear bands, the !  and !  fibers are also required additionally. The !  
fiber includes orientations in the range of 90°,!0! 90°,!45°( ) , which consist of the C 
orientation at ! = 35° , the twin orientation of C (TC) at ! = 75 /105° (the symmetrical 
twin orientations) and the G orientation at ! = 90° . At ! = 55°  and !2 = 45° , the !  
fiber runs from !1 = 0 / 60°  to !1 = 30 / 90° , which is normally caused by shear bands.  At 
high rolling strains, the continuous orientation distribution was destroyed. Instead, a 
quantitative description with the main texture peaks with a related scattering give the best 
approximation. Details about the texture analysis in FCC materials can be found in refs 
[Bunge1993, Hirsch1988a].   
In the following parts, we focus on the typical rolling texture evolutions and the 
corresponding deformation mechanisms in various Cu alloys with different SFEs.  
Deformation mechanisms for texture transition in medium SFE Cu alloys 
In pure Cu with medium SFE, both experimental observations and simulations using the 
Taylor type deformation texture models revealed that, most of the originally randomly 
distributed orientations were rotated towards the !  fiber (including C/D and S) during 
deformation. If the strains were large enough, the rotation of orientations would be finally 
stabilized at C/D. This kind of final texture is called the ‘copper’ type texture. By contrast, 
in high-alloyed brass with low SFEs, the final texture was along the !  fiber and 
stabilized at B, which is called the ‘brass’ type texture. Meanwhile, the tendency of the 
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texture transition from the ‘copper’ type to the ‘brass’ type increases with increasing 
alloy content as well as decreasing SFE and temperature [Wassermann1962, 
Hirsch1988a-c, Engler2000, Alam1967, Pospiech1975]. In fact, the texture transition in 
Cu alloys is characterized by an abrupt decrease in the intensity of C component, 
accompanied by an increasing intensity of TC and B. As mentioned above, the texture 
transition is mainly due to the different deformation mechanisms in those alloys. 
Both experiments and simulations [Wassermann1962] revealed that, in medium SFE Cu 
alloys (e.g. 5 at.% brass), the texture evolution was not terminated at the ‘copper’ type. 
By contrast, a lot of twins were often observed within those ‘metastable’ orientations. An 
Schmid factor analysis revealed that, along the !  fiber with !" 35° , including the C 
(and D) orientation, the Schmid factors for twinning are relatively high.  Therefore, the 
copper type orientations can be further rotated towards their twin orientations TC 
(! =105° , whose symmetrical orientation is at ! = 75° ) with relative ease, as the stage 1 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1.3a. In what follows, crystallographic slip became 
active inside the twinned orientations (TC) and rotated the crystallites gradually towards 
G, as the stage 2 shown in Fig. 2.1.3a. However, the G orientation was only metastable, 
which was continuously rotated further into the final stable orientation B, i.e. the ‘brass’ 
type texture, as the stage 3 in Fig. 2.1.3a.  
Deformation mechanisms for texture transition in low SFE Cu alloys 
When deformation started, crystallographic slip dominated firstly and rotated the initial 
random orientations towards the ‘copper’ type orientation C/D. Since in brass the SFE 
decreased markedly with increasing alloy content [Steffens1987, Gallagher1970], the 
CRSS for twinning in high-alloyed brass was reduced by about 95% [Hirsch1988a]. 
Microstructure observation indicated that a large amount of twins were formed inside the 
C/D orientations in fine twin/matrix lamellae packets. As shown in Fig. 2.1.3b, twinning 
rotated the C/D orientations towards TC (stage 1). Since the twin boundaries cut the 
mean free path of dislocations that intersected the boundaries into sections, the activation 
stresses for those slip systems were increased effectively. By contrast, the slip systems 
with glide direction parallel to the twin boundaries were not affected and became 
relatively easy. Therefore, during further deformation, slip was restricted on the 111{ }  
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planes that are parallel to the twin boundaries, i.e. the so-called coplanar slip. Since 
coplanar slip rotates orientations into a higher !  angle, the matrix and twin orientations 
were rotated towards the orientations at ! = 55°  or 105° (both belong to the !  fiber), as 
the stage 2 schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1.3b. At even higher strains, slip was almost 
completely inhibited by twin boundaries. Then, another inhomogeneous deformation 
mechanism, i.e. shears banding, became active, which sheared the !  orientation into the 
orientation G, shown as stage 3 in Fig. 2.1.3b. Microstructure observation revealed that 
shear bands can occupy the material at very high strains and led to a microstructure full 
of fine subgrains. In what followed, homogenous slip activated inside the fine subgrains 
and lead to a re-establishment of the !  fiber. Finally, the orientations were stabilized at 
B and the ‘brass’ type texture was obtained at the end of deformation (stage 4 in Fig. 
2.1.3b). Besides shear bands, slip overshooting can also transfer the ‘copper’ type texture 
to the ‘brass’ type (from C to G and B). As shown in Fig. 2.1.3c, after the ‘copper’ type 
orientation C/D was rotated to the ! fiber, the rotation by crystallographic slip was not 
stopped but continued towards G by overshooting, shown as stage 3 in Fig. 2.1.3b. 
During further strains, the metastable orientation G was shifted towards B, and the ‘brass’ 
type texture was obtained finally (stage 4).  
 
Fig. 2.1.3 Orientation paths presented in !2 = 45°  section of the Euler space for materials 
with (a) medium, (b-c) low stacking fault energies. Different rotation paths are due to 
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various deformation mechanisms: (a) mechanical twinning and subsequent normal slip; 
(b) additional shear banding; (c) overshooting.  
2.2	  Basics	  of	  deformation	  texture	  models	  
2.2.1 Overview of deformation texture models 
Since texture causes anisotropy, it is important to quantitatively predict the deformation 
texture evolution and the corresponding mechanical response of materials under plastic 
deformation. The main challenge of texture modeling lies in how to treat the stress and 
strain conditions at grain boundaries. In 1928 and 1938, Sachs and Taylor firstly 
proposed the models with the upper and lower boundary conditions, respectively, i.e. the 
‘non constraint’ Sachs model (NC-Sachs) [Sachs1928] and the ‘full constraint’ Taylor 
(FC-Taylor) model [Taylor1938]. Both models are based on the assumption that 
deformation distributes homogeneously within a grain and crystallographic slip is the 
only cause for lattice rotation. The major difference between these two models is that, the 
Taylor model assumes a continuity of plastic strain ε throughout the polycrystal, i.e. the 
strain tensor of each grain is equal to that of the entire polycrystal 
!ij
Sample = !ij
Crystal   (also written  as !ij
S = !ij
C )          (2.2.1) 
whereas the Sachs model assumes a homogenous stress σ throughout the polycrystal. It 
can be seen that the Taylor model causes stress incompatibilities at the grain boundaries, 
whereas the Sachs model causes strain incompatibilities at the grain boundaries.  
A condensed comparison of these two models made by Hirsch and Van Houtte 
[Hirsch1988c, Van Houtte2002] pointed out that, even though the FC-Taylor model 
violated the stress continuity at the grain boundaries, it remained a better approach than 
the Sachs model. Therefore, most of the current deformation texture models were 
developed basing on the Taylor’s assumption, such as the Visco-Plastic Self-Consistent 
(VPSC) model [Lebensohn1997/2004, Tomé1991/2002, Proust2007/2009], the Crystal 
Plasticity Finite Element Model (CPFEM) [Kalidindi1992/1998/2001/2009], the 
advanced-Lamel (A-Lamel) model [Van Houtte2002/2005] and the Grain Interaction 
(GIA) model [Wagner1994, F-Bühner1998, B-Hill1951, Crumbach2004/2006a/2006b, 
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Mu2010/2011a, Engler2005, Raabe1998]. For materials deformed by crystallographic 
slip, such as the face centered cubic (FCC) and body centered cubic (BCC) materials with 
high or medium stacking fault energies (SFEs), the FC-Taylor model can make a 
qualitative approximation and show the main evolution of texture components during 
rolling process. However, in terms of quantitative prediction, the final orientations can 
have a deviation of up to 10°, and the intensities and volume fractions of the most 
important texture components can be overestimated by a factor of up to 2 [Van 
Houtte2002]. It was also pointed out that this problem most likely lay in the stress 
incompatibilities at the grain boundaries. A better assumption was therefore desired, with 
a compromise of both strain and stress compatibilities at the grain boundaries.    
An improvement to the FC-Taylor model was achieved by abandoning the global 
homogeneity of strain throughout the polycrystal, but allowing for certain shear 
components to be relaxed, i.e. deviations from the prescribed strain state. This is called 
the Relaxed-Constraint (RC-Taylor) model [Kocks1982, Van Houtte1982/2005, 
Honneff1978]. In such a case the shear stress corresponding to the relaxed shear is set to 
be zero automatically, and thereby the compatibility of stress is accomplished in those 
directions. Based on the geometry of the rolling process, there are several variations of 
the RC-Taylor model, such as the ‘pancake’ model in which both of the !13  and !23  
strain components can be relaxed (1, 2 and 3 represent for the rolling, transverse and 
normal directions of sample, respectively). In the ‘lath’ model only the !13  component is 
relaxed. The shear component !13  is also called Copper-shear, since it promotes the 
Copper component in FCC type texture. The shear !23  is called S-shear for an equivalent 
reason. The Brass component in FCC type texture is promoted by the in-plane !12  shear, 
which would create large strain incompatibilities between the ‘pancake’ grains, therefore 
!12  is not reasonable to be relaxed in a common RC model. As a conclusion, both FC- 
and RC-models cannot predict strong Brass component in FCC metals. However, better 
predictions of the texture evolutions during the rolling process can be obtained with the 
RC-Taylor models [Hirsch1988b]. 
However, in the RC-Taylor models, the choice of the relaxed shear components is quite 
artificial, and the one relaxation that is justified in one certain strain path may be 
meaningless for most other deformation paths. For example, the ‘pancake’ model with 
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relaxations in both !13  and !23  components is a quite good choice for rolling process 
modeling, in which most of the grains have a flat, elongated shape. However, its 
application for other arbitrary strain paths would make no sense. The most successful 
attempt to make a non-artificial choice of relaxed strains was to take the interaction 
between neighboring grains into account. For example, in the VPSC model each grain is 
treated as a visco plastic ellipsoidal inclusion embedded in a homogeneous equivalent 
medium with uniform properties. While each grain is representative of all grains with the 
same orientation, the homogeneous equivalent medium represents the average 
neighbourhood of those grains. With such a structure, the VPSC model can treat the grain 
interaction in an average and ‘long range’ manner. On the contrary, in the CPFEM model 
each crystallite consists of at least one finite element mesh, the interactions among all 
grains are taken into account at once. Therefore, the CPFEM model achieves both stress 
and strain compatibility simultaneously at grain boundaries in a ‘short range’ manner. 
However, it demands high computing power or CPU time. Both models mentioned above 
achieved substantial improvements in prediction of the texture evolution by taking the 
grain interaction into account. However, a compromise solution that provides a precise 
description of the grain interaction with reasonable CPU time was still desirable.  
In the present work, one of the most advanced cluster-type deformation texture models, 
the Grain-Interaction (GIA) model is introduced and applied. Compared to the VPSC 
model, the GIA model is advantageous in its treatment of the grain interaction. This 
cluster type Taylor model has a grain structure consisting of 8-grain aggregates 
embedded in a homogeneous matrix. During deformation, the whole aggregates are 
deformed under a fully prescribed strain state of the polycrystal, like in the FC-Taylor 
model, which avoids strain incompatibilities between aggregates. But each grain within 
the aggregates is allowed to be relaxed in all three spatial directions. Roughly speaking, 
by adding a proper number of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) at the 
boundaries, the model accommodates the misfit and gap caused by relaxations of 
individual grains and describes the grain interaction more precisely than the VPSC model. 
Meanwhile, the GIA model does not demand as much computing power as the CPFEM 
model. The GIA model has been successfully applied to predict deformation texture 
evolution of cubic materials, especially of Al and its alloys, in which crystallographic slip 
is the only cause for lattice rotation and texture evolution. In the following, the basics of 
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the FC- and RC-Taylor models as well as the main features of the GIA model are 
summarized (also see [Wagner1994, F-Bühner1998, B-Hill1951, Raabe1998, 
Crumbach2004/2006a/2006b, Mu2010, Engler2005,]). 
2.2.2 Basics of the Taylor models 
Deformation tensor 
Deformation of any volume element (e.g. single crystal) can be described with a 
displacement gradient tensor e : 
e =
e11 e12 e13
e21 e22 e23
e31 e32 e33
!
"
#
#
##
$
%
&
&
&&
   with eij =
!ui
!x j  
(i: shear direction; j: shear plane)      (2.2.2) 
 which can be divided into a symmetry strain tensor !ij  and an antisymmetric tensor !ij : 
eij = !ij +"ij  with !ij =
1
2 eij + eji( )   and  !ij =
1
2 eij ! eji( )       (2.2.3)   
While the symmetrical strain tensor !ij  correlates to the shape change, the antisymmetric 
part correlates to the rigid body rotation of the volume element. The strain tensor !ij  has 
five independent components, while the rigid body rotation tensor !ij  has only three 
independent components, as given by                                      
! =
!11 !12 !13
!21 !22 !23
!31 !32 !33
!
"
#
#
##
$
%
&
&
&&
  with !ij = ! ji     and   !11 +!22 +!33 = 0       
(2.2.4) 
! =
0 !12 !13
!!12 0 !23
!!13 !!23 0
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              (2.2.5) 
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In the following we take the deformation of one crystal by crystallographic slip as an 
example to explain the difference between these two tensors. 
Crystallographic slip is defined by shear on a crystallographic plane !n  in a 
crystallographic direction 
!
b . During plastic deformation, a dislocation glides on the 
defined slip system, which translates the crystal block above or below the 
crystallographic plane !n  by an integer multiple of the atomic spacing on the shear plane. 
The glide changes the crystal shape, with some shear steps left behind on the surface, as 
shown in Fig. 2.2.1. However, the crystal orientation is not changed, rather the atoms 
above or below the area swept by the dislocations changed their positions. For example, 
the axis AC is switched to AC’ with a rotation angle of !1  by dislocation glide, as shown 
in Fig. 2.2.1. However, in real cases such as a tensile test, the tensile axis AC cannot be 
moved as the ends of the specimen are fixed to the machine. Instead, the crystal lattice 
will be rotated by an angle of !2  in order to remain the AC axis in its original position. It 
can be seen that, the shape change of the crystal can be described by the strain tensor !  
(Eq. 2.2.4), the rotation of AC axis to AC’ can be denoted by he rigid body rotation !1  
(Eq. 2.2.5), whereas the lattice rotation is given by !2 =!1( ) , which is therefore the 
reason for orientation change of the single crystal during plastic deformation. 
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Fig. 2.2.1 Orientation change (lattice rotation) during plastic deformation due to 
dislocation glides on slip systems [Gottstein2004]. 
Concerned coordinate systems 
In plastic deformation and texture change, three coordinate systems are concerned: the 
sample frame {P}, the crystal frame {K}, and the slip frame {G}. In case of sheet rolling, 
the sample frame {P} is defined with the three sample axes, namely the rolling (RD), 
transverse (TD) and normal (ND) directions. The crystal frame {K} composes of three 
100 crystal axes, while the slip frame {G} is defined with the normal direction of the 
glide plane !n , the glide direction b
!
 and the direction !s  perpendicular to the other two 
axes ( !n , b
!
 and 
!s  are unit vectors). The three base vectors of the {P}, {K} and {G} 
frames are denoted as !si , 
!ci  and 
!
li ( i =1,!2,!3 ), respectively (as shown in Fig. 2.2.2), and 
elements in these coordinate systems are written with the superscripts of G, K and P, 
respectively. The displacement gradient tensor eij , the strain tensor !ij  and the rigid body 
rotation !ij  can be represented in {P}, {K}, {G} frames as ( eijP, !eijK ,!eijG ), (!ijP,!!ijK ,!!ijG ) and 
(!ij
P,!!ijK ,!!ijG ), respectively. 
 
Fig. 2.2.2 Schematic illustration of the coordinate systems of (a) sample {P}; (b) crystal 
{K}; (c) slip {G}. 
Transition between coordinate frames 
The orientation of one crystal is defined by the rotation of the sample frame {P} to the 
corresponding crystal frame {K}, which is described by a 3!3  matrix g.  
{K} = g{P}               (2.2.6) 
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The coordinate systems {P} and {K} are related through the linear relationship  
!c1 = g11
!s1 + g12
!s2 + g13
!s3
!c2 = g21
!s1 + g22
!s2 + g23
!s3
!c3 = g31
!s1 + g32
!s2 + g33
!s3
 with 
!c1
!c2
!c3
!
"
#
#
##
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&&
= g
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!s3
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#
#
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%
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&
&&
        (2.2.7) 
in which the sample directions !s3 / /ND  and 
!s1 / /RD  are parallel to the normal direction 
of the crystal plane (HKL) and the crystal direction [UVW], respectively. Therefore, the 
rotation matrix g can be given as 
g =
c11P c12P c13P
c21P c22P c23P
c31P c32P c33P
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      (2.2.8) 
where N = U 2 +V 2 +W 2 , M = H 2 +K 2 + L2 . 
Similarly, translations between {G} and {K} is given by {G} = h{K}. As the base vectors 
of slip 
!
l3 / /n
!
 and 
!
l1 / /b
!
 parallel to the normal direction of crystal plane (HKL) and 
direction [UVW], the rotation matrix h can be written as 
h =
b1K b2K b3K
s1K s2K s3K
n1K n2K n3K
!
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       (2.2.9) 
Therefore, the translations between {G} and {P} can be given by notation matrixes q 
with q = h ! g: 
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{G} = q{P}   with  q!1 = h " g( )!1 = g!1 "h!1 =
b1P s1P n1P
b2P s2P n2P
b3P s3P n3P
#
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     (2.2.10) 
Representation of deformation by single dislocation glide  
In the modeling, all calculations must be carried on in one uniform reference frame. 
Normally, the sample frame {P} is chosen. During plastic deformation, a dislocation can 
shear a crystal by !  on the slip plane !n  and in the slip direction 
!
b  under the resolved 
shear stress ! . In the slip frame {G}, the tensors of the shear stress ! G  and the 
displacement eG  are given by: 
! G =
0 0 !
0 0 0
0 0 0
!
"
#
#
#
$
%
&
&
&
           (2.2.11) 
eG =
0 0 !
0 0 0
0 0 0
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  with  !G =
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 (2.2.12) 
According to Eq. 2.2.10, the displacement gradient tensors e can be transferred into the 
sample frame {P} [Fischer-Bühner1998]  
eP = q!1eGq             (2.2.13) 
with  eijP = qi1!1 "! "q3 j = qi1!1 "qj3!1 "!           (2.2.14) 
or  eijP = qik!1
k,l=1
3
" eklGqlj           (2.2.15)  
Since qi1!1 = biP and qj3!1 = njP , it is obtained that 
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eijP = biP !njP !!                      
with   !ij
P =
1
2 bi
P !njP + bjP !niP( ) !"  and  !ijP = 12 bi
P !njP " bjP !niP( ) !"     (2.2.16) 
In a similar manner, when a macro stress ! P  is applied on the sample 
! P =
!11
p !12
p !13
p
! 21
p ! 22
p ! 23
p
! 31
p ! 32
p ! 33
p
!
"
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          (2.2.17) 
it has 
! G = q !! P !q"1  or ! ijG = qik
k,l=1
3
! ! klPqlj"1        (2.2.18) 
Therefore, the resolved shear stress !  that the macro stress applied on one slip system is 
given by [Wagner1994] 
! = qk1!1
k,l=1
3
" ! klPql3!1 = bkP
k,l=1
3
" #nlP #! klP
= b1P #n1P #!11P + b2P #n2P #! 22P + b3P #n3P #! 33P
+ b2P #n3P + b3P #n2P( ) #! 23P + b1P #n3P + b3P #n1P( ) #!13P + b1P #n2P + b2P #n1P( ) #!12P
   (2.2.19) 
Meanwhile, the Taylor energy that required for the single slip glide is then a product of 
the critical resolved shear stress and the amount of shear taken by the activated slip 
system as follows:  
ETaylor = ! c,slip " slip                 (2.2.20) 
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Representation of deformation by multiple slip  
For slip on multiple slip systems, the deformation is a result of the combination of all 
activated slip systems. The tensors of displacement gradient can be rewritten as: 
eijP = biP !njP( )
s
!! s
s=1
n slip
"            (2.2.21) 
with    !ij
P =
1
2 bi
P !njP + bjP !niP( )
s
!" s
s=1
nslip
"  
and    !ij
P =
1
2 bi
P !njP " bjP !niP( )
s
!" s
s=1
nslip
#         (2.2.22) 
where slipn  is the number of activated slip systems.  
Since for an arbitrary shape change, at least five independent crystallographic slip 
systems are required, Eq. 2.2.21 can be expanded as 
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(!P = E !"  and ! = E!1 ""P ) 
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In a similar manner, the resolved shear stresses on the five activated slip systems are 
given by 
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with ! = ET !" P , ! P = ET!1 ""          (2.2.26)  
The Taylor energy is thus the sum of the products of the CRSSs and the shear amounts of 
all activated slip systems:  
ETaylor = ! cj ! " j
j=1
nslip
"             (2.2.27) 
where jcτ  and !
j  are the CRSS and the absolute value of shear amount of the activated 
slip system j. 
Selection of slip systems by minimizing the energy 
As mentioned above, at least 5 independent slip systems are required for an arbitrary 
shape change. In FCC and BCC metals, there are at least 12 and 48 slip systems 
respectively available, and thus the selection of five activated slip systems is under-
determined. For example, in FCC materials with 12 slip systems, there are 384 different 
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combinations of exactly five independent slip systems. It is easily be handle for the 
nature but difficult for simulation. Therefore, besides the applied stress and strain on the 
sample, an additional criterion is required for the selection of the best solution. Two 
methods have been proposed to solve this problem, namely the Bishop-Hill [Bishop-
Hill1951] polycrystal model and the Taylor energy. Since they were proved to be 
essentially equivalent, in the current work we only introduce and apply the latter one. 
The Taylor energy method suggested that a set of slip systems is selected when the 
plastic work TaylorE  is minimized [Wagner1994].  
MINMdE vMcTaylor == ετ  with ∑
=
=
slipn
j vM
j
d
M
1 ε
γ
       (2.2.28) 
where M is the so-called macroscopic Taylor factor and vMdε  is the macroscopic 
equivalent plastic strain increments of the sample according to von Mises 
d!vM =
2
3 !11( )
2
+ !22( )
2
+ !33( )
2
+ 2 !23( )2 + !13( )2 + !12( )2( )!"# $%&                 (2.2.29) 
By minimizing the Taylor energy, the number of possible solutions can be effectively 
reduced. However, very often several solutions (selected slip systems and their shear 
amounts γ ) were still obtained with the equal minimal energy, the so-called Taylor 
ambiguity problem. These energetically equivalent solutions cause to the same geometric 
situation of grains but different lattice rotations. In reality, because of local fluctuations in 
the microstructure, like solute atoms, precipitates and neighborhood, etc., different slip 
systems could be activated in grains with the same orientation. Therefore, in the Taylor 
program one of the energetic equivalent solutions is randomly picked up in one grain to 
represent the microstructural fluctuations.     
Lattice rotation  
The following calculations are carried out in the sample coordinate frame {P}. In order to 
simplify the notations, the subscript P will not appear in all notations. According to Eq. 
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2.2.3, the deformation of the sample (eS ) and the crystal ( Ce ) (S and C denote the sample 
and crystal, respectively) are composed of the strain tensor !  and rotation tensor !  with 
eijS = !ijS +"ijS  and CijCijCije ωε += . While the strain tensors Sε  and Cε  describe the shape 
changes of the sample and the crystal, respectively, the Sω  and 
Cω  describe the rigid 
body rotations respectively. If the sample is not fixed to any head, both the sample and 
crystallite are rotated with the same rigid body rotation angle ( Sω =
Cω ), and no change 
in the crystal orientation is caused. However, in reality the sample is always fixed to a 
machine, which makes the Sω  different from the 
Cω . The difference between the ! S  
and !C  results in the change of the crystal orientation, i.e. the lattice rotation, as denoted 
by Ω  [Wagner1994] 
! =
0 !12 !13
"!12 0 !23
"!13 "!23 0
#
$
%
%
%
%
&
'
(
(
(
(
          (2.2.30) 
with  ! =! S "!C   or        Cij
S
ijij ωω −=Ω     (2.2.31) 
Once the choice of the activated slip systems and their shear amounts are determined, one 
can calculate the lattice rotation ! .  
The antisymmetric tensor !  ( jiij Ω−=Ω ) can be represented by a rotation around a 
vector ∗v  (with elements of vk!  (k =1,2,3) ) by an angleδ . With the permutation tensor 
ijk∈ , the rotation vector can be described as [Wagner1994] 
vk! = "ijk #$ij
i, j,k=1
3
%            (2.2.32) 
in which !ijk=1  for i, j and k equal (1, 2, 3) or (2, 3, 1) or (3, 1, 2); !ijk= "1 for i, j and k 
equal (3, 2, 1) or (1, 3, 2) or (2, 1, 3) and zero for others. Therefore, it has 
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With a normalization factor ( ) ( ) ( )232221 ∗∗∗ ++= vvvδ , the equation above can be written 
as 
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The rotation matrix described by the rotation vector v  (normalized) and the rotation 
angle δ  is given as 
D v,!( ) =
1! v12( )cos! + v12 v1v2 1! cos!( )+ v3 sin! v1v3 1! cos!( )! v2 sin!
v1v2 1! cos!( )! v3 sin! 1! v22( )cos! + v22 v2v3 1! cos!( )+ v1 sin!
v1v3 1! cos!( )+ v2 sin! v2v3 1! cos!( )! v1 sin! 1! v32( )cos! + v32
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                           (2.2.35) 
The new orientation 'g  of the crystallite (with original orientation of g) after a 
deformation step vMdε  is derived as 
gDg ⋅='             (2.2.36) 
FC-Taylor model 
In the following sections, the main features of the full (FC) and relaxed (RC) constraint-
Taylor models are given. All notations are given in the sample coordinate frames. S and 
C denote the sample and crystal, respectively.  
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Here, we introduce a new variable Ce~ , which represents for the ‘whole’ deformation of 
one crystal with respect to the sample: 
!eC = eC +! = !C +"C +!           (2.2.37) 
in which Ce  is the displacement gradient tensor for the crystal of interest (with 
eC = !C +"C ) and Ω  accounts for the orientation change of the crystallite.  
The FC-Taylor model assumes a homogeneity of plastic strain throughout the polycrystal, 
i.e. the strain tensor (shape change) of each grain is equal to that of the entire polycrystal: 
C
ij
S
ij εε =  and  
SC ee =~ . Meanwhile, since the sample was fixed to the machine, therefore, 
its rigid body rotation has  
0=Sijω              (2.2.38) 
According to Eqs. 2.2.30-31, the rotation tensor is given by 
!ij =!ij
S "!ij
C = "!ij
C  with  
⎟
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0
0
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2313
2312
1312
CC
CC
CC
FC
ωω
ωω
ωω
      (2.2.39) 
RC-Taylor model 
In the RC-Taylor model, the deformation tensor of the crystal Ce~  is not equal to Se  any 
more, but with an additional relaxation tensor rC  [F-Bühner1998]   
!eS = !eC + rC             (2.2.40) 
with  
⎪⎩
⎪
⎨
⎧
=
≠
relaxednotr
relaxedr
C
ij
C
ij
0
0
          (2.2.41) 
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The relaxation tensor Cr could also be divided into the symmetric part rs,ijC =1/ 2 rijC + rjiC( ) , 
which describes the relaxation in shape change; and antisymmetric part 
ra,ijC =1/ 2 rijC ! rjiC( ) , which attributes to the additional orientation change by relaxation. 
The strain tensor and lattice rotation can be rewritten as 
! ijC = ! ijS + rsij
C relaxed
! ijC = ! ijS not relaxed
!
"
#
$
#
and 
!ij =! ij
S "! ijC + raij
C relaxed
!ij =! ij
S "! ijC not relaxed
#
$
%
&
%
     (2.2.42) 
For example in the ‘lath’ RC-Taylor model with a relaxation of SC 1313 εε ≠ , the Cr  could be 
written as [F-Bühner1998]: 
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0 0 0
0 0 0
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and  raC =
0 0 1/ 2r13C
0 0 0
!1/ 2r13C 0 0
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    (2.2.43) 
Since ( ) ( ) CijjiCjiijCijCjiCij eeee ε=Ω++Ω+=+ 2
1~~
2
1  and the lattice rotation Ω  is also 
antisymmetric (with jiij Ω−=Ω ), it has [F-Bühner1998]: 
!eijC = 2!ijC ! !ejiC  with  !e31C = e31S                    (2.2.44) 
r13C = !e13C ! e13S = 2!13C ! !e31C ! e13S = 2 !13C !!13S( )         
( )SCSCsSC r 1313131313 13 εεεεε −+=+=  
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!13 =!13
S "!13
C + ra13
C =!13
S "!13
C +"13
C ""13
S
        (2.2.45) 
The gradient tensors for shape change and orientation rotation can be written as [F-
Bühner1998]: 
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which can be generalized as: 
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Application of the FC- and RC-Taylor models  
During the rolling process, while the FC-Taylor model normally predicted a final stable 
orientation at D with Euler angles 90°,!27°,!45°( ) , most of the relaxed constraint (RC) 
Taylor models obtained a stable orientation at C with Euler angles 90°,!35°, !45°( ) . Both 
the D and C textures belong to the ‘copper’ type rolling texture. However, by relaxation 
of the 12ε  strain component, which is normally not allowed in simulation due to the large 
shape compensations, the simulated texture stabilized at the α  fiber 
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( 0 ! !1 ! 55°, !" = 45°, !!2 = 90° ), i.e. the ‘brass’ type texture. Moreover, in no constraints 
condition, i.e. the Sachs model, a final texture located at the B orientation with Euler 
angles of 0°, !35°,! 45°( )  is found. It was suggested that, with the allowance of relaxation 
of !12 , a transition from the ‘copper’ type to the ‘brass’ type texture was obtained.  
For lower SFE materials, approximate agreement was obtained at low degree of rolling. 
However, the deviation of the transition from a ‘copper’ to a ‘brass’ type rolling texture 
increased systematically with increasing strain and decreasing SFE. Since the texture 
transition is known to be caused by inhomogeneous deformation such as mechanical 
twinning and shear bands, the homogeneous slip Taylor models can no longer interpret 
these textures. Therefore, inhomogeneities deformations, which depend strongly on SFE, 
must be taken into account in the deformation texture models [Hirsch 1988c].  
2.2.3 Basics of the cluster type Grain-Interaction model  
In the flowing part the basic feature of one of the most advanced clustery type 
deformation texture model, the GIA model is summarized. Details of this model can be 
found else where [Crumbach2005]. 
In the GIA model, it has a grain structure consisting of 8-grain aggregates (labeled as A1-
A4, B1-B4) embedded in a homogeneous matrix, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.2.3. 
The three sample axis RD, TD and ND are represented by d1, d2 and d3, respectively. The 
interfaces (IFs) and grain boundaries (GBs) perpendicular to the three sample directions 
are denoted as IFi and GBi, with i=1, 2, 3. During deformation, the whole aggregates are 
deformed under a fully prescribed strain state of the polycrystal, like in the FC-Taylor 
model, to avoid strain incompatibilities between aggregates. However, each grain within 
the aggregates is allowed to be relaxed in all three spatial directions. By adding a proper 
number of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) at the IFs and GBs, the model 
accommodates the misfit and gap caused by relaxation and thus describes the grain 
interactions in a reasonable manner. Therefore, in addition to the Taylor energy ETaylor 
caused by slip, the GNDs contributes to a relaxation energy o Erelax, and the total 
deformation energy can be written as: 
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ETotal = ETaylor +Erelax            (2.2.49) 
The Taylor energy ETaylor has already been derived in Eq. 2.2.27. In the following part we 
will only focus on the problem of how to obtain a proper amount of relaxations that 
balanced with certain sets of dislocation glides in case of simple shear 0≠prescrijε  ( ji ≠ ) 
and normal shear 0≠prescrijε  ( i = j ), respectively. It should be additionally mentioned 
that, instead of e, ε, ω, the velocity tensors !e,! !!,! !"  are used in the GIA model.  
 
Fig. 2.2.3 8-grain aggregate described in the GIA Model with grain sizes d1, d2 and d3 
and grains A1-A4, B1-B4 [Crumbach2005]. 
Under shear 0≠prescrijε  ( ji ≠ ) 
Here we take the deformation of one 8-grain aggregate under the shear of !12
prescr  as an 
example to explain how the relaxation is determined in the GIA model. It is assumed that 
under the current strain state, the planes perpendicular to the sample direction d2 remain 
unchanged, whereas all other planes cause either overlap or gaps by relaxation. For 
example, the incompatibilities due to the grain interactions between grain B1 and its 
neighboring grains at different IFs and GBs of grain B1 are given by 
IF1(B1)    !!12
IF1 B1( ) = !12
prescr "!12
B1        (2.2.50) 
IF3(B1)    !!12
IF3 B1( ) = !12
prescr "!12
B1        (2.2.51) 
IF2(B1)/GB2(B1/B3)   !12
B1 +!12
B3 = 2 !!12        (2.2.52) 
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GB1(B1/B2)    !!12
GB1(B1/B2) = !12
B2 "!12
B1        (2.2.53) 
GB3(A1/B1)    !!12
GB3(A1/B1) = !12
B1 "!12
A1        (2.2.54) 
Assuming the incompatibilities at the IFs and GBs can be compensated with GNDs, the 
misfit displacements )1/1(312
BAGBu  at GB3 between grain A1 and B1 due to 
)1/1(3
12
BAGBεΔ   (Eq. 
2.2.54) can then be calculated as 
2
)1/1(3
12
)1/1(3
12 2 du
BAGBBAGB ⋅Δ⋅= ε          (2.2.55) 
in which the value is doubled due to the contributions of the two adjacent neighboring 
grains A1 and B1. Since a dislocation generates a displacement with step size equals to 
the burgers vector b, for a certain amount of incompatibility displacement )1/1(312
BAGBu  the 
number of required GNDs could be calculated by 
N12GB3(A1/B1) =
u12GB3(A1/B1)
b                      (2.2.56) 
which further gives us the GNDs density at the considered boundary as 
V
dN BAGBBAGB 1
)1/1(3
12)1/1(3
12
⋅
=ρ           (2.2.57) 
Since the volume of one grain is given by the products of d1 !d2 !d3 , the upper equation is 
then rewritten as 
!12
GB3(A1/B1) =
2 ! ""12GB3(A1/B1) !d1 !d2
b !d1 !d2 !d3
=
2 ! ""12GB3(A1/B1)
b !d3
       (2.2.58) 
Since the energy of one dislocation is given by 1/2Gb2ρ, the energy due to )1/1(312
BAGBu  can 
be obtained by 
)1/1(3
12
2
12 2
1)1/1(3 BAGBGND GbE
BAGB
ρ=          (2.2.59) 
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As a conclusion, the GND densities and the corresponding relaxation energies caused by 
a shear component ijε ( ji ≠ ) at a boundary B can be generalized as: 
k
B
ijB
ij db ⋅
Δ
=
ε
ρ
2
 with ji ≠           (2.2.60) 
B
ij
GND
ij GbE
B
ρ2
2
1
=   with ji ≠          (2.2.61) 
 
 
Fig. 2.2.4 Compatible relaxation of ε12 in the 8-grain aggregate (Note the ND-view for a 
better display of this in-plane shear) [Crumbach 2005]. 
Under strain 0≠prescrijε  ( ji = )  
In case of deformation under a normal strain 0≠prescrijε  ( ji = ), e.g. !33
prescr , the 
incompatibilities at different IFs and GBs of grain B1 can thus be given by 
IF1(B1)  !33
A1 +!33
B1 = 2!33prescr         (2.2.62) 
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GB3(A1/B1)   !!33
GB3(A1/B1) = !33
prescr "!33
A1         (2.2.63) 
The GND densities is exemplified by the misfit displacements )1/1(333
BAGBu as  
3
)1/1(3
33
)1/1(3
33 du
BAGBBAGB ⋅Δ= ε           (2.2.64) 
b
uN
BAGB
BAGB
)1/1(3
33)1/1(3
33 =           (2.2.65) 
( )
V
ddN BAGBBAGB 21
)1/1(3
33)1/1(3
33
2 +⋅
=ρ          (2.2.66) 
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21
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33
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)1/1(3
33)1/1(3
12
11222
ddbdddb
ddd BAGBBAGBBAGB εερ     (2.2.67) 
And the relaxation energy due to )1/1(312
BAGBu  is given by 
)1/1(3
33
2
33 2
1)1/1(3 BAGBGND GbE
BAGB
ρ=          (2.2.68) 
As a conclusion, the GND densities and relaxation energies caused by a normal shear ijε
(i = j) at a boundary B can be generalized as: 
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
Δ
=
≠≠ ihik
B
iiB
ij ddb
112 ε
ρ           (2.2.69) 
B
ii
GND
ii GbE
B
ρ2
2
1
=            (2.2.70) 
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Fig. 2.2.5 Introduction of GNDs to compensate strain incompatibilities due to strain 
relaxation, example for thickness reduction 133Aε  in grain A1. Prismatic edge dislocation 
loops are introduced [Crumbach2005]. 
Once the relaxation energies at all boundaries under all single strain component have 
been determined, the total relaxation energy Erelax can then be calculated by summing up 
the relaxation energies at all IFs and GBs in the aggregate 
Erelax = EijGND +EiiGND( )
GBs,IFs
!                     (2.2.71) 
and the total plastic work is given as: 
ETotal = ETaylor +Erelax = ! cj " j( )
j=1
nslip
! + EijGND +EiiGND( )
GBs,IFs
!                       (2.2.72) 
By minimizing the total plastic work one can obtained a combination the activated slip 
system and the amount of relaxations at all IFs and GBs. 
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3 Experimental methods 
3.1	  Plane	  strain	  compression	  	  
Plane strain compression (PSC) using a channel die device was conducted to investigate 
deformation behaviors and the texture developments of specimens under various 
deformation conditions, such as at different temperatures and strains. A channel die 
specimen is characterized by three directions, namely the longitudinal (LD), transverse 
(TD) and compression (CD) direction, as shown in Fig. 3.1.1. Owing to the geometry of 
the channel die, the material can be compressed in CD and elongated in LD, whereas 
broadening in TD is entirely suppressed. The monotonic material flow during PSC, 
which is quite similar to that of industrial rolling, makes it possible to design experiments 
that promote or suppress specific deformation modes by cutting the specimens in select 
directions. Additional advantage of the channel die is that it allows deformations at 
defined deformation conditions, i.e. at a constant temperature and strain rate.  
 
Fig. 3.1.1 Schematic illustration of the sample coordinate systems: rolled sheet (rolling 
(RD), transverse (TD) and normal (ND) directions), channel-die specimen (longitudinal 
(LD), transverse (TD) and compression (CD) directions.  
Prior to compression, the specimen is heated up to the desired temperature and 
equilibrated for 15 minutes. Boron nitride powder is employed as a lubricant to minimize 
friction between specimens and die. After PSC, the specimens are immediately unloaded 
and rapidly quenched in water to freeze the microstructure and inhibit post-mortem 
recrystallization. The stress-strain curves can be monitored by a computer equipped with 
an automated data acquisition system.  
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3.2	  Metallographic	  preparation	  
Conventional grinding and mechanical polishing were applied to prepare the specimens 
for microstructure and texture investigations. 
Grinding 
Specimens were ground with 1200#, 2400# and 4000# SiC-paper. Little pressure was 
applied to avoid deformation twins by grinding, which would falsify the results. During 
grinding with 1200# and 2400# SiC-paper, water was applied as a cooling lubricant, 
whereas at 4000# SiC-paper, ethanol was applied instead of water to avoid oxidation. 
Mechanical polishing 
Mechanical polishing was carried out using polishing discs of 3µm, 1µm and 0.25µm. 
Due to strong tendency of oxidation of magnesium, alcohol based lubricant and diamond 
suspension were employed. During polishing little pressure was applied for the same 
reason as by grinding. Polishing times were between 3 and 4 minutes.  
Etching  
The chemical composition of the used enchant is the following: 
Acetic acid CH3COOH: 10 ml 
Distilled water H2O: 10 ml 
Picral (4% picric acid in solution with ethanol C2H5OH): 70 ml 
Picric acid is poisonous and explosive in nature when it dries out. Therefore it was 
handled carefully and disposed immediately after etching.  
Sample preparation for EBSD measurements 
Since Kikuchi patterns emerge from a very thin layer of specimen surface, flat and 
scratch- free surface is required. The EBSD specimen was ground using SiC-paper and 
then mechanically polished using 3µm and 1µm diamond paste. An alcohol-based 
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lubricant was employed to minimize surface oxidation. No electro polishing was 
necessary.  
3.3	  X-­‐ray	  texture	  measurement	  	  
A crystallographic orientation is defined as the rotation that transfers the sample 
reference frame {P} into the crystalline reference frame {K}. A texture is defined as the 
crystallographic orientation distribution of a polycrystal. In the current work, X-ray 
diffraction and election backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were employed to measure the 
macro- and micro textures, respectively.  
The fundamental behind these texture measurement methods is the Bragg’s law 
[Gottstein2004]: 
n! = 2d sin"            
     (3.3.1) 
whereλ is the constant wavelength, d is the spacing of reflection planes with indexes of 
{hkil}, !  is the angle between the incidence and reflection X-rays and n is the order of 
diffraction, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.3.1. In case of HCP crystal the plane 
distance d is given by  
( ) ( )22 2 24 / /3
ad
h k h k l c a
=
+ + ⋅ +
        
   (3.3.2) 
where a and c are the lattice parameters, and {hkl} is the miller index of the planes 
consideration. 
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Fig. 3.3.1 X-ray diffraction by parallel lattice planes in phase of the Bragg’s equation 
[Gottstein2004]. 
Lattice planes are considered as semi transparent mirrors for X-ray. If an X-ray with 
wavelength λ  hits a set of parallel lattice planes with spacing under an angle ϑ , the 
radiation will be reflected. Only if the diffraction radiations of parallel planes are in phase 
of the Bragg’s equation, the reflection intensity will be non-zero; otherwise the diffracted 
intensity will be vanished because of the contribution of different lattice planes.  
For macro crystallographic texture analysis, a monochromatic X-ray is applied. In the 
diffract diagram, some intensity peaks are observed at specific values of 2ϑ , as shown in 
Fig. 3.3.2. Since reflection is obtained only if the relationship among !, d , "  obeys the 
Bragg’s law, values of 2ϑ  correspond to particular crystallographic planes, as given in 
Fig. 3.3.2. In this work, theta scans of both twin rolled casting (TRC) and extruded AZ31 
materials were measured, as given in Table 3.3.1.  
Table 3.3.1 Reflection theta angles of the TRC- and Extruded-AZ31 
{hkl} {10-10} {0002} {10-11} {10-12} {11-20} {10-13} 
ϑ (TRC-AZ31) 18.90° 20.24° 21.58° 28.27° 34.12° 37.62° 
ϑ (Extruded-AZ31) 18.90° 20.24° 21.52° 28.22° 34.06° 37.54° 
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Fig. 3.3.2 Examples of theta scan diagram of the twin rolled casting and extruded-AZ31. 
For quantitative determination of texture an X-ray texture goniometer was employed. In 
the measurement, monochromatic X-ray was applied and the X-ray source as well as the 
sample and counter were arranged in a fixed position for the pole figures with specific 
theta scan angle. The X-ray swept the sample systematically with angle of 0 75α° ≤ ≤ °  
and 0 360β° ≤ ≤ ° . A schematic arrangement of the X-ray texture goniometer is shown 
in Fig. 3.3.3.  
A set of six incomplete pole figures (PF), namely {1010} , (0002), {1011} , {1012} , 
{1120}  and {1013} , was measured and used to calculate the orientation distribution 
function (ODF) using the positivity method [Dahms1988]. With the calculated ODF 
complete PFs are recalculated. During X-ray measurements two kind of errors usually 
occur: one caused by defocusing of the X-ray beam with increasing tilt angle !  and the 
other caused by the absorption of the X-ray in the specimen, which needs to be subtracted 
from the measured data. To produce necessary corrections, a powder sample with a 
random texture is employed.  
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Fig. 3.3.3 Illustration of the X-ray path and rotation of sample in an X-ray texture 
goniometer [Gottstein2004]. 
3.4	  EBSD	  techniques	  
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) techniques are usually employed to evaluate the 
microstructure and microtexture of a polycrystalline specimen. In the current work, 
EBSD measurements were performed using a high resolution field emission gun scanning 
electron microscope (HFEG-SEM) of type LEO Gemini 1530 with a LaB6 filament and a 
step size of about 0.5µm. This SEM is equipped with an EBSD system with HKL 
Channel 5 software. 
The EBSD technique is using a SEM setup. Specimen is loaded in the evacuated chamber 
and tilted by 70° from the horizontal towards the detector. During the measurement the 
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electrons emitted by an electron gun are accelerated with a voltage of 20kV towards the 
positive anode, and thus a specific current density is obtained. The electron beam is 
aligned by using magnetic lenses, and a scanning coil deflects the electron beam to the 
desired position on the specimen surface. The electron beam interacts with specimen 
material, and diffracts from lattice planes of families according to the Bragg’s law. Back-
scattered electrons produce cones that intersect the screen in straight lines, which form as 
known Kikuchi pattern. To index the pattern an advanced image analysis technique 
Hough transformation, i.e. HKL, is employed. Once indexed, the Kikuchi bands are used 
to determine the angles between two lattice planes, and therefore the orientation of that 
crystalline is also determined. By considering all possible combinations of planes and 
their symmetric equivalents, a list of all possible unique interplanar angles is generated. 
In this way the Miller-Bravais indices of planes are determined.   
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4 Experimental results 
4.1	  Experimental	  procedure	  
The material employed for the present work was a commercial wrought Mg alloy AZ31B 
(with 3.33wt.% Al and 1wt.% Zn) in an as-cast condition. The ingot was rolled at 400°C 
for several passes up to a 50% thickness reduction to obtain a well-defined initial texture, 
and then annealed at 400°C for 12 hours to minimize the presence of mechanical twins 
prior to further tests. The coordinate system of the rolling sheet is defined with the rolling 
(RD), transverse (TD) and normal (ND) direction, as shown in Fig. 4.1.1a.  
A channel die device was employed for plane strain compression (PSC). The channel die 
specimens are characterized by the longitudinal (LD), transverse (TD) and compression 
(CD) direction. During PSC the material is compressed along CD and elongated along 
LD, whereas broadening in TD is strongly suppressed, as schematically shown in Fig. 
4.1.1a. Two types of rectangular specimens of dimension 361012 mm××  were 
fabricated from the rolling sheet by electron-discharge machining, namely type C and 
type E specimens with their TD-CD and TD-LD planes paralleling to the rolling plane, 
respectively. It was designed that {1012}<1011>  extension twinning can occur in the 
type C specimens but is hindered in the type E specimens. This makes it possible to 
investigate the contributions of different deformation modes, i.e. twinning and 
crystallographic slip, to plastic deformation.  
Deformation texture evolution is affected by various deformation conditions, such as 
temperature, strain and initial texture. In order to investigate the effects of various 
deformation conditions on deformation texture evolution, two groups of tests were 
carried out.  
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Fig. 4.1.1 (a) Schematic illustration of the sample coordinate systems: rolled sheet 
(rolling (RD), transverse (TD) and normal (ND) directions), and channel-die specimen 
(longitudinal (LD), transverse (TD) and compression (CD) directions); (b) microstructure 
of rolled sheet after 50% thickness reduction and annealing at 400°C for 12h, measured 
on the rolling plane; (c) (0002) pole figures of the rolling sheet measured on the rolling 
plane from different regions; (d), (e) (0002) and {10-10} pole figures of the channel die 
specimen of type C and E, respectively, measured on the planes perpendicular to CD.  
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Firstly, the type C specimens were employed to investigate the contributions of twinning 
to deformation texture evolution at different strains and temperatures. For this purpose, 
two series of tests were carried out with type C specimens: (i) deformed at 300°C and a 
strain rate of 1310 −− s , to investigate the contribution of twinning on texture evolution at 
medium temperature; (ii) deformed at the same strain rate but various temperatures, 
namely 200°C, 300°C and 400°C up to a final compression strain of -1.0, to investigate 
the contribution of twinning in texture evolution at different temperatures (compressive 
strains are assigned a negative sign).  
Secondly, in order to find out the influence of different initial textures on texture 
evolution and deformation behavior during PSC at different temperatures, specimens of 
both type C and E were tested at a constant strain rate of 1310 −− s  and various 
temperatures, namely 100°C, 200°C and 400°C. Since twinning normally activates at low 
and medium strains, the tests were carried out up to a strain of ! = !0.2  with an interval 
of !! = "0.02 . In such a way, one can investigate the contributions of different initial 
textures as well as the corresponding deformation mechanisms on texture evolution at the 
different stages of the flow curves.  
During the deformation, the stress-strain curves were recorded. Textures and optical 
microstructures were measured in the center of specimens in the plane perpendicular to 
CD. Moreover, Electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) maps were additionally 
employed for the type C specimens deformed at 100°C, in order to determine the 
evolution of extension and contraction twins during PSC.  
4.2	  Initial	  microstructure	  and	  texture	  
The microstructure of the material after 50% rolling and annealing at 400°C for 12 hours 
was measured in the plane perpendicular to ND of the rolling sheet, as presented in Fig. 
4.1.1b. It was fully recrystallized and depicted an average grain size of 25µm. No 
deformation twin was observed. The textures before and after annealing were determined 
using the X-ray measurements in the same plane but different regions, namely region 1 to 
3 (Fig. 4.1.1a). There was no obvious change in the (0002) PFs before and after the 
annealing, except for a slight decrease in the maximum sharpness after the heat treatment. 
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Apparently, static recrystallization did not change the texture of the Mg alloy AZ31 in a 
noticeable manner [Müllner2002]. The (0002) PFs in regions 1-3 obtained after annealing 
are presented in Fig. 4.1.1c. It can be seen that a well-defined basal texture was obtained 
in all regions in the sample, i.e. the c-axes of most grains aligned with ND. However, the 
maximum sharpness of the (0002) PF measured in region 1 is closer to that in region 3 
than in region 2. This is indicated that, during sheet rolling, the deformation along RD 
(region 1 and 3) was more homogeneous than along TD (region 1 and 2). In order to 
minimize the experimental error in initial texture for the subsequent PSC tests, channel 
die specimens for one series of tests were taken from the regions along RD.  
As mentioned above, two types of channel-die specimens, namely Type C and E, with 
different initial textures were fabricated from the rolling sheet in different directions. The 
(0002) and {1010}  PFs of type C and E specimens measured in the plane perpendicular 
to their CD are shown in Figs. 4.1.1d-e, respectively. Accordingly, most grains in a type 
C specimen have their c-axes aligned with LD with a spread of about 15-20 degrees 
about TD. With this initial texture, {1012}<1011>  extension twinning can occur during 
compression along CD, which makes it quite suitable for investigating the contribution of 
twinning to plastic deformation. By contrast, most grains in a type E specimen have their 
c-axes aligned with TD. Due to the geometry of channel-die, causing that strains along 
TD are strongly suppressed, neither extension nor compression twinning is expected in 
the specimens of type E during PSC.  
4.3	  Strain	  hardening	  behaviors	  at	  various	  temperatures	  
In order to investigate the roles that the various deformation conditions play on 
deformation texture evolution, two groups of tests were carried out. In both cases, the 
stress-strain curves were recorded.  
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Fig. 4.3.1 Flow curves of type C specimens under plane strain compression at different 
temperatures, namely at 200°C, 300°C and 400°C at a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 . 
The flow curves of type C specimens under PSC at 200°C, 300°C and 400°C are shown 
in Fig. 4.3.1. Obviously, the strain hardening decreases strongly with increasing 
temperature. The specimens deformed at 400°C exhibit a conventional convex 
deformation behavior with little strain hardening, whereas the hardening curve obtained 
at 200°C shows sigmoidal shape, and although less apparent, also at 300°C. [Agnew2001, 
Kalidindi2009, Jiang2007b]. The sigmoidal flow curves are usually observed in Mg 
alloys deformed at low temperatures where twinning is a dominant deformation 
mechanism. It should be noted that beyond strains of -0.4 ! ! ! -0.7 , the flow stress 
slightly increases again. This is an artifact of the measurement, though, caused by 
inevitable friction effects from the contact of specimen surface and channel die. 
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Fig. 4.3.2 Flow stress and strain hardening rate curves of both type C and E specimens 
under plane strain compression at different temperatures, 200°C, 300°C and 400°C at a 
strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 . 
Secondly, in order to find out the influence of different initial textures on texture 
evolution and deformation behavior during PSC at different temperatures, both type C 
and E specimens were tested various temperatures, namely 100°C, 200°C and 400°C. 
The flow curves and their pertaining strain hardening rates of type C and E specimens at 
different temperatures are shown in Figs. 4.3.2a-c and d-f, respectively.  
The most obvious difference between the two types of specimens lies in that, the type C 
specimens exhibit sigmoidal flow curves at ambient temperatures, i.e. 100°C - 300°C 
(Figs. 4.3.2a-b), whereas the flow curves of type E specimens display the conventional 
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convex curvature with a continuous decrease in strain hardening rate (Figs. 4.3.2d-f). The 
sigmoidal hardening curves of type C specimens can be subdivided into three regimes, as 
shown in Fig. 4.3.2a: I) the elastic-plastic transition followed by a decreasing strain 
hardening rate; II) a stage with rapidly increased strain hardening rate; III) again a 
conventional convex hardening curve corresponding to a decreasing strain hardening rate 
with rising strain. It was suggested by previous investigations [Jiang2007b] that, this 
abrupt increase in strain hardening rate in stage II is normally correlated to the activation 
of twinning. In order to investigate the contribution of twinning to the deformation 
behavior of AZ31 at low temperatures, optical microstructure as well as EBSD 
techniques were employed for the type C specimens under PSC at 100°C. 
4.4	   Microstructure,	   EBSD	   and	   disorientation	   distribution	  
evolutions	  at	  100°C	  
Optical microstructure observation 
The optical microstructures of type C specimens under PSC at 100°C at different strains 
are illustrated in Fig. 4.4.1. The evolution of the mean grain size is plotted in Fig. 4.4.2 as 
a function of compression strain. It can be seen that the mean grain size decreases weakly 
with increasing strain, except for a slight increase at up to ! = !0.05 . This unexpected 
increase in grain size might be due to measurement deviation.  
Compared to the original microstructure in Fig. 4.1.1b, the initial equiaxed grains were 
kept at ! = !0.02 , expect that many thin and elongated twins were found in the 
microstructure. Besides, in many twinned grains, two or three parallel twin lamellae were 
detected. However, no intersection of non-parallel twins was observed. These twins were 
normally thin and elongated through their host grains. Some were extended even beyond 
the grain boundaries and ‘extended’ into the neighboring grains. Since the strain of -0.02 
is located at the end of stage I of the flow curve in Fig. 4.3.2a, it is indicated that 
twinning had already started to nucleate at very low strains at 100°C. At a larger strain of 
-0.05, which corresponds to the beginning of stage II in Fig. 4.3.2a, the number of 
twinned grains as well as the twin lamellae in one twinned grain increased dramatically, 
as shown in Fig.4.4.1. Moreover, twins within a particular grain were essentially parallel; 
intersection of twins can occasionally be observed. Besides the increase number of twin 
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lamellae, many twins became thicker and the twin boundaries were no longer straight but 
rather lenticular. This suggested that massive twinning had taken place at stage II by 
means of both nucleation and growth, which corresponded to the abrupt increase in strain 
hardening rate of the flow curve at 100°C in Fig. 4.3.2a. At the end of stage II (around !
=-0.08), where the inflection point of the flow curve at 100°C is located, thin lamellae of 
twins had essentially disappeared from the microstructure (Fig. 4.4.1). Instead, coarse 
twins with sizes comparable to the host grains dominated the microstructure, which made 
it difficult to differentiate the twins from their parent grains. This is suggested that 
twinning became exhausted at the end of stage II and further deformation should be 
dominated by mechanical slip again. However, at further strains of -0.14 ! ! ! -0.17 , 
the thin lamellae structure of twins appeared again, as shown in Fig. 4.4.1. This can be 
understood as follows: since extension twinning rotated the c-axes of the twinned grains 
from LD towards CD by about 90°, it supplied proper orientations for contraction 
twinning during further compression along CD. Therefore, the thin lamellae observed at 
-0.14 ! ! ! -0.17  were most likely contraction twins formed inside the primary 
extension twins that had developed previously. 
EBSD observation 
EBSD techniques were employed to shed light on the twin characteristic evolution of the 
type C specimens under PSC at 100°C. The indexing ratios of the specimens deformed at 
strains less than -0.11 were about 80%-92.7%. EBSD imagines at different strains are 
presented in Figs. 4.4.3-4.4.6. All boundaries with disorientations larger than 5° are 
marked in black, regions separated by high angle boundaries (>10-15°) are identified in 
different colors with respect to the Euler angles. The characteristic disorientation angles 
and rotation axes of the most frequently observed twinning types in Mg alloys are listed 
in Fig. 4.4.6c. Disorientation distributions at different strains are illustrated in Fig. 4.4.7 
as a function of disorientation angle. The corresponding rotation axes of disorientations 
are presented in the form of inverse PFs.   
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Fig. 4.4.1 Microstructure evolution of AZ31 specimens under plane strain compression at 
100°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 . 
 
Fig. 4.4.2 Grain size evolution of AZ31 specimens under plane strain compression at 
100°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 . 
At a strain of -0.02, thin and straight twins were observed in most grains in the EBSD 
image, as shown in Fig. 4.4.3. No intersection of twins was detected. Disorientation 
distribution in Fig. 4.4.7 suggests that, at ! = !0.02 the most frequently detected 
boundaries are those with disorientations of 80-90° about the < 1210 >  axis. According 
to Fig. 4.4.6c, these are boundaries between {1012}  extension twins and their matrices 
with a characteristic disorientation of 86° about the (1210)  axis. Just as observed in the 
optical microstructure at ! = !0.02  (Fig. 4.4.1), in the EBSD image, many twin lamellae 
were observed growing across the grain boundaries and extending into the neighboring 
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grains. However, an orientation analysis using EBSD techniques revealed that, the two 
twins beside the grain boundaries were actually not of the same orientation. In fact, they 
were different twins nucleated at the same site of the grain boundary but in the adjacent 
grains. It is suggested that once a twin nucleates at a grain boundary, it shears the 
surrounding material and accumulates stress concentration at the boundary, which 
stimulates the activation of slip or twinning in the adjacent grain.  
At higher strains of -0.05 and -0.08, as shown in Figs. 4.4.4a and 4.4.5a, respectively, two 
types of twin structures were frequently observed in the EBSD imagines: I) twins with 
lenticular or irregular shapes and of sizes comparable to those of the parent grains; II) 
two sets of twins were frequently detected within one parent grain, with the second set of 
twins usually being thinner and denser than the former set of twins. Additionally, the 
second set of twins intersected the first set of twins and cut them into sections. Moreover, 
with increasing strain, the number of grains containing multiple sets of twins as well as 
the number of twin lamellae in one grain increased.  
To get more details, the typical grain structures in the -0.05 specimen were marked with 
red circles, namely grain 1-3. Their characteristic microstructures are illustrated at a 
higher magnification in Figs. 4.4.4b-d, respectively. The orientations of the twins and 
parent grains are presented in the form of (0002) stereographic projections. In the first 
type of grain structure such as grain 1 (in green), the (0002) poles were aligning with CD 
(Fig. 4.4.4b) and no twin was observed within the grains. Since most of the grains had 
their c-axes originally aligning with LD, the frequent appearance of the CD orientations 
was most likely due to 1012( )  extension twinning, which rotated the c-axes from LD 
towards CD by 86°. Since in Mg alloys extension twins can grow very fast, they can 
consume their hosts completely and the grains become again free of twin boundary in the 
microstructure. In the second type of grain structure such as grain 2, only one set of 
parallel twin lamellae was detected, as shown in Fig. 4.4.4c. The orientation analysis 
using EBSD techniques revealed that the (0002) poles of the thinner lamellae were 
aligned with LD (as most of the grains in the initial texture), whereas the coarser lamellae 
had their (0002) poles close to CD (as the extension twin orientation). According to the 
polar nature of twinning, a CD orientation (of the coarser lamellae) cannot supply a 
matrix for extension twinning. Therefore, the thinner lamellae, although the volume was 
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smaller, were actually the parent grains, whereas the coarser lamellae with CD 
orientation were twins. In the third type of grain structure such as grain 3, more than one 
set of twins of different orientations (marked in different colors) were detected, as shown 
in Fig. 4.4.4d. The disorientations of the multi-sets of twins with respect to the parent 
exhibited a relationship of extension twinning. According to the disorientation 
distribution at ! = !0.05  (Fig. 4.4.7), the most frequently detected boundaries were those 
with disorientations of 50-65° about the < 0110 >  axis. These are boundaries between 
two extension twins of different types ( (1012)-(0112)  ETW-ETW) with a characteristic 
disorientation of 60° <1010 >  (Fig. 4.4.6c). It is suggested that at the strains of -0.05, 
which corresponds to stage II in the flow curve of type C specimens at 100°C (Fig. 4.3.2), 
extension twinning was massively activated in terms of both nucleation and growth. 
Meanwhile, the frequency of the ETW-ETW intersections increased with increasing 
strain. At the strain of -0.08, the multi-sets of extension twins were detected in almost all 
twinned grains.  
At an even higher strain of ! = !0.11 , which corresponds to the start of stage III of the 
flow curve in Fig. 4.3.2, the thin and elongated twins were detected again, as shown in 
the EBSD image in Fig. 4.4.6. In the disorientation distribution in Fig. 4.4.7, the local 
maximum lies in the disorientations for extension twins (80-90°< 1210 > ) and ETW-
ETW intersections (60° <1010 > ), which were formed during previous deformation. 
Besides, two additional peaks exist at the disorientations of 50-65° and 30-45° about the 
< 1210 >  axis. These are boundaries of {1011}  contraction twins and {1011}!{1012}  
double twins with the characteristic disorientations of 56° and 38° about the < 1210 >  
axis, respectively. The appearance of contraction twin boundaries at the current strain can 
be understood as follows. Originally, most of the grains were favorably orientated for 
extension twinning. During the deformation in stage II (Fig. 4.3.2), extension twins were 
massively formed such that the original LD orientations were reoriented towards CD, 
which supplied proper orientations for contraction twinning. At the end of stage II, 
extension twinning was exhausted and contraction twinning started to nucleate within the 
primary extension twins. Meanwhile, the fractions of contraction twins increased 
continuously with increasing strain up to ! = !0.2 . 
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The evolutions of extension twin area fraction and twin thickness are listed in Table 4.4.1 
and plotted in Fig. 4.4.8a as a function of strain. It can be seen that extension twins 
nucleated at a strain of -0.02 with an area fraction of less than 10%. In the strain range of 
!0.02 " ! " !0.08 , twinning was massively activated and the twin area fraction A 
increased almost linearly with strain to approximately 80% at the strain of -0.08. The 
evolution of extension twin thickness eetw is derived as a function of twin area fraction A, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.8b. In such a way, the effect of twin growth on the strain 
hardening evolution can be implemented into the GIA with relative ease.  
 
Fig. 4.4.3 EBSD map of AZ31 specimens measured at a strain of -0.02 under plane strain 
compression at 100°C at a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 . Regions separated by high angle 
boundaries are presented by colors related to their Euler angles.  
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Fig. 4.4.4 (a) EBSD map of AZ31 specimens measured at a strain of -0.05 under plane 
strain compression at 100°C at a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 . Regions separated by high 
angle boundaries are identified by colors related to their Euler angles; (b) (c) (d) 
microstructures of the outlined regions 1-3 are shown at higher magnification, 
orientations of the matrix and twins in these regions are illustrated on the (0002) 
stereographic projections.  
 
Fig. 4.4.5 (a) EBSD map of AZ31 specimens measured at a strain of -0.08 under plane 
strain compression at 100°C at a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 ; (b) orientations of the matrix 
and twins are illustrated on (0002) stereographic projections. 
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Fig. 4.4.6 (a) EBSD map of AZ31 specimens measured at a strain of -0.11 under plane 
strain compression at 100°C at a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 ; (b) orientations of the matrix 
and twins in the grain outlined in red are illustrated on (0002) stereographic projections; 
(c) the most frequently observed twin types in Mg alloys are listed together with the 
corresponding disorientations to the matrix given in minimum angle-axis pairs, and 
marked in different colors in the EBSD map.  
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Fig. 4.4.7 Disorientation distribution maps obtained at different strains, the most 
frequently observed twin types in Mg alloys are marked on the inverse pole figures. 
 
Fig. 4.4.8 (a) Twin thickness and area fraction evolutions of AZ31 specimens measured 
under plane strain compression at 100°C at a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1 ; (b) evolution of the 
twin thickness as a function of area fraction. 
Table 4.4.1 Grain sizes Dg , twin thickness etw  and area fraction A measured at different 
strains. 
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4.5	  Texture	  evolutions	  at	  various	  temperatures	  
In order to investigate the roles that different deformation conditions play on texture 
evolution, type C and E specimens were deformed at various temperatures and strains. 
Deformation texture evolutions were measured in the center of specimens on the plane 
perpendicular to CD.    
In the first group of tests, the type C specimens were deformed under PSC at various 
temperatures, namely at 200°C, 300°C and 400°C, in order to investigate the role of 
twinning on deformation texture development at different temperatures. The texture 
evolution at 300°C is presented in Fig. 4.5.1 for several strains in terms of (0002) PFs. At 
a true strain of -0.05, there is no obvious change in the PF relative to the initial texture 
(Fig. 4.1.1d), except for a slight decrease of the maximum intensity from 10 to 8.7 MRD 
(Multiples of Random Distribution). At a larger strain of -0.15, a new texture component 
appears in the center of the pole figure, caused by grains with their c-axes parallel to CD. 
After further deformation up to a strain of -0.4, almost all c-axes initially aligned with LD 
have been rotated towards CD either gradually or abruptly by about 90°. The resulting 
texture is thus composed of three components, namely the remaining LD orientations 
with a very low intensity, the newly generated CD component and the orientation band 
between LD and CD (LD-CD component) with a maximum intensity. This massive 
orientation change decreased the texture intensity to ~4MRD, which was less than half of 
the initial intensity (10MRD). During further deformation, the remaining LD and near 
LD orientations were continually rotated towards CD, until a strong basal texture was 
obtained at the final strain of -1.0. However, instead of a single CD component, two off-
basal components tilted towards LD about TD by °± 35 were obtained, as shown in Fig. 
4.5.1.   
Meanwhile, the final textures of type C specimens at the strain of -1.0 and various 
temperatures, namely 200°C, 300°C and 400°C, are presented in Fig. 4.5.2a-c, 
respectively in terms of (0002) PFs. At 200°C, one single basal texture component was 
obtained, where most grains had their c-axes closely aligned with CD. At 300°C the basal 
texture was split towards LD. At 400°C the splitting of the basal texture was even more 
pronounced. 
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Fig. 4.5.1 Texture evolution of AZ31B under plane strain compression at 300°C with 
strain rate of !! =10!3s!1  presented for different strains in terms of (0002) pole figures. 
 
Fig. 4.5.2 (0002) pole figures of AZ31B under plane strain compression at different 
temperatures of (a) 200°C, (b) 300°C and (c) 400°C and a strain of -1.0 and a strain rate 
of !! =10!3s!1 . 
In the second group of tests, both type C and E specimens were deformed under PSC at 
various temperatures, namely 100°C, 200° and 400°C, in order to investigate the 
influence of different initial texture on texture evolution at different temperatures. 
According to the flow curves in Fig. 4.3.2, in the type C specimens deformed at low 
temperatures (100°C and 200°C), the unusual sigmoidal deformation behavior correlated 
to twinning was observed at strains less than -0.02. Therefore, the texture evolutions in 
the strain range of !0.02 " ! " !0.2  were of interest.  
The texture evolution of type C specimens under PSC at various temperatures, namely 
100°C, 200°C and 400°C, are presented in Figs. 4.5.3-5, respectively. At 100°C (Fig. 
4.5.3), twinning was already activated at a strain of -0.05 and started to rotate the original 
LD orientations abruptly towards CD by about 90°. The reorientation by twinning was 
continued up to a strain of -0.08, as the intensity of the basal texture component was 
continuously increased. At this strain, two texture components were detected in the (0002) 
PF: the one located at the center of the (0002) PF that was mainly caused by twinning, 
and the LD-CD component symmetrically located between LD and CD, as shown in Fig. 
4.5.3. At even larger strains, twinning was exhausted. The remaining LD orientations 
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were then gradually rotated towards CD by slip. At the final strain of -0.2, a basal texture 
with deviations of about ± 15° towards LD was obtained.  
At 200°C, at the strain of -0.05, there was no obvious change in the (0002) PF, as shown 
in Fig. 4.5.4. Compared to that at 100°C twinning had already started to nucleate at the 
strain of -0.05, twinning was activated at a slightly larger strain of -0.08, where the CD 
component was observed in the center of the (0002) PF. During further deformation, the 
remaining LD orientations were continuously rotated towards CD. However, at the final 
strain of -0.2, a multi-components of texture was obtained: i) a basal texture with the 
highest intensity; accompanied by ii) the two LD-CD components located symmetrically 
between LD and CD. It can be seen that, at 200°C the evolution of twinning was more 
slowly than that at 100°C.   
At 400°C, no abrupt rotation of LD orientations towards CD by twinning was detected up 
to the strain of -0.2, as the CD component in the (0002) PF was not observed (Fig. 4.5.5). 
However, the LD orientations were rotated gradually towards LD, until a basal texture 
was obtained at a very high strain of -1.0. 
 
Fig. 4.5.3 Texture evolution of type C specimens under plane strain compression at 
100°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1  presented for different strains in terms of (0002) 
pole figures. 
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Fig. 4.5.4 Texture evolution of type C specimens under plane strain compression at 
200°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1  presented for different strains in terms of (0002) 
pole figures. 
 
Fig. 4.5.5 Texture evolution of type C specimens under plane strain compression at 
400°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1  presented for different strains in terms of (0002) 
pole figures. 
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Fig. 4.5.6 Texture evolution of type E specimens under plane strain compression at 
100°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1  presented for different strains in terms of (0002) 
pole figures. 
 
Fig. 4.5.7 Texture evolution of type E specimens under plane strain compression at 
200°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1  presented for different strains in terms of (0002) 
pole figures. 
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Fig. 4.5.8 Texture evolution of type E specimens under plane strain compression at 
400°C and a strain rate of !! =10!3s!1  presented for different strains in terms of (0002) 
pole figures. 
In case of type E specimens under PSC at the various temperatures (i.e. 100°C, 200°C 
and 400°C), the initial TD texture (c-axes parallel to TD) remained at all strains, except 
for a slight decrease in the maximum intensity and the TD orientations were rotated 
towards LD and CD. Moreover, the tendency of rotating the TD orientation towards CD 
and LD became more obviously with increasing temperature and strain. 
4.6	  Discussion	  
4.6.1 Deformation mechanisms of type C specimens at ambient temperatures 
The unusual sigmoidal deformation behaviors were usually obtained in the type C 
specimens under PSC at 100°C, 200°C (Figs. 4.3.2a-b) and 300°C (Fig. 4.3.1). According 
to the different strain hardening rate, the sigmoidal flow curves can be subdivided into 
three regimes: I) the elastic-plastic transition followed by a decreasing strain hardening 
rate; II) a stage with rapidly increased strain hardening rate; III) again a conventional 
convex hardening curve corresponding to a decreasing strain hardening rate with rising 
strain. Here we take the one at 100°C as an example to study the corresponding 
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deformation mechanisms in the three deformation stages with the help of optical 
microstructures, EBSD techniques as well as texture evolution.  
At the strain of ! = !0.02 , which corresponded to the end of stage I of the flow curve in 
Fig. 4.3.2a, both of the optical microstructure (Fig. 4.4.1) and EBSD imagines (Fig. 4.4.3) 
indicate that extension twins had already began to nucleate at such a low strain, although 
slip was expected to be dominant at incipient deformation. The disorientation distribution 
at the current strain exhibits a maximum intensity in the range of 80-90° about the 
< 1210 >  axis, as shown in Fig. 4.4.7. This suggests that the thin and elongated twins 
formed here were {1012}  extension twins. However, the volume fraction of twins was 
not large enough to cause noticeable change in texture evolution, as shown in the (0002) 
PF in Fig. 4.5.3.  
At further strains of ! = -0.05 and -0.08, which are located in stage II of the flow curve 
with an drastic increase in strain hardening rate (Fig. 4.3.2a), a large amount of extension 
twins were detected in both optical microstructure (Fig. 4.4.1) and EBSD imagines (Figs. 
4.4.4a and 4.4.5a). Besides the thin and elongated twins, twins with lenticular or irregular 
shapes, and of sizes comparable to those of the parent grains were frequently observed. 
Meanwhile, intersections of different extension twin variants were also detected, more 
frequently at higher strains. These complex twin structures can be understood as follows. 
In stage I of the deformation, a primary set of extension twins had started to nucleate. 
Since in Mg alloys extension twin boundaries can move fast, the primary twin nucleus 
grew quickly as deformation preceded and formed in irregular shapes. Meanwhile, a 
second set of twins was nucleated at slightly higher strains and intersected the primary set 
of twins. The complex microstructure indicated that, twinning was massively activated in 
stage II in terms of both nucleation and growth. Since extension twins rotated the c-axes 
of grains by 86°, the massive nucleation and growth of twins can effectively change the 
texture evolution. As evidenced in the (0002) PFs in Fig. 4.5.3, a new texture component 
was detected in the center of the (0002) PF at ! = -0.05, with the c-axes aligning with CD. 
The intensity of the CD component increased with strain up to ! = !0.08 , which 
corresponded to the end of stage II. It seems like the reorientation by twinning was 
exhausted at the end of stage II. Since twins introduce additional boundaries into the 
microstructure, which act as barriers to the subsequent dislocation propagations and 
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further twinning, the abrupt increase in stage II of the flow curve is mainly due to the 
massive activation of extension twinning. 
In stage III of the flow curve (Fig. 4.3.2a), extension twinning tended to be saturated. 
According to the microstructure at the strains of -0.11 to -0.17 in Fig. 4.4.1, the extension 
twins had eventually consumed the parent grains almost completely, which reduced the 
density of twin boundaries drastically. Therefore, the contribution of twinning to strain 
hardening reduced, which led to the decrease in the hardening rate in stage III. During 
further deformation, slip was prevalent again and a conventional parabolic strain 
hardening behavior reappeared. However, it was also noticed that the thin lamellae of 
twins reappeared at the strain of -0.11 (Fig. 4.4.1). The disorientation distribution (Fig. 
4.4.7) suggested that those twins were contraction twins formed within the primary 
extension twins. The formation of contraction twins introduced additional boundaries into 
the microstructure, which could also increase the strength of the material.  
4.6.2 Strain ranges associated with twinning  
Based on the mechanism analysis given above, the strain ranges of stage II can be used to 
identify the starting and ending points of deformation twinning at different temperatures. 
At 100°C, twinning occurred in the strain range of !0.01  " ! " !0.09 , at 200°C in the 
range of !0.04  " ! " !0.07 . At an even higher temperature of 400°C, no sigmoidal 
hardening behavior was observed anymore, indicating the absence of twinning. Since 
twin nucleation is not thermally activated but stress driven [Christian1995], the most 
likely reason for the absence of twinning at elevated temperatures might be the activation 
of competitive slip modes such as pyramidal slip. 
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5 Implementation of twinning into the GIA model 
5.1	   General	   concept	   of	   implementing	   twinning	   in	   a	   deformation	  
model	  
The GIA model that has been reported so far [Wagner1994, F-Bühner1998, B-Hill1951, 
Crumbach2004/2006a/2006b, Mu2010, Engler2005, Raabe1998] considers only 
crystallographic slip as the deformation mechanism for texture evolution. It has been 
applied successfully to predict the deformation texture evolution of materials with cubic 
crystal symmetry, especially Al and its alloys. However, in various materials with low 
crystal symmetry, e.g. Mg and its alloys (hexagonal close-packed crystal structure), or 
low stacking fault energies, e.g. CuZn alloys, deformation twinning also contributes 
substantially to plastic strain [Agnew2001-2007, Barnett2007b, Brown2007, Cazacu2004, 
Jain2007, Proust2009, Proust2007]. Twinning, in particular, plays two important roles 
during deformation: i) it has a strong influence on texture evolution due to the 
crystallographic reorientation associated with the twinned portion of the grains; ii) it 
affects the hardening response due to the barriers that twin lamellae pose to the 
propagation of dislocations and further twinning. To correctly predict the texture 
evolution of the above-mentioned materials, both effects of deformation twinning need to 
be taken into consideration.  
It is widely accepted that, like crystallographic slip, twinning deforms the material by 
simple shear [Brown2007, Christian1995, Chin1969a, Chin1969b]. A twinning system 
can be denoted by {HKL}<UVW>. It is activated when the resolved shear stress applied 
on the twin plane and in the twin shear direction exceeds a critical value ! c,twin  
[Christian1995, Chin1969a, Chin1969b]. Therefore, a twinning system can be treated like 
a normal shear system and added into the GIA model [Van Houtte1978, Chin1969a, 
Chin1969b]. However, deformation twinning is different than crystallographic slip in 
several respects, which have been considered in the GIA model as follows: 
(1) The polar nature [Christian1995] of twinning (twinning can shear a grain only in 
one specific direction but not in the opposite one) can be realized in simulation by 
restricting the twin shear ! twin  to positive values, whereas for slip the shear ! slip  
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can be either positive or negative.  
(2) Since twinning is not thermally activated, it requires a certain stress concentration 
for twin nucleation. This is taken care of by assuming that the CRSS for twinning 
is larger than that for basal slip, so that crystallographic slip always precedes 
twinning.  
(3) To assign a proper value of ! c,twin  to twinning systems in simulations, one should 
understand the twinning mechanism first. The twinning process is actually 
composed of two steps, namely nucleation and growth [Yoo2001, Yoo2002, 
McCabe2009, Proust2009, Kaschner2006, Kaschner2007, Capolungo2009a, 
Agnew2002a, Huang2006, Barnett2004d, LiB2009, Beyerlein2011]. Twin 
nucleation can be understood as the generation of a stacking fault by long-range 
dislocation dissociation, while the twin growth concerns the propagation of partial 
dislocations on the boundary of an already existing twin (or nucleus). Since the 
work required for generation of a stacking fault (or twin boundaries) is much 
larger than that for propagating a twin boundary, a larger critical stress is needed 
for twin nucleation than for growth [LiB2009]. In the modified GIA model, two 
different critical resolved shear stresses were employed for twin nucleation and 
growth, respectively, with ! c,twin (nucleation)> ! c,twin (growth) . Initially, 
! c,twin (nucleation)  is assigned to ! c,twin  in all twinning systems. Once a twinning 
system is activated in a grain, ! c,twin (growth)  is applied to ! c,twin  for this activated 
twinning system in this specific grain. Meanwhile, both ! c,twin (nucleation)  and 
! c,twin (growth)  are kept constant during deformation and at various temperatures. 
(4) Different from crystallographic slip, deformation twinning is accompanied by a 
discontinuous orientation change. In simulations, to introduce a gradual increase 
of shear and shifted orientation weight of a twinned grain, the number of 
orientations in the model needs to be increased, in principle. In order to keep a 
constant total number of orientations as required in the GIA model, the 
Predominant Twin Reorientation (PTR) scheme [Tomé1991] was employed. In 
the PTR scheme, a predominant twin system may eventually replace the original 
parent grain (for details see Section 5.2). 
(5) The twin boundaries in a grain act as additional barriers for the propagation of 
subsequent dislocation glide and further twinning. This promotes work hardening 
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and changes the over all deformation behavior. The twin induced hardening 
effects were implemented into the GIA model based on the evolution of twin 
volume fraction and the evolution of the dislocation densities of all slip modes, as 
well as a directional hardening effect caused by twin lamellae. This effect is also 
referred to as a directional Hall-Petch effect.  
In this work, the GIA model was modified i) to account only for the lattice rotation and 
texture evolution by twinning, which is referred to as the GIA-TW model; ii) to 
additionally consider the twin induced hardening effects, which is called the GIA-TW-
HD model. The models have been applied to predict the texture evolution and 
deformation behavior of Mg and CuZn alloys with various initial textures under PSC at 
different temperatures and strains. 
5.2	  Twin	  induced	  reorientation	  in	  the	  GIA-­‐TW	  model	  
The Predominant Twin Reorientation (PTR) scheme has been implemented into the GIA 
model to account for the reorientations of full grains by twinning once a certain threshold 
twin fraction is reached within the considered grains. The modified model is referred to 
as the GIA-TW model. 
Since twinning can reorient only a partial volume of the parent grain, the increase of 
twinned volume fraction in a grain n due to a certain twinning system j in each 
deformation step can be described by the ratio of the actual twin shear jntwin
,γ  to the 
maximum shear amount defined by crystallography twin,0γ  [Tomé1991]: 
twin
jn
twin
jnf ,0
,, /γγ=Δ                (5.1) 
where twin,0γ  is equal to 0.13 for <1012 >  extension twinning and 0.138 for <1011>  
contraction twinning in Mg (with c/a ratio equal to 1.624). 
The twinned volume fraction associated with the twinning system j in the grain n is 
accumulated as deformation proceeds [Tomé1991]: 
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f n, j = !f n, j
strain ! step
"                (5.2) 
In each grain, the twinning system s with the largest accumulated twin volume fraction 
f n,s =Max( f n, j ) is selected as the predominant twinning system in the considered grain.  
Assuming that all grains in the polycrystal are of the same volume, a ‘real’ twinned 
volume fraction Freal in the whole specimen is then obtained by averaging the 
accumulated twin volume fractions of all twin systems and in all grains  
Freal =
1
N f
n, j
j
ntwin
!
n=1
N
!  N: number of total grains           (5.3) 
Freal describes the idea of the real twin volume fraction in simulation and is therefore 
comparable with experimental measurements.  
However, in a GIA simulation, grains can only be counted as either fully twinned or 
untwinned. Therefore, once a certain criterion is met, grain n will be completely 
reoriented by twinning. The volume of the considered grain n is then added to an 
‘effective’ twinned volume fraction, which is also averaged over the number of grains N: 
Feff = Nt / N   Nt: number of completely twinned grains         (5.4) 
With the ‘real’ and ‘effective’ twinned volume fractions Freal  and Feff , a threshold Fthr 
can thus be defined [Tomé1991] 
Fthr = c1 + c2
Feff
Freal
               (5.5) 
in which c1 and c2  are empirical constants. During a simulation, when f n,s  in an 
individual grain n is larger than the threshold Fthr, grain n is reoriented by its predominant 
twinning system s completely, and both Feff  and Fthr  are updated subsequently. 
Otherwise, the grain n is rotated by slip only. The constant c1 is introduced here to ensure 
that crystallographic slip precedes twinning. The twin reorientation takes place until the 
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twinned volume fraction in one grain is at least 25% (c1 = 0.25). Once grains start to be 
reoriented by twinning, the ‘effective’ twinned fraction Feff increases rapidly and even 
exceeds the ‘real’ fraction Freal. This leads to an increase in the threshold Fthr (adjusted by 
c2). In this way, further reorientations by twinning are inhibited subsequently until Freal 
catches up with Feff , and Fthr is reduced again. It can be seen that, by adjusting the ‘real’ 
and ‘effective’ twinned volume fractions Freal and Feff , both values tend to remain 
approximately equal automatically throughout deformation. 
In a similar manner as crystallographic slip, the twin shears also contribute to the Taylor 
energy ETaylor as  
ETaylor = ! cn, j ! " n, j( )
j=1
nslip+ntwin
"
n=1
8
"              (5.6) 
where jn,γ  is the shear amount of a individual slip or twinning system j in a grain n  in 
one deformation step, and ntwin and nslip are the numbers of available twinning and slip 
systems in one grain. By minimizing the total work Etotal = ETaylor + Erelax (in Eq. 2.2.49), 
the shear amounts of the activated slip and twinning systems as well as relaxation in each 
individual strain component are obtained. 
In order to analyze the contributions of various deformation modes ( (0002)<1120 >  
basal, {1100}<1120 >  prismatic, {1122}< 1123> pyramidal <c+a> slip and
{1012}< 1011>  extension twinning and {1011}<1012 >  contraction twinning) to 
texture evolution and stress-strain behavior in Mg alloys, the mode activity m is 
introduced. In one deformation step, the activity mi,step  of mode i is represented by the 
ratio of the total shear amount of this mode in all grains and the sum of shear amounts of 
all deformation modes in all grains: 
mi,step =
! n, j !"mode(n, j )=i
j=1
nslip+ntwin
"
n=1
N
"
! n, j
j=1
nslip+ntwin
"
n=1
N
"
             (5.7) 
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in which !mode(n, j )=i =1  when system j in grain n belongs to mode i, and !mode(n, j )=i = 0
otherwise.   
The twinned orientation has a mirror symmetry relative to the matrix that is rotated by 
180° about the normal direction to the twinning plane. The rotation matrix is written as: 
!ij = 2ni nj "!ij  with !ij =
0, i ! j
1, i = j
"
#
$
%$
           (5.8) 
where ni  the direction cosine of the normal of the twinning plane of system i . In this 
way, the twin induced lattice rotation and thus texture evolution is calculated. 
5.3	  Implementation	  of	  twin	  induced	  hardening	  into	  the	  GIA	  model	  
5.3.1 Microstructural refinement by twinning 
Predicting texture evolution accounts only for one aspect of deformation. Another 
important aspect, predicting twin induced hardening, raises more challenges since it 
requires understanding the microstructural refinement induced by twins and the 
interactions between the various slip and twinning modes.  
In the GIA-TW-HD model, the PTR approach of Section 5.3 to account for the twin-
induced reorientations is still adopted. In each twinned grain n, the predominant twinning 
system s involving the maximum twin volume fraction f n,s =Max( f n, j ) is identified, and 
its evolution is recorded as deformation proceeds. A limitation of the PTR scheme, as far 
as strain hardening is concerned, lies in that, by considering either the initial orientation 
or the completely twinned orientation, it is difficult to account for the directional barrier 
effects that twins impose on the propagation of subsequent slip and further twinning 
[Proust2007]. Therefore, a reasonable description of texture evolution and deformation 
behavior needs to be based on crystallography.  
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Fig. 5.1 Characteristic microstructures of twins in Mg alloys with (a) constant twin 
thickness etw ; (b) constant twin spacing ttw .  
As suggested by the composite grain model that was implemented in the VPSC model to 
account for the microstructure characteristic of twins in Mg alloys [Proust2007], twins 
can be treated as impenetrable obstacles formed in alternating twin-matrix lamellae. Here 
we introduce two microstructural parameters for twins: the mean thickness of twin 
lamellae etw and the average spacing between two twin lamellae ttw = etw + emat, as 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.1a.  
According to basic geometry, the twin spacing ttw,n in one twinned grain n is correlated 
with  the volume fraction of the twinned portion f n [Fullman1953] 
ttw,n = 2 !etw,n !
1" f n
f n                       (5.9) 
Meanwhile, the evolution of twins in the microstructure can normally be described in two 
ways: (a) by increasing the number of twin nuclei with a constant twin thickness etw, as 
illustrated in Fig. 5.1a; (b) by growing the twin lamellae with a constant twin spacing ttw, 
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as shown in Fig. 5.1b. In case of extension twins in Mg alloys, experimental evidence 
given in Fig. 4.4.8 suggested that, the average thickness of extension twins etw  evolved 
with the total twin area fraction A of the specimen as etw = a !A , as schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 5.1b. Here we assume the twin growth is to be the same in all grains: 
etw,n = eetw,n = a ! f etw,n                  (5.10) 
where f etw,n  is the simulated extension twin volume fraction in grain n. The idea behind 
this is to allow for the nucleation and growth of extension twins in Mg alloys. 
By contrast, in case of contraction twins in AZ31, twins are normally very thin and the 
lamellae thickness is thus considered to be constant, as the case described in Fig. 5.1a: 
etw,n = ectw = const.              (5.11) 
In both cased, the thickness of the matrix domains is derived as: 
emat,n = ttw,n ! etw,n              (5.12) 
For the situation depicted in Fig. 5.1, the alternating twin-matrix interfaces provide 
barriers that define the mean free paths for subsequent dislocations. It is assumed that slip 
on planes parallel to the twin boundaries will not be affected by the twin boundaries, 
whereas slip on planes intersecting the twin boundaries will become more difficult as the 
mean free path of slip is reduced. In another words, twinning introduces a grain 
refinement, which introduces ‘directional’ hardening for subsequent dislocations.  
Once the predominant twin system s in grain n is identified, its twin plane will have a 
specific orientation, which defines the intersection angle !i  between the considered twin 
plane with respect to the slip and twin planes of other activated systems i: 
cos!i =
Hi
Ki
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!
"
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As a consequence, for system i, the mean free path ! tw,i  and !mat,i  in the twin and in the 
matrix, respectively, within grain n can be written as 
! tw,i =
etw,n
sin!i
                         (5.14) 
!mat,i =
ttw,n " etw,n
sin!i
                         (5.15) 
As a consequence, the formation of twins poses a reduction of the mean free path and 
thus causes direction-dependent Hall-Petch hardening. 
5.3.2 One-parameter hardening law 
 The evolution of the activation stress for a slip system is related to the dislocation 
density ! , which is described by the one-parameter method [Esterin1984, Kocks1976, 
Mecking1981]  
! c = ! 0 + c !G !b ! "                  (5.16) 
Here c is a geometrical constant in the order of 0.4; G is the shear modulus; b is the 
magnitude of the Burgers vector of the considered slip mode [Kocks1981, Mecking1970]. 
The evolution of dislocation density !  with shear strain results from the competition 
between accumulation and annihilation of dislocations due to dynamic recovery 
[Kocks1981, Mecking1970] 
d!
d" =
1
b ! " # frecov !!                  (5.17) 
where !  is the shear strain caused by dislocation gliding, !  and frecov  are the dislocation 
mean free path and the empirical constant accounting for dynamic recovery, respectively 
[Kocks1981]. 
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When several obstacle types exist in the material and hinder the dislocation gliding, such 
as grain boundaries, particles and forest dislocations, the mean free path for dislocation 
gliding can be calculated with a harmonic mixing law that accounts for all obstacles 
[Estrin1984, Estrin1996] 
1
!
=
1
!kk=1
Nobs
"   Nobs: number of obstacle types        (5.18) 
where !k  is the mean free path imposed by obstacle type k. 
5.3.3 Hardening law in the GIA-TW-HD model 
According to the crystallographic analysis associated with twinning, two mechanisms 
contribute to the hardening of shear systems in Mg alloys: the evolution of statistical 
dislocation densities in various slip planes, and the directional Hall-Petch hardening 
associated with alternating twin-matrix lamellae. 
Initially, critical stresses ! 0,i  are assigned to individual deformation modes i, which are 
related to strength contributions by solute atoms, precipitates and initial dislocations !0 . 
In the GIA-TW-HD model, the stresses ! 0,i  are fitting parameters, which determine the 
initial relative resistance of various deformation modes to be activated. 
In case of Mg alloys, four slip and two twinning modes are involved. While two constant 
values are assigned to the stresses for twin nucleation and growth, respectively, the 
critical activation stresses for slip modes evolve individually with the mobile dislocation 
density !i  on the particular slip planes 
! c,i = ! 0,i + ci !G !bi ! "i                        (5.19) 
d!i
d" i
=
1
bi ! "i
# frecov,i !!i             (5.20) 
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where ! i  is the shear strain caused by dislocations gliding in slip system i, and !i  and 
frecov,i  are the mean free path and the empirical constant accounting for dynamic recovery 
for system i, respectively [Kocks1981]. ! 0,i , ci  and frecov,i  are assumed to be the same in 
all systems of one mode. If only crystallographic slip is involved in deformation, the 
activation stress ! c,i  is the same for all slip systems of the same mode. However, in the 
current case, twinning also contributes to deformation and individually reduces the mean 
free path of slip systems that intersect them. Therefore, the mean free path as well as ! c,i
for all systems evolve individually, even in the same mode. Four contributions to the 
limitation of the mean free path !  are considered. 
1
!i
=
1
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
grain
+
1
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
tw,i
+
1
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
mat,i
+
1
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
forest,i
          (5.21) 
The barrier effect by grain boundaries is given by the grain diameter dgrain  
1
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
grain
=
1
dgrain
             (5.22) 
Since neither recrystallization nor grain growth is considered in the GIA model, the grain 
size is constant during deformation.  
Meanwhile, dislocations of non-parallel slip systems intersect the primary slip plane and 
have to be cut through by primary dislocations during their motion, which gives 
1
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
forest,i
= Kij (! j
j)i
Nsys
*  Nsys: total number of available slip systems      (5.23) 
where Kij is a i! j  matrix and the component Kij =const. reflects the barrier effect of 
forest dislocations in system j on a dislocation gliding in system i, with Kii =0.  
According to Eqs. 5.14-15, the contributions of the twin and matrix domains to the mean 
free path are thus derived as: 
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1
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tw,i
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                    (5.24) 
1
!
"
#
$
%
&
'
mat,i
=
sin!i
ttw,n ( etw,n
                    (5.25) 
Combined with the mean free path for slip system i within the twin and matrix lamellae, 
Eq. 5.21 can be rewritten as 
1
!i
=
1
dgrain
+
sin!i
etw,n
+
sin!i
ttw,n " etw,n
+ Kij #" j
j j$i( )
Nsys
%          (5.26) 
However, there are still some disadvantages of this method, which lie in: 
1) The twin induced hardening accounts for directionality, but it only accounts for 
the predominant twin in the grain. Since the other twin systems are allowed to 
contribute shear, in reality, the predicted stresses are still underestimated.  
2) During deformation, multi sets of twin lamellae intersecting with each other were 
often observed in real microstructures. This can additionally contribute to strain 
hardening. However, this effect is not considered in the current model. 
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6 Application of the modified GIA models to Mg and Cu alloys 
6.1	  Simulation	  procedure	  
The GIA-TW and GIA-TW-HD models were applied to predict the texture evolution of 
rolled AZ31 under various deformation conditions. The initial textures of type C and E 
were represented using 4000 grains with equal volumes. An average grain size of 
3252525 mµ××  was assigned to the equiaxed microstructure. In the simulations, the 
material was deformed under plane strain conditions (i.e. 022 =ε ) with a true strain 
increment of 025.0=Δε . In Cu alloys the applied shear modes were {110}< 111>  slip 
and {111}<112 > twinning, whereas in Mg alloys the allowed deformation modes were 
(0002)<1120 >  basal slip, >< 021100}1{1  prismatic, {1122}< 1120 >  pyramidal<a>, 
>< 23112}2{11  pyramidal <c+a> slip as well as >< 01112}1{10  extension and
{1011}<1012 >  contraction twinning. 
In the GIA-TW model, the parameters to be adjusted were the CRSS ratios of all 
deformation modes at different temperatures. They were given as multiples of the CRSS 
of basal slip, and assumed to be the same for all equivalent systems in one mode. The 
fitting of these parameters was based on a comparison of the predicted texture evolution 
and twin volume fraction with those of experiments. To quantitatively assess the 
prediction, the differences between the experimental and simulated textures (odfexp - 
odfsim) have been calculated using the MTEX toolbox [Bachmann2010]. 
In the GIA-TW-HD model, a more complex fitting process was needed. According to the 
microstructure characteristics of twinning, the mean free paths of slip systems were cut 
into sections within the matrix and twin lamellae, which strengthen the material by a 
directional Hall-Patch effect. However, it is unlikely that the twins will successfully 
harden the material until they involve a substantial volume fraction A of the grains n, for 
instance 10%. Meanwhile, when the twins grow fast and even consume the parent grains 
completely, for instance 70%, the remaining twin-matrix interfaces in the microstructure 
are too fewer to strengthen the material materially. In the GIA-TW-HD model, barrier 
effects by twinning are not allowed unless the predominant twins have a volume fraction 
between 10% and 70%:  
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etw,n (A) =
a !A : 0.1" A " 0.7
dgrain : otherwise
#
$
%
&%
                         (6.1) 
where a coefficient of a =8.714 [µm] was obtained for type C specimens under PSC at 
100°C according to Fig. 4.4.8.  
During simulation, the predicted flow curve was fitted to the experimental curve by 
varying the strain hardening related parameters, systematically. The final result is listed 
in Table 6.4.1At each deformation step i for one fitting attempt k, the difference between 
the experimental stress ! exp  and simulated one! sim  was calculated and then summed as 
deformation proceeded: 
!k = ! sim,i "! exp,i( )
2 /!
exp,i
2
i=1
nstep
#               (6.2) 
After several thousand times of random parameter choices, a set of fitting parameters 
giving the lowest difference, i.e. ! =min was obtained and then applied for after 
simulations at this temperature. In this work, two sets of parameters were obtained for 
simulations at T=100°C and T=400°C. Here should be mentioned that, in the GIA-TW-
HD model, no elastic deformation has been considered, and therefore the fitting of the 
experimental flow curve was started at the initiation of plastic deformation with an offset 
strain, for instance ! = !0.005  at 100°C.  
6.2	   Contributions	   of	   various	   deformation	   modes	   to	   texture	  
evolution	  of	  AZ31	  
In Mg alloys, at least four slip modes and two twinning modes are involved. The 
contributions of the various deformation modes to texture evolution were tested by 
varying the relative CRSS ratios of these modes to that of basal slip. In order to test the 
contribution of one particular mode to texture evolution, in one set of tests, the CRSS 
ratio of the deformation mode of interest was changed, whereas of the other modes the 
CRSSs were kept constant.  
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Fig. 6.2.1 Predicted textures of Mg with random texture under plane strain compression 
at a strain of ! = !0.45 , the relative CRSS values employed in the GIA-TW model for 
basal slip and extension twinning were ! ba :! etw =1: X : (a) X=1.6; (b) X=4. 
A random texture was discretized into 4000 discrete orientations and employed as the 
input texture for simulations. In the first set of tests, only extension twinning and basal 
slip were allowed to be activated to certify the relative contributions of these most easily 
activated modes in Mg alloys. The CRSS for basal slip was kept constant, whereas the 
one for extension twinning was varied from 1.6 to 4 (! ba :! etw =1: X ). The predicted 
textures at a true strain of -0.45 are shown in Figs. 6.2.1a-b in the form of (0002) PFs. It 
can be seen that the activations of basal slip and extension twinning, regardless of their 
relative CRSS ratios, led to a sharp basal texture. This is because both basal slip and 
extension twinning try to rotate the c-axis of a grain towards the loading direction, i.e. 
ND in PSC.   
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Fig. 6.2.2 Predicted textures of Mg with random texture under plane strain compression 
at a strain of ! = !0.45 , the relative CRSS values employed in the GIA-TW model for 
basal and pyramidal <c+a> slip as well as extension twinning were 
! ba :! py :! etw =1: X : 2 : (a) X=1; (b) X=2; (c) X=8; (d)-(f) the predicted mode activitiy 
evolutions for (a)-(c), respectively. 
In the second set of tests, pyramidal <c+a> slip was additionally activated. The CRSS 
ratios of basal slip and extension twinning were set to be 1 and 2, respectively and kept 
constant for each test, whereas the one of pyramidal <c+a> slip varied from 1 to 8 
( ! ba :! py :! etw =1: X : 2 ). The predicted textures at the strain of -0.45 and the 
corresponding evolving mode activities are shown in Figs. 6.2.2 a-f. It can be seen that, 
when the CRSS of pyramidal <c+a> slip was lower than that of extension twinning, for 
instance ! ba :! py :! etw =1:1: 2 , the resulting texture consisted of three components, 
namely the RD component and the two components symmetrically located between RD 
and ND. The mode activities in Fig. 6.2.2d suggested that extension twinning was 
deactivated completely, whereas pyramidal <c+a> slip accommodated most of the 
deformation at all strains. With a lower CRSS (as given) than that of twinning, pyramidal 
slip is easier to be activated, since both pyramidal slip and extension twinning 
accommodate strains along the c-axis.  Meanwhile, pyramidal <c+a> slip rotates the c-
axes of random grains towards RD, whereas basal slip tries to rotate them towards ND. 
As a result of the competition between basal and pyramidal <c+a> slip, part of the 
initially randomly distributed orientations were rotated towards ND by basal slip, which 
led to the orientations between ND and RD, whereas the rest were rotated towards RD by 
pyramidal <c+a> slip. This resulted in the RD component in Fig. 6.2.2a. With increasing 
the CRSS ratio (for instance ! ba :! py :! etw =1: 2 / 8 : 2 ), the contribution of pyramidal 
<c+a> slip decreased rapidly, accompanied by an increase in extension twinning activity 
(Figs. 6.2.2e-f). The corresponding (0002) PFs shown in Figs. 6.2.2b-c exhibit a strong 
basal texture at the strain of -0.45.  
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Fig. 6.2.3 Predicted textures of Mg with random initial texture under plane strain 
compression at a strain of ! = !0.45 , the relative CRSS values employed in the GIA-TW 
model for basal, prismatic and pyramidal <c+a> slip as well as extension twinning were 
! ba :! pr :! py :! etw =1: X : 5 : 2 : (a) X=3; (b) X=5; (c) X=7; (d)-(f) are the predicted mode 
activities for (a)-(c), respectively. 
In the third set of tests, the influence of prismatic slip on texture evolution was tested by 
varying its CRSS ratio from 3 to 7, while keeping the others constant 
(! ba :! pr :! py :! etw =1: X : 5 : 2 ). The predicted textures and mode activities are shown in 
Fig. 6.2.3a-f. It can be seen that by reducing the CRSS ratio of prismatic slip, the basal 
texture was rotated towards TD, increasingly so at lower CRSS. Since prismatic slip 
rotates crystals about their c-axes, it weakens the basal texture and stabilizes orientations 
with basal poles aligning to TD. However, when prismatic slip becomes more difficult 
than pyramidal <c+a> slip (for instance ! ba :! pr :! py :! etw =1: 7 : 5 : 2 ), its activity was 
completely suppressed and a basal texture was obtained again, as shown in Figs. 6.2.3c 
and f.  
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Fig. 6.2.4 Predicted textures of Mg with random texture under plane strain compression 
at a strain of ! = !0.45 , the relative CRSS values employed in the GIA-TW model for 
basal, prismatic and pyramidal <c+a> slip as well as extension twinning were 
! ba :! pr :! py :! etw =1: X1 : X2 : 2  (a) X1 = X2 =1.5 ; (b) X1 = 5,!X2 =1.5 ; (c) 
X1 =1.5,!X2 = 2 ; (d)-(f) are the predicted mode activities for (a)-(c), respectively. 
In the fourth set of tests, the relative contributions of non-basal slip, i.e. pyramidal and 
prismatic slip, were tested by varying their CRSSs, while keeping the ones of basal slip 
and extension twinning at constant values of 1 and 2, respectively 
(! ba :! pr :! py :! etw =1: X1 : X2 : 2 ). The predicted textures and mode activities are shown 
in Figs. 6.2.4a-f. When the CRSS ratio of extension twinning was larger than that of non-
basal slip ( X1 = X2 =1.5 ), extension twinning was completely suppressed. Three 
components at RD and RD-ND were observed in the (0002) PF, except for a rotation of 
the RD-ND components towards TD due to prismatic slip. When the CRSS of prismatic 
slip was larger than that of pyramidal <c+a> ( X1 = 5,!X2 =1.5 ), prismatic slip was 
deactivated and the rotation of RD-ND components towards TD was vanished. By 
contrast, when the CRSS of prismatic slip was lower than that of pyramidal <c+a> 
( X1 =1.5,!X2 = 2 ), pyramidal <c+a> slip became less active and the RD orientations 
disappeared in the (0002) PF in Fig. 6.2.4c.  
In conclusion, the influence of various deformation modes on texture evolution under 
rolling can be summarized as: i) both basal slip and twinning rotate orientations towards 
ND, regardless of their CRSS ratios; ii) pyramidal <c+a> slip rotates orientations towards 
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RD; iii) prismatic slip rotates crystals about their c-axes and leads to a rotation of the 
basal texture towards TD; iv) once the CRSS for prismatic slip is larger than that of 
pyramidal, prismatic slip becomes deactivated.   
6.3	  Application	  of	  the	  GIA-­‐TW	  model	  to	  AZ31	  of	  type	  C	  
6.3.1 Prediction of texture evolution with the GIA-TW model  
The GIA-TW model has been applied to predict the texture evolution of AZ31 specimens 
under PSC at various strains and temperatures. Type C texture was employed as the 
initial texture for simulations and discretized into 4000 grains with the same volume. The 
recalculated initial texture is represented in terms of (0002) and {1010}  PFs, as shown in 
Fig. 6.3.1. It can be seen that the discretization reproduced the initial type C texture 
correctly, except for a slight deviation in the sharpness.  
A Schmid factor analysis of the initial texture is given in Fig. 6.3.2 in terms of (0002) 
stereographic projection for various slip modes. It can be seen that the SFs of basal slip 
are very low at LD and ND, where the basal planes were either perpendicular or parallel 
to LD, respectively. The SF increases continuously when the c-axes rotate towards about 
45° away from LD. For both prismatic and pyramidal <a> slip, the SFs are high in LD 
and low in CD. For pyramidal <c+a> slip, the SFs are relatively high in both LD and CD 
orientations. Based on the SF analysis (Fig. 6.3.2) it can be seen that, at the beginning of 
deformation, basal slip with relatively low CRSS will be activated although its SF is low. 
Once certain amount of dislocations and stresses is accumulated, extension twinning will 
be activated with relative ease.  
Table 6.3.1 Best fitted CRSS ratios of different deformation modes normalized to basal 
slip at different temperatures ( 21 /::: etwetwpyprba rrrrr , baiir ττ /=  )      
Temperature CRSS ratios 
200°C 1:9:10:10.5/4 
300°C 1:8:9:11/3.5 
400°C 1:8:8:11/3.5 
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            Max=10.8        Max=3.2 
Fig. 6.3.1 (0002) and {1010}PFs of the discretized type texture 
 
Fig. 6.3.2 Schmid factor distributions of (a) basal, (b) prismatic, (c) pyramidal<a> and (d) 
pyramidal <c+a> slips, ‘red’ represents for high SFs while ‘blue’ for low SFs. 
 
Fig. 6.3.3 (a) Predicted texture evolution of AZ31B under plain strain compression at 
300°C at different strains; (b) difference (0002) pole figure of AZ31B under plane strain 
compression at 300°C and a strain rate of 1310 −−= sε  at different strains (the absolute value 
of compression strains are given in the figures.). 
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Fig. 6.3.4 Relative activity of each deformation mode in AZ31B under plane strain 
compression at 300°C and a strain rate of 1310 −−= sε  as a function of strain. 
The fitting parameters in the GIA-TW model are the CRSS ratios of various deformation 
modes and that of the easy basal slip. The predicted texture evolutions were compared 
with those of experiments. The best-fit CRSS values at different temperatures are listed 
in Table 6.1.1. 
The predicted texture evolutions and the corresponding difference textures during PSC at 
300°C for different strains are shown in Fig. 6.3.3a-b in the form of (0002) PFs. The 
mode activities are given in Fig. 6.3.4 as a function of strain. In agreement with the 
experiments (Fig. 4.5.1), the GIA-TW model generally predicts the rotation of the c-axes 
from LD to CD quite well (Fig. 6.3.3a). However, it should be noted that at a 
compression strain of -0.05, the maximum intensity of the simulated texture is markedly 
lower than the experimental one (Fig. 4.5.1). The difference (0002) PF (Fig. 6.3.3b) 
shows a maximum intensity of 3.4 MRD (absolute value) associated with LD and a very 
weak texture component in the center of the (0002) PF. This significant deviation from 
the real texture is attributed to the observation that in the model the reorientation by 
twinning occurs earlier than in the real case, and with twinning activation the texture 
intensity usually drops because of the development of additional texture components. 
This explains the high intensity of the difference pole figure. It is also noteworthy 
(although of less significance) that the discretization procedure of the experimental initial 
texture for creating single orientations to be fed into the model slightly changes the initial 
intensity, so that some deviation will arise later. With increasing strain (! = !0.15 ), 
twinning takes place in the experiment and the prediction improves, yielding very low 
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difference intensities (Fig. 6.3.3b). At strains between -0.4 and -0.7, it is evident that the 
initial LD texture component in the simulated pole figure gets fully removed, whereas in 
the experimental pole figure the initial LD component remains somewhat present. This 
indicates that the gradual rotation from LD to CD, typically caused by slip, occurs faster 
in the simulation. The final textures at ! = !1.0 show good qualitative agreement and a 
noticeable intensity difference, which is most likely, attributed to previous discrepancies 
resulting from faster activation of twinning and slip at incipient and intermediate 
deformation levels, respectively. Of additional importance is the fact that strain hardening 
effects by slip and twinning were not considered in the simulation. In the real case, the 
increase of hardening by twinning will affect the relative activities of slip systems, which 
in turn will influence the final texture development.  
The predicted relative activities of deformation modes in AZ31 as a function of strain 
during PSC at 300°C are given in Fig. 6.3.4. This information is useful to understand the 
corresponding mechanical response for the lattice rotation and thus for the texture 
evolution. It is obvious that basal slip is readily active even at incipient deformation, 
where most of the grains still have a prismatic orientation. In this case, basal slip will 
occur in grains with orientations of the scatter component of the texture, which is 
somewhat favorably oriented for basal slip. The prediction indicates an increasing 
activity of basal slip, which can be understood since more grains get rotated away from 
the initial prismatic orientation into soft orientations for basal slip. Since twin nucleation 
requires a certain amount of stress concentration and dislocation density from prior slip 
activities, its activation is very low at the beginning of deformation. However, its activity 
continuously increases with strain until a maximum is attained at a strain of about -0.12, 
which corresponds to the end of stage II of the flow curve at 300°C (Fig. 4.3.1). The 
subsequent decrease of twinning activity is accompanied by an increase of pyramidal 
<c+a> slip activity. This reflects a competition between twinning and pyramidal slip, 
which results in a complementary activation tendency during deformation. The predicted 
low activity of pyramidal <c+a> slip is realistic because even at a deformation 
temperature of 300°C the respective CRSS remains high enough so that pyramidal <c+a> 
slip does not contribute much to deformation. The predicted low activity of prismatic slip 
is caused by the predefined deformation geometry, which suppresses TD deformation, 
despite a favorable orientation of LD-grains for prismatic slip.  
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The predicted final textures as well as their corresponding difference (0002) PFs under 
PSC deformation to a strain of ! = !1.0  at three different temperatures are shown in Fig. 
6.3.5. As evident, the model is capable of predicting the maximum intensity splitting of 
basal poles, which manifests itself the most at higher temperature (400°C). The 
differences in texture intensities at 300°C and 400°C could arise from grain growth, 
which is not considered in the model. According to the predicted mode activities at these 
temperatures (Fig. 6.3.6), the increasing tendency of splitting of basal texture is most 
likely due to the increasing activity of pyramidal slip at higher temperature.  
 
Fig. 6.3.5 (a) Predicted textures of AZ31B under plane strain compression at different 
temperatures of 200°C, 300°C and 400°C and a strain rate of 1310 −−= sε  with the same 
strain of -1.0; (b) difference (0002) pole figure at 200°C, 300°C and 400°C (compare 
with Fig. 6.3.4). 
The applied relative CRSS values in the simulation were obtained by fitting the predicted 
texture to experimental results. Since prismatic slip causes a rotation of the basal texture 
component (CD component) towards TD, the spread of the CD component towards TD 
was used to adjust the relative CRSS values of prismatic slip at different temperatures. 
Similarly, the activation of pyramidal slip caused splitting of the CD component into two 
components about TD towards LD. The amount of tilt about TD was used to determine 
the relative CRSSs of pyramidal slip at different temperatures. The resulting CRSS 
values applied in the simulations at all three temperatures are listed in Table 6.3.1. 
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Obviously, with increasing temperature the CRSSs for prismatic and pyramidal slip 
decrease. The same tendency, although less pronounced, is also found for tcτ  of extension 
twin growth. By contrast, the CRSSs for basal slip and ETW nucleation remain constant 
at all temperatures, in agreement with other studies [Engler2005, Barnett2007a].  
(a)    
(b)  
Fig. 6.3.6 Relative activity of (a) pyramidal slip and (b) extension twinning at different 
temperatures as a function of strain. 
6.3.2 Importance of unselected twinning for texture prediction 
The PTR scheme assumes that in one grain only the twinning system with the maximum 
volume fraction contributes to grain reorientation and texture evolution. All other 
unselected twinning systems are allowed to contribute to the shear deformation, but not 
to any texture change. In order to test the validity of this assumption, the volume 
fractions of both selected and unselected twinning systems for orientation rotation in each 
grain were accumulated as deformation progressed (Fig. 6.3.7). Obviously, the volume 
fraction of the unselected twinning systems amounts to only about 10% of that of the 
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selected predominant twinning systems at all temperatures. Therefore, it seems 
acceptable to disregard the contribution of unselected twins to the macrotexture evolution.  
 
Fig. 6.3.7 Relative twin volume fractions of the selected and unselected twinning systems 
at different temperatures. 
6.3.3 Differentiating twin nucleation and propagation in the model 
 
Fig. 6.3.8 Macrotexture at 300°C predicted by setting the relative CRSS of twinning to (a) 
11/3.5; (b) 11; (c) 3.5, the relative CRSS for basal, prismatic and pyramidal modes were 
1, 8 and 9, respectively. 
In Mg alloys, twin nucleation usually requires a critical stress and is hence considered (in 
an energetic sense) harder than twin propagation, which describes the growth stage of a 
twin nucleus. Therefore, in the GIA-TW model two activation stresses were introduced 
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for twin nucleation and growth, with ! c,twin
n, j (nucleate)> ! c,twinn, j (growth) . In order to 
evaluate such an approach, the predicted textures, deformation mode activities, and 
twinned volume fractions, as well as the (0002) pole figures at 300°C are compared for 
three cases where either one or two different CRSSs for twinning are applied (Figs. 6.3.8-
6.3.9).  
When only applying the activation stress of twin growth ! c,twin
n, j = ! c,twin
n, j (growth)=3.5, the 
simulated texture shows a single basal texture component with very sharp intensity of 17 
MRD (Fig. 6.3.8c). This is obviously at variance with the experimental texture. Applying 
a higher stress of twin nucleation! c,twin
n, j = ! c,twin
n, j (nucleate) =11 , the (0002) PF exhibits the 
correct tendency for basal pole splitting, but the predicted twinning activity and twin 
volume fraction (Fig. 6.3.9) does not correspond to reality.  
By considering the two stages of twinning (initially 11,, =
jn
twincτ , once the twin nucleated
5.3,, =
jn
twincτ ), the prediction becomes closest to experiment (Fig. 4.5.1). Moreover, with a 
single jn twinc
,
,τ  the predicted twin volume fraction (Fig. 6.3.9b) was either too high (80% for 
5.3,, =
jn
twincτ ) or too low (15% for 11
,
, =
jn
twincτ ), compared to a value of 35% for 
5.3/11,, =
jn
twincτ , which is comparable to the experimental results. In addition, the 
simulations with the same CRSS for twin nucleation and growth in the range of 
3.5< ! c,twinn, j (nucleate) = ! c,twinn, j (growth)<11were also tested. However, in these cases the 
twinning process as well as the texture evolution could not be correctly predicted.   
The evolution of the twin volume fraction in the simulation at different temperatures as a 
function of strain is shown in Fig. 6.3.10. It is obvious that with increasing temperature 
the twinning volume fraction decreases significantly. The maximum twin volume 
fractions at 200°C, 300°C and 400°C were about 35%, 25%, and 5%, respectively, which 
are reasonable compared to experimental experience.  
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(a)  
(b)  
Fig. 6.3.9 Predicted (a) twin activities, (b) final twin volume fractions by considering 
either the two stages of twinning (nucleation and growth) or only one stage of twinning in 
the simulation.  
 
Fig. 6.3.10 Predicted twin volume fractions of AZ31B under plane strain compression at 
different temperatures. 
6.3.4 Importance of twinning systems for deformation texture prediction 
The importance of twinning for deformation texture predictions at different temperatures 
has also been tested by comparing the simulations with the twinning systems being 
switched on or off in the model. In order to single out the contribution of twinning to the 
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deformation texture, the simulations were carried out with twinning disabled in the model, 
and the CRSS ratios at different temperatures given in Table 6.3.1 were applied for the 
slip systems. The predicted deformation and difference pole figures are shown in Fig. 
6.3.11. At 200°C, the predicted texture at ! = !1.0  exhibits a basal texture with two 
components split around TD towards LD (Fig. 6.3.11a). However, this splitting of the 
basal texture component was observed neither in experiment (Fig. 4.5.2a) nor in the 
prediction by the GIA-TW model with twinning activated (Fig. 6.3.5a). In fact, with the 
set of CRSS ratios at 200°C given in Table 6.3.1, an unsplit basal texture cannot be 
obtained until to a very high strain of ! = !1.8  with the twinning model disabled (Fig. 
6.3.11b). Most likely, the splitting of the basal texture is due to pyramidal <c+a> slip, as 
basal slip rotates all non-basal orientations towards CD, and prismatic slip rotates the 
crystal around its c-axis. As an attempt to weaken the contribution of pyramidal slip, and 
thus the splitting of basal texture, even much higher CRSS ratios were associated with all 
non-basal slips, for instance 55:35:1:: =pyprba τττ . However, the splitting of the basal 
texture component was still obtained at a strain of ! = !1.0 . Evidently, that even though 
both basal slip and extension twinning cause a reorientation of LD towards CD, twinning 
is more effective than slip due to its instantaneous rotation of about 90°.  
At 300°C, both the simulations with and without twinning predict the texture evolution 
quite well, according to the pole figures in Figs. 6.3.3a and 6.3.11d, and the difference 
pole figures in Figs. 6.3.3b and 6.3.11e. However, the predictions without twinning show 
better agreement with experiments at all strain levels than simulations with twinning, 
except at ! = !0.15  (Fig. 6.3.11e). The difference pole figures of the former show slightly 
lower intensities than the latter. It is suggested that, when twinning is activated, the GIA-
TW model predicts a faster reorientation of the initial LD orientation towards LD than 
formed in experiment. This faster reorientation will immediately degrade of the 
maximum texture intensity by generation of an additional texture component in the pole 
figure. By contrast, in the simulation without considering twinning, the initial LD 
orientation can only be continuously reoriented towards CD by basal slip, which is very 
similar to the experiments in stage I (Fig. 4.3.1). At this stage, twinning might already 
have nucleated, but its activation was insufficient to cause any obvious texture change.  
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Fig. 6.3.11 (a)-(c) Predicted texture of AZ31B under plane strain compression without 
considering twinning in the model at a strain rate of 1310 −−= sε  and at 200°C (compare 
with Fig. 6.3.4): at a strain of ! = !1.0  with 10:9:1:: =pyprba τττ (a), at a strain of 
! = !1.8  with 10:9:1:: =pyprba τττ (b), at a strain of ! = !1.0  with 55:35:1:: =pyprba τττ
(c); (d)-(e) (compare with Fig. 6.3.3) predicted texture evolution at 300°C and at different 
strains with 9:8:1:: =pyprba τττ , difference (0002) pole figure (e) (the absolute value of 
compression strains are given in the Figures above). 
At an intermediate strain of ! = !0.15 , which is located in stage II of the experimental 
flow curve (Fig. 4.3.1), twinning was massively activated and played an important role in 
texture evolution. Therefore, a simulation without considering twinning would lead to a 
very wrong texture prediction, as apparent from Fig. 6.3.11d, and the respective 
difference pole figure in Fig. 6.3.11e shows a high intensity of 2.9 MRD. At even higher 
strain levels, the influence of twinning becomes less important, since the lattice rotation 
caused by slip essentially reflect the experimental results. At a strain of ! = !1.0 , a basal 
texture with split components around TD towards LD is obtained, like the experimental 
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texture (Fig. 4.5.1) and the simulations with consideration of twinning (Fig. 6.3.3a). 
However, the texture evolution in the two simulations is quite different, and thus the 
reason for the ‘splitting’ of the basal texture cannot be the same. With twinning activated, 
the splitting of the basal component is mainly due to the activation of non-basal slip, 
especially pyramidal <c+a> slip, as at 200°C. Without twinning activated, the separation 
of the two basal components is not caused by ‘splitting’ of the already existing LD 
orientation. Rather the (0002) PF is still on its way towards LD by basal slip, which 
proceeds continuously, but slowly. 
6.4	  Application	  of	  the	  GIA-­‐TW-­‐HD	  model	  to	  Mg	  alloys	  	  
6.4.1 Application of the GIA-TW-HD model to Mg alloys 
Deformation twinning affects plastic deformation of Mg alloys, especially at low 
temperatures, in two aspects: firstly, the crystallographic reorientation associated with the 
twinned portion of the grains leads to a rapid texture evolution; secondly, the additional 
twin boundaries act as barriers for the propagation of subsequent dislocations and further 
twinning, which causes additional work hardening [Agnew 2001, Jain2007, 
Christian1995]. To describe the texture evolution and deformation behavior of Mg alloys, 
both effects of twinning should be considered.  
The twin-induced reorientation was implemented in the GIA-TW model using the PTR 
scheme and successfully applied to predict the texture evolution of type C specimens 
deformed at various conditions. The GIA-TW-HD model described in Chapter 5 was 
developed as an improvement of the GIA-TW model that additionally considered the 
twin-induced hardening effects. Details of the GIA-TW-HD model are given in Chapter 5 
of the current work. 
The GIA-TW-HD model described in Chapter 5 was applied here to predict the texture 
evolution as well as deformation behavior of AZ31 specimens at 100°C and 400°C. In 
order to figure out the influence of different initial textures on the subsequent texture 
evolution, two types of specimens C and E were employed. In type C and E specimens, 
most of the grains had their c-axes aligned with LD and TD, respectively. The fitting 
parameters, which are defined in Chapter 5 and listed in Table 6.4.1, were adjusted to a 
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variety of experimental data (in Chapter 4), such as stress-strain curves, texture 
evolutions, and observed active modes. The requirement of consistency with such an 
abundance of experimental data not only reduces the arbitrariness in the optimization of 
the fitting parameters but also supports the validity of the physical mechanism assumed 
by the model. The applied deformation modes in the GIA-TW-HD model were 
(0002)<1120 >  basal slip, {1100}<1120 >  prismatic slip, {1122}< 1123> pyramidal 
slip as well as {1012}< 1011>  extension twinning and {1011}<1012 >  contraction 
twinning.  
Table 6.4.1 Fitting parameters obtained at 100°C and 400°C. 
 100°C 400°C 
ρ0 1012 7x1012 
frecover 40 40 
τBa 0 0 
τpr 70 65 
τpy<a> 160 95 
τpy<c+a> 130 95 
τETW 90/36 140/100 
τCTW 320 300 
kii 0.0035 0.0015 
kij 0.0020 0.0012 
6.4.2 Prediction of deformation behavior and texture evolution  
In the current work, type C and E specimens were deformed under PSC at 100°C and 
400°C. The predicted results using the GIA-TW-HD model are presented in Fig. 6.4.1-
6.4.12, including flow curves, (0002) PFs, mode activities and activation stress evolution 
for each deformation mode.  
It must be mentioned that, the same set of parameters was applied for simulations at the 
same temperature but with different initial textures, as listed in Table 6.4.1.  
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Type C at 100°C 
Prediction of deformation behavior 
 
Fig. 6.4.1 Experimental (thin black line) and simulated (solid line with dots) flow curves 
of type C specimens under plane strain compression at 100°C and a strain rate of 
!! =10!3s!1  (see also Fig. 4.3.2). 
The GIA-TW-HD predicted flow curve of type C specimens under PSC at 100°C is 
presented in Fig. 6.4.1 (see also Fig. 4.3.2). It can be seen that the prediction fits the 
experimental curve very well up the final strain at -0.2. A slight underestimation of 
stresses occurs at strains !0.1 < ! < !0.17 , but even this underestimation is lower than 
3%. In type C specimens, most of the grains had their c-axes originally aligned with LD 
(Fig. 4.1.1d). The predicted mode activities and stress evolutions shown in Figs. 6.4.3a-b 
suggested that, both prismatic and pyramidal <c+a> slip were not massively activated at 
the beginning of deformation due to their high CRSSs. By contrast, basal slip with 
relatively low CRSS activated at first and dominated the deformation at low strains, even 
though its SF was low (the basal plane was parallel to CD). With such an initial texture, 
extension twinning was preferred. However, its activation was suppressed at the 
beginning of deformation due to the high CRSS for nucleation.  
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Fig. 6.4.2 (0002) PF of the predicted texture evolution of type C specimens at 100°C. 
(a)  
(b)  
Fig. 6.4.3 (a) Relative activity and (b) the critical stress of each deformation mode in type 
C specimens deformed at 100°C.  
In the strain range of !0.02 < ! < !0.08 , which corresponds to stage II of the flow 
curves in Fig. 6.4.1, the predicted activation stresses for slip modes increased steadily as 
deformation proceeded. This was accompanied by a decrease in the slip mode activities, 
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as shown in Fig. 6.4.3. By contrast, the predicted activation stress for extension twinning 
decreased abruptly in the strain ranges of !0.005 < ! < !0.04  and increased 
subsequently in the range !0.04 < ! < !0.08 . This corresponded to a massive activation 
of extension twinning at !0.02 < ! < !0.08  (Fig. 6.4.3a). The obvious changes in the 
activation stresses of slip and twinning modes accompanied by the massive twin 
activation at stage II can be understood as follows. For slip systems, the massive 
activation of twinning at stage II led to an obvious increase in the activation stresses of 
all slip systems, since twinning introduced additional boundaries into the microstructure 
and hardened the material by directionally decreasing the mean free path for dislocation 
propagation. For twinning systems, in the GIA-TW-HD model, two activation stresses 
are employed for twin nucleation and growth with ! c,twin
n, j (nucleation)> ! c,twinn, j (growth) . 
During simulations, in grains free of twins, the stress for nucleation ! c,twin
n, j (nucleation)  
was firstly employed. Once twins had nucleated, the ! c,twin
n, j (growth)  with a lower value 
was then employed for extension twinning systems in the twinned grains. Therefore, the 
massive nucleation of extension twins in stage II led to the abrupt decrease in its 
activation stress at !0.005 < ! < !0.04 , as shown in Fig. 6.4.3b. During further 
deformation, the twins grew very fast. Once the volume fractions of the predominant 
twins in the twinned grains grew beyond the threshold value, they reoriented the parent 
grains completely to the twin orientations. These twin-reoriented grains were then treated 
as new grains and ! c,twin
n, j (nucleation)  was again employed for all twinning systems in 
those grains. Therefore, at the strains !0.04 < ! < !0.08 , which corresponds to the later 
part of stage II in the flow curve in Fig. 6.4.1, the massive reorientations of parent grains 
by twinning led to the increase in the average activation stress of twinning, as shown in 
Fig. 6.4.3b.  
At stage III of the flow curve in Fig. 6.4.1, extension twinning became exhausted, as 
suggested by the decrease in its activity in Fig. 6.4.3a. Meanwhile, pyramidal <c+a> and 
{1011}<1012 >  contraction twinning became active and carried more deformation as 
deformation proceeded. At this stage, extension twinning reoriented most of the twinned 
grains, and thus the twin induced hardening effect became weaker. During further 
deformation, stress evolution was thus based on the dislocation densities accumulated on 
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the slip planes. Therefore, the massive activation of basal and pyramidal <c+a> slip led to 
a strong increase in the material strength, even higher than the CRSS of contraction 
twinning. Meanwhile, extension twins rotated the initial LD orientations towards CD, 
which supplied suitable ‘parent’ grains for contraction twinning. Therefore, at stage III of 
the deformation, pyramidal <c+a> slip and contraction twinning contributed to most of 
the strains, as shown in Fig. 6.4.3a.  
Prediction of deformation texture 
The predicted texture evolution of type C specimens at 100°C is shown in Fig. 6.4.2 in 
the form of (0002) PF. At the strain of -0.02, no obvious change was observed in the 
(0002) PF, except for a slight decrease in the sharpness for 10.8 (Fig. 6.3.1) to 6.4 (Fig. 
6.4.2). In the strain range of !0.02 < ! < !0.08 , which corresponds to stage II of the 
flow curve in Fig. 6.4.1, the predicted textures are composed of three parts, namely the 
basal texture and the two components located symmetrically between LD and CD (Fig. 
6.4.2). According to the mode activities in Fig. 6.4.3a, extension twinning was massively 
activated at stage II. Since extension twinning rotates the c-axes of the initial LD 
orientations towards CD by 86°, its activation caused the formation of the basal texture in 
the center of the (0002) PFs (Fig. 6.4.2). Meanwhile, the remaining LD orientations were 
rotated by crystallographic slip gradually towards LD, which caused the orientations 
along LD-CD in the (0002) PF. During further straining in stage III, extension twinning 
became exhausted. Instead, pyramidal <c+a> slip and contraction twinning were 
massively activated. They carried the strains along c-axis (Fig. 6.4.3a). While basal slip 
rotates the remaining LD orientations towards CD, both contraction twinning and 
pyramidal <c+a> slip can rotate the CD orientations backwards to LD, either by an 
abrupt 56° rotation (CTW) or gradually (pyramidal <c+a> slip), respectively. At the final 
strain of -0.2, a basal texture was finally obtained.  
Type E at 100°C 
Prediction of deformation behavior 
The same set of fitting parameters found for type C specimens was applied to type E at 
100°C. Quite a different deformation behavior and texture evolution were predicted for 
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type E specimens. Prior to deformation, most grains had their c-axes parallel to TD. With 
such an initial texture, prismatic slip could fully provide the required shape change 
during PSC. Moreover, twinning shears the material along the c-axis and changes the 
specimen shape along TD, which was restricted by the geometry of channel die. As 
predicted using the GIA-TW-HD model, prismatic slip dominated the deformation at all 
strains (Fig. 6.4.6a). Since deformation was dominated by crystallographic slip at all 
strains, the GIA-TW-HD model predicted a normal concaved-down flow curve, which 
was in good agreement with that of the experiment (Fig. 6.4.4). 
 
Fig. 6.4.4 Experimental (solid black line) and simulated (solid line with dots) flow curves 
of type E specimens deformed at 100°C. 
Prediction of deformation texture 
In the predicted (0002) PFs of type E specimens at 100°C, the initial TD component 
retained unchanged at all strains, as shown in Fig. 6.4.5. However, an unexpected basal 
texture component due to extension twinning was observed in both experiment (Fig. 4.5.6) 
and simulation (Fig. 6.4.5-6.4.6). This might be due to a difference between global and 
local deformations: during deformation, although for the whole specimen the shape 
change along TD was restricted, locally, deformation in TD was taken place in particular 
grains due to stress relaxation. Therefore, twinning can be activated with in the grains of 
a proper orientation and neighborhood, which led to the formation of the basal texture. 
Furthermore, since prismatic slip rotated the crystal around the c-axis by 30°, the original 
TD texture component maintained at all strains, except for a slight deviation towards CD 
and LD, as shown in the (0002) PFs in Fig. 6.4.5.  
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Fig. 6.4.5 (0002) pole figures of the predicted texture evolution of type E specimens at 
100°C. 
 (a)  
(b)  
Fig. 6.4.6 (a) Relative activity and (b) the critical stress of each deformation mode in type 
E specimens deformed at 100°C. 
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Type C and E at 400°C 
The predictions for type C and E specimens at 400°C are presented in Figs. 6.4.7-6.4.9 
and 6.4.10-12, respectively. At this high temperature, the activation stresses for all 
deformation modes as well as the macro stress were barely changed. Compared to the one 
at 100°C (Fig. 6.4.3b), the initial CRSSs of pyramidal <c+a> and prismatic slip decreased 
to almost a half. Twinning was not activated at all strains in both types of specimens, as 
suggested by the predicted mode activities in Figs. 6.4.9a and 6.4.12a for type C and E, 
respectively. Deformation was dominated by slip only at all strain levels. 
 
Fig. 6.4.7 Experimental (solid black line) and simulated (solid line with dots) flow curves 
of type C specimens deformed at 400°C. 
 
Fig. 6.4.8 (0002) pole figures of the predicted texture evolution of type C specimens 
deformed at 400°C. 
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(a)  
(b)  
Fig. 6.4.9 (a) Relative activity and (b) the critical stress of each deformation mode in type 
C specimens deformed at 400°C. 
 
Fig. 6.4.10 Experimental (solid black line) and simulated (solid line with dots) flow 
curves of type E specimens deformed at 400°C. 
The textures of type C and E specimens were hardly changed at strains below -0.17, as 
shown in (0002) PFs in Figs. 6.4.8 and 6.4.11, respectively. In case of type C specimens, 
basal slip can rotate the original LD orientations towards CD, whereas the activation of 
pyramidal <c+a> slip the LD texture component by rotating all orientations towards LD. 
As a result of the competition between basal and pyramidal <c+a> slip, a slightly weaker 
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texture intensity was obtained at the strain of -0.17. In case of type E specimens, 
prismatic slip rotated crystals about their c-axes and retained the TD orientations, 
whereas basal slip rotated almost all orientations towards CD. Meanwhile, pyramidal 
<c+a> slip rotated the orientations from TD towards LD. At the strain of -0.17, a TD 
texture was retained for type E specimens, with slight weaker texture intensity.   
 
Fig. 6.4.11 (0002) pole figures of the predicted texture evolution of type E specimens 
deformed at 400°C. 
(a)  
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(b)  
Fig. 6.4.12 (a) Relative activity and (b) the critical stress of each deformation mode in 
type E specimens deformed at 400°C. 
6.4.3 Influence of initial texture on prediction using the GIA-TW-HD model 
The experimental and predicted deformation behaviors of type C and E specimens under 
PSC at 100°C and 400°C are presented in Figs. 6.4.1, 6.4.4, 6.4.7 and 6.4.10. It can be 
seen that, at 100°C, the predicted flow curves of both type C and E specimens are in good 
agreement with the experiments. The fitting parameters applied at 100°C was obtained by 
fitting the predicted flow curve of type C specimens at 100°C to their corresponding 
experiments, which were applied now for type E. Since twinning introduced additional 
boundaries into the microstructure, the massive activation of extension twinning in type 
C specimens effectively strengthened the material and led to a sigmoidal flow curve (Fig. 
6.4.1). The abrupt strengthening of material by twinning was successfully reproduced 
using the GIA-TW-HD model for type C specimens. In the type E specimens, a slight 
deviation (about 5 MPa) from the experimental flow curve was predicted at the strain of -
0.02 using the GIA-TW-HD model. At higher stresses, the deviation decreased 
considerably. Altogether, this represents a good flow stress prediction. 
The predicted texture evolutions of type C and E specimens under PSC at 100°C and 
400°C are given in Figs. 6.4.2, 6.4.5, 6.4.8 and 6.4.11, respectively. At 100°C, the GIA-
TW-HD model predicted the main tendency of the texture evolution in both type C and E 
specimens. However, in type C specimens, the twinning process was activated slightly 
earlier in the simulations than in experiments. For example, at the strain of -0.11, texture 
components between LD and CD were still observed in the experiment (Fig. 4.5.3), but 
not in the predicted (0002) PFs, as shown in Fig. 6.4.2.  
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At 400°C, the GIA-TW-HD model captured the tendency of texture changes in both type 
C and E specimens, with a slight deviation in the maximum texture intensities in both 
cases. In case of the type C specimens, a rotation of original LD orientations towards CD 
due to basal slip was obtained in both experiment (Fig. 4.5.5) and simulation (Fig. 6.4.8). 
However, a broadening of the initial LD component towards TD due to the strong 
activation of pyramidal <c+a> slip was observed in experiment (Fig. 4.5.5). This was 
slightly underestimated in the simulations (Fig. 6.4.8). This indicates that the choice of 
the CRSS for Pyramidal <c+a> slip was too high in the simulations. In case of type E 
specimens, the TD texture component was retained, with a slight grain elongation 
towards LD. This was mainly due to the strong activation of prismatic slip and pyramidal 
<c+a> slip (orientation rotation towards LD), which was again underestimated in the 
simulations (Fig. 6.4.11).  
 
Fig. 6.4.13 The maximum intensities in the experimental and predicted (0002) PFs for 
type C and E specimens deformed at 100°C and 400°C. 
6.4.4 Importance of contraction twinning  
The most frequently observed twins in Mg alloys are {1012}< 1011>  extension and 
{1011}<1012 >  contraction twins. In Mg alloys, extension twins can be nucleated 
easily at low temperatures and low strains, and they grow very fast and take a high 
volume fraction in the microstructure. This causes an obvious texture change as the 
parent grains are rotated by 86°. By contrast, the contraction twins with a very high 
CRSS for nucleation can only be activated at high strains, and they are normally very thin 
and have a small volume fraction. Therefore, the contraction twinning contributes to the 
texture evolution only at high strains and in a minor manner. However, just like extension 
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twins, contraction twins also induce additional boundaries into the microstructure that act 
as barriers for the subsequent dislocation slip and further twinning. Meanwhile, 
contraction twins are usually very thin and formed in elongated lamellae. This introduces 
a high number of twin boundaries even with a low twinned volume fraction. As a 
consequence, the activation of contraction twinning contributes to strain hardening 
considerably, and thus should be (and is) considered in the deformation behavior 
prediction using the GIA-TW-HD model.  
  
Fig. 6.4.14 Experimental (solid thick black line) and predicted (lines with dots) flow 
curves of type C specimens deformed at 100°C. In this test simulation, the hardening 
effects of contraction twinning was not considered in the GIA-TW-HD model. 
Here we take the type C specimens deformed at 100°C as an example to show the 
importance of contraction twinning on the prediction of the deformation behavior. For 
this purpose, contraction twinning was switched off in the GIA-TW-HD model for testing 
purposes. In Fig. 6.4.14, the predicted flow curves are presented in dashed lines, while 
the experimental one is drawn in solid black. It can be seen that, by deactivating 
contraction twinning, the GIA-TW-HD model can still correctly predict the flow stress up 
to a strain of about -0.07. In the strain range from -0.02 to -0.08, which corresponds to 
the end of stage II of the flow curve, extension twinning was massively activated and 
effectively increased the strain-hardening rate. However, during further deformation, 
where high activity of contraction twinning was predicted by the original GIA-TW-HD 
model (Fig. 6.4.3a), the predicted stresses were always much lower than the experimental 
one, regardless of how the fitting parameters were varied. Obviously, the underestimation 
of stresses at the strains beyond -0.07 was most likely due to the missing of contraction 
twinning in the this test. Once contraction twinning was considered in the model, the 
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predicted stresses caught up at the correct strain, as shown in Fig. 6.4.1. This indicates 
that even though the contraction twinning affects the texture evolution barely, its 
contribution to strain hardening is considerable and must not be disregarded.  
6.5	  Application	  of	  the	  GIA-­‐TW-­‐HD	  model	  to	  Cu	  alloys	  
Two types of final textures are usually obtained in various CuZn alloys at high strains, 
namely the ‘copper’ and ‘brass’ types. In alloys with high stacking fault energies (SFEs), 
most grains were finally distributed along the !  fiber at high strains, especially around 
the C/D orientation with Euler angles (90°, 35/27°, 45°), i.e. the ‘copper’ type texture. In 
the alloys with low and medium SFEs, most grains were along the !  fiber, especially 
around the B orientation (35°, 45°, 90°), i.e. the ‘brass’ type texture. In the work of 
[Hirsch1988b], the author summarized the previous work on CuZn alloys with different 
SFEs deformed under plane strain rolling. It was reported that the SFE decreased 
markedly with increasing alloy contents in various Cu alloys, except for CuMn 
[Steffens1987, Gallagher1970]. Inhomogeneities such as deformation twining and shear 
bands were activated in the alloys with low SFEs, which led to a texture transition from 
‘copper’ to ‘brass’. Therefore, to correctly predict the texture evolution in materials with 
low SFE, the inhomogeneous deformation such as twinning, even shear bands, should be 
taken into consideration. In the current work, the GIA-TW-HD model, where both twin 
induced reorientation and hardening effects were considered, was applied to predict the 
rolling texture evolution of various CuZn alloys with different Zn alloy contents, namely 
0%, 15% and 30%. The available deformation modes were {110}<111 > slip and 
{111}<112 > twinning. Plane strain compression was employed for simulation. 
Here, two questions were raised. (1) Once twinning reorients a grain, is it possible to 
detwin the twinned grain? (2) Is the strain hardening evolution of individual deformation 
systems important for prediction of the texture evolution of CuZn alloys? 
6.5.1 Is detwinning possible in Cu alloys? 
In the simulation, we take a near C orientation with Euler angles of (84.5°, 14.5°, 45.6°) 
as an example to test the influence of detwinning in CuZn alloys during PSC. Firstly, 
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detwinning was allowed in the model. The SFs and twin orientations of the twelve 
{111}<112 >  twinning systems in the tested orientation were calculated and are listed in 
Fig. 6.5.1a. During deformation, several twinning systems were activated within the grain. 
Twinning system 1 with the highest volume fraction rotated the matrix grain into the twin 
orientation of (268, 95, 44.8), marked as the step 1 in Fig. 6.5.1b in red dash arrow. If the 
deformation continued, deformation twinning activated within the twinned grain. The 
twin system 3 with the largest activity rotated the grain backwards to the original near C 
orientation, shown in Fig. 6.5.1b as the step 2. However, such a retrieval of C orientation 
was not observed in experiment. This indicates that detwinning should not be allowed in 
the modeling. One explanation of this restriction of detwinning in Cu alloys is based on 
the microstructure and characteristic shear of twins in Cu alloys. Since the characteristic 
shear of twinning in Cu (0.707) is much higher than that of Mg (0.130), for the same 
amount of twin shear the required twin volume fraction is much lower in Cu than in Mg. 
As shown in the microstructures of CuZn and Mg alloys in Fig. 6.5.2c, twins inside Cu 
(left) are very thin, whereas in Mg (right) twins are thick and in lenticular shape. It is 
very difficult to form any secondary generation of twins inside such thin primary twins in 
Cu alloys. In the GIA-TW-HD model, in order to restrict detwinning, a very high CRSS 
was applied to the twinning systems in a grain that has already twinned.  
6.5.2 Is strain hardening important for texture prediction of Cu alloys? 
It was normally observed in experiments [Hirsch1988a-c] that, slip is always activated 
prior to twinning and rotates random orientations toward a ‘copper’ type texture. When 
the stress gets larger than a critical value, deformation twinning can be activated in the 
near C orientations such that the grains are rotated into the twinned orientations. In FCC 
crystals, slip and twinning systems share the same shear plane, as shown in Fig. 6.5.2b. 
This means that, their SFs for the slip and twinning systems sharing the same {111} 
plane are very similar. Therefore, the relative activities of slip and twinning modes in Cu 
alloys depend mainly on their relative CRSSs, as shown in Fig. 6.5.2a.  
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Fig. 6.5.1 (a) and (b) Orientation change by detwinning in Cu alloys, (c) microstructures 
of twins in Cu and Mg alloys 
 
Fig. 6.5.2 (a) Activities of slip and twinning in Cu alloy for different setting of CRSS 
ratios; (b) schematically shown the atomic structure for slip and twinning system in FCC 
unit cell.  
In order to figure out the influence of the CRSSs on the activation of slip and twinning, 
various CRSS ratios were applied to slip and twinning systems. They were kept constant 
during deformation; no hardening effect was considered. In the first test, by setting the 
same CRSS for both modes (! c,slip :! c,twin =10:10 ), twinning was strongly activated at the 
beginning of deformation, followed by a sudden decrease after a strain of 0.5. In the 
second test, the CRSS of twinning was set to be higher than that of slip, for instance 
! c,slip :! c,twin =10:12 . Twinning was not activated at all in the whole simulation, even at a 
very high strain of 6. However, neither of the two cases agrees with the experimental 
observations. In the third test, strain hardening was additionally accounted. Initially, the 
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CRSS ratios of ! c,slip :! c,twin =10:12  were applied to slip and twinning to allow slip to be 
activated prior to twinning and to rotate the random orientations into a copper type 
texture. Meanwhile, the CRSS of slip systems evolved with strain as the dislocation 
density was accumulated. At a certain strain, the CRSS of twinning was achieved and 
twinning became activated. This rotated the !  fiber (mainly around C) into the !  fiber 
(over G into B). Finally, the brass type texture was obtained at a strain of 6. It can be seen 
that it is necessary to account for the strain hardening of slip systems in the GIA-TW-HD 
model to predict the texture evolution in Cu alloys. 
 
Fig. 6.5.3 Paths of orientation (90.1°, 80°, 0.8°) rotation in Euler space by slip and 
twinning.  
6.5.3 Rotation path of individual orientation in Cu alloys 
For a better understanding of how slip and twinning change the texture, the rotation path 
of a cube orientation with Euler angles of (90.1°, 80°, 0.8°) has been simulated using the 
GIA-TW-HD model, as shown in Fig. 6.5.3. The rotations of the cube orientation are 
represented in a 3-dimention Euler space. The !,!"  and !  fibers are identified with blue 
full, red dash and green dash lines, respectively. The ideal positions for the important 
texture components such as C and B are marked with dots. The red full lines indicate the 
rotation path caused by only crystallographic slip, whereas the green full lines show the 
path due to twinning and the slip that followed. The numbers inserted into Fig. 6.5.3 (0.5, 
3.5…) represent for the required strain levels to achieve the corresponding orientations.  
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It can be seen that at low strains, slip was activated firstly. This rotated the cube 
orientation towards the ideal position (0°, 90°, 0°), followed by a rotation towards the 
RD-rotated cube fiber (along 0° !!2 ! 45°  with !1 = 90°  and ! = 90° ) until orientation 
G (90°, 90°, 45°) was attained. During further deformation, the orientation turned into the 
!  fiber until the final stable position at C was attained at a strain of about 15. When 
strain hardening for slip systems is not taken into account, and twinning with a higher 
CRSS is not activated, the orientation C becomes the final stable orientation even at a 
strain of 25, as shown in Fig. 6.5.3. However, by considering strain hardening, the flow 
stress of the material increases until the CRSS of a twinning system is reached. Then 
twinning gets activated and rotates the C orientation into its twin orientation CT abruptly, 
as shown in Fig. 6.5.3. Since detwinning was not allowed in the simulation, slip 
dominated the deformation again and rotated the CT into higher !  orientations up to 
orientation G. However, orientation G is a metastable orientation, therefore it was further 
reoriented towards B. In such a way, the ‘copper’ type orientation was transferred into a 
‘brass’ type by twinning.  
6.5.4 Prediction of texture evolution of alloys with different SFEs 
Texture evolutions and the ‘copper’ to ‘brass’ texture transition in CuZn alloys with 
different Zn contents, namely 0%, 5% and 30%, were qualitatively predicted using the 
GIA-TW-HD model. Since the SFE decreases with increasing alloy content or strain, the 
different Zn alloy contents were accounted for in this model by implementing the 
different deformation behaviors. The predicted ODFs are shown in Fig. 6.5.4-7. The 
corresponding experimental results were given in ref. [Hirsch1988a].  
The predicted ODF of pure Cu under PSC is presented in Fig. 6.5.4. It can be seen that, 
the original random texture disappeared almost completely at a strain of 0.7, and the new 
texture distributed mainly along two fibers: i) the !  fiber with the skeleton line parallel 
to !  at !1 = 90°  and !2 = 45° , including orientation C at ! = 35° ; ii) the !  fiber with 
the skeleton line parallel to !1  at !1 = 90°  and !2 = 45° , which includes the B and G 
orientations (!1 = 90° ). As the rolling proceeded, the intensities along the both fibers 
increased from 6-7 to a homogenous intensity of 11 MRD at ! =1.2 . At an even higher 
strain of ! = 3 , the homogeneity of tube !  deteriorated, as the density of G decreased 
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drastically. Finally, a texture with pronounced C and B texture components was obtained 
in both experiments and prediction. However, the predicted texture intensity was higher 
than the one in experiments by a factor of 2. Several reasons exist there for the rapid 
crystal rotation in the simulation [Hirsch1988a]: i) due to the ambiguity in selecting the 
required slip systems, different but identically oriented grains involved different sets of 
slip systems and thus lattice rotations; ii) different but identically orientated grains have 
different surroundings, i.e. different neighboring grains, therefore they involves different 
strains and thus also different lattice rotations; iii) in reality, different parts of one grain 
underwent different orientation rotation due to different adjacent grains. Since grains 
were homogeneously deformed as a whole in the GIA-TW-HD model, the predicted 
texture evolution represents only the average macroscopic strain and thus average 
orientation change. 
For the alloy with 5wt.% Zn content, i.e. medium SFE, the texture evolution (Fig. 6.5.5) 
was more or less the same as that of pure Cu (Fig. 6.5.4). However, the disappearance of 
!  fiber (mainly the Cube orientation at (45°, 0°, 45°)) was slower than that in pure Cu. 
In addition, at a very high strain of 3, the G orientation disappeared almost completely in 
the prediction, whereas some intensity along !  (including G) fiber was observed in the 
experimental ODF. In 30% CuZn alloy this tendency was even larger (Fig. 6.5.7). The 
appearance of the !  fiber in medium and high SFE materials was mainly due to shear 
bands [Hirsch1988c, Engler2000], which were not considered in the GIA-TW-HD model.  
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Fig. 6.5.4 (a) Experimental and (b) simulated texture evolution of Cu0%Zn alloy using 
the GIA-TW-HD model under plane strain compression. 
Relaxation of strain components (!11,!!12,!!13,!!22,!!23 ) in the simulation for specimens 
with brass type and copper type textures are shown in Fig. 6.5.8. It is suggested that the 
formation of a brass type texture required more relaxations in the off-diagonal shear 
strains !!ij ( i ! j ), especially !12 , in the GIA-TW-HD model.  
 
Fig. 6.5.5 (a) Experimental and (b) simulated texture evolution of Cu5%Zn alloy using 
the GIA-TW-HD model under plane strain compression. 
 
Fig. 6.5.6 Evolution of the real and simulated twin volume fractions, predicted twin 
activity and FT values for the Cu15%Zn alloy during plane strain compression. 
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Fig. 6.5.7 (a) Experimental texture evolution of Cu30%Zn alloy using the GIA-TW-HD 
model under plane strain compression. 
 
Fig. 6.5.8 Relaxation of strain components (!11,!!12,!!13,!!22,!!23 ) in the simulation for 
specimens with (a) brass type and (b) copper type textures. 
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Part II:  
Twin variant selection based on internal stress and 
accommodation strain 
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7 Theory of twin variant selection  
The subject of variant selection during deformation twinning in Mg alloys has intrigued 
researchers for a number of years. Intuitively, one can expect that the twin variant with 
the highest resolved shear stress on its habit plane and along its shear direction will be 
selected first according to the Schmid law. It is obeyed in numerous investigations of 
extension twinning in Mg alloys. However, many non-Schmid behaviors have also been 
reported where twins with relatively low Schmid factors (SFs) appear while their 
counterparts with higher SFs are absent. Since the formation of a twin involves shearing 
the matrix, once a twin nucleates at a grain boundary, it accumulates a stress 
concentration at the grain boundary and stimulates slip or twinning within this 
neighboring grain, i.e. accommodation strain. It is reasonable to assume that the twin 
variant that requires easy glide or twinning in the neighboring grain will be activated 
even if its SF is low. By contrast, a variant that demands activation of difficult slip or 
twinning will not be activated, even when its SF is high. In this part of work, we are 
going to explain the variant selection during twinning in terms of internal stress and 
accommodation strains.  
7.1	  Accommodation	  strain	  of	  twinning	  	  
The accommodation strain that a twin tries to impose on its neighboring grain can be 
calculated by translating the displacement gradient tensor of twinning from the twin 
system frame into the crystal frame of the neighboring grain. Here, three coordinate 
systems are involved: i) the primary twinning system {T P} , ii) the matrix crystal 
reference frame }{ PC  and iii) the neighboring grain crystal frame {CN} .  
The twinning system is characterized by its habit plane normal (HPN), the twinning shear 
direction (SD) and shear plane normal (SPN). The respective Miller-Bravais indices of 
these directions are represented below as n (SPN), b (SD), and q (SPN). These can in turn 
be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as follows: 
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n(U) = [2 !n(u)+ n(v)] / 3
n(V ) = n(v)
n(W ) = n(w) / c / a( )
 
b(U) = [b(u)+ b(v) / 2]! 3
b(V ) =1.5 !b(v)
b(W ) = b(w) ! c / a( )
 
q(U) = n(V ) !b(W )" n(W ) !b(V )
q(V ) = n(W ) !b(U)" n(U) !b(W )
q(W ) = n(U) !b(V )" n(V ) !b(U)
              (7.1) 
Here, U, V and W are the Miller index components along the x, y and z axes, respectively, 
and u, v, t, and w are the four components of the Miller-Bravais indices. 
The components of the displacement gradient tensor employed here are defined as  
e =
!u
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!u
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               (7.2) 
Here, u, v and w refer to displacements along the x, y and z directions of the reference 
frame. In the twinning reference frame, the three directions correspond to the shear 
direction, the shear plane normal, and the habit plane normal, respectively. The twinning 
shear is given by !u /!z  = s, where s is the shear that characterizes a given class of twin 
in a given material; the eight other components are all zero (u is the displacement along 
the shear direction and z is the habit plane normal direction). Therefore, the shear 
deformation produced by a twin on its HPN and in the SD can be specified as the 
following displacement gradient tensor in the primary twin reference frame {T P} :  
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ETP =
0 0 !
0 0 0
0 0 0
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&&
                (7.3) 
where γ = 0.138 and 0.130 for the characteristic twin shears of {1011}  contraction and 
{1012}  extension twins in Mg (c/a ratio is 1.624).  
The displacement gradient tensor expressed in the primary twin reference frame }{ PT  is 
then rotated into the matrix crystal frame }{ PC  by employing the transformation relation
hEhE
PP TC ⋅⋅= −1  with 
h =
b(U) b(V ) b(W )
q(U) q(V ) q(W )
n(U) n(V ) n(W )
!
"
#
#
#
$
%
&
&
&
                (7.4) 
This form of the tensor must now be rotated into the reference frame of the neighboring 
grain. For this purpose, the disorientation matrix m12  is used, which is the rotation matrix 
that transforms the orientation g1  of the primary twin matrix crystal frame {CP}  into that 
( g2 ) of the neighboring grain crystal frame{CN} : 
m12  =  g2 !g1-1                  (7.5)               
In this way, the displacement gradient tensor for contraction twinning can finally be 
specified in the crystal frame of the neighboring grain as: 
ECN =m12 !EC
P
!m12"1                 (7.6) 
7.2	  Components	  of	  the	  deformation	  gradient	  tensor	  
When the deformation by twinning is rotated into the crystallographic reference frame of 
a particular neighbor grain (Eqs. 7.3-6), each of the shear deformation components can be 
given a physical interpretation in terms of the type of glide or twinning that would be 
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required to permit the shear associated with twin formation in the matrix grain to take 
place. For this purpose, the x, y and z directions are defined as follows:  x is parallel to 
one of the basal glide burgers vectors, i.e. to <11-20>; z is perpendicular to the basal 
plane (i.e. parallel to the c-axis), and y is mutually perpendicular to both, following the 
right hand rule.  
While the exz and eyz shears can be accommodated by single or double basal glide 
[Barnett2003], the ezx and ezy components correspond to accommodation by means of 
extension and contraction twinning, which are again considered to occur with relative 
ease. (They could also be accommodated by <c + a> slip. Because this involves high 
CRSSs at ambient temperatures, we conclude here that twinning will occur in preference 
to pyramidal glide.)  Finally, the exy and eyx components correspond to single and double 
prismatic glide. This type of glide is more difficult than basal glide due to its higher 
CRSS. As no alternative mechanism is available to provide this required deformation 
component, when the nucleation of a particular twin requires the operation of prismatic 
glide in the neighbor grain, its nucleation can be considered to be rather difficult. 
Therefore, when a potential twin variant requires a large amount of prismatic glide in the 
neighboring grain, the nucleation of this variant will be rather difficult even if the 
calculated SF is relatively high [Jonas2011]. Conversely, twins that require little or no 
‘difficult’ accommodation in the neighboring grains will be activated more easily, even if 
their SFs are relatively low.  
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8 Twin variant selection during primary contraction twinning: 
SF vs AS  
In this chapter, the accommodation strain that a primary contraction twin tries to impose 
on its neighbouring grain was employed to explain the variant selection during twinning. 
In this work, samples of Mg alloys AM30 and AZ31 were machined from the as-received 
tube walls so that straining could be carried out along the extrusion direction (ED). The 
tensile samples were deformed to true strains of 0.08 and 0.15 at ambient temperature 
and a strain rate of 0.1 s-1. Further details of the experimental procedure are provided in 
ref [Godet2006]. 
Of the numerous contraction and secondary twins that formed, the orientations of 977 
were determined by EBSD techniques. The Euler angles pertaining to 541 primary twins 
were established in the AM30 specimens and to 436 in the AZ31, while 493 and 310 
secondary twin orientations were also measured in the two alloys, respectively. From the 
grain orientations and the loading geometry, the SFs were calculated for the primary 
twins. It should be noted that all the secondary twins were originally primary twins. 
Therefore, all the secondary twins were converted back into their respective primary 
contraction twins, and so were included in the SF analysis.  For the AM30 specimens 
deformed to strains of 0.08 and 0.15, the SF statistics are presented in Fig. 5 in ref. 
[Jonas2011]. It can be seen that the SFs of the observed twins ranged from zero to 0.5, 
which suggested that the value of the SF itself could not be the criterion that determines 
the formation of a twin. A more detailed analysis revealed that about half of the observed 
twins were of the ‘high’ SF (0.3 – 0.5) type, while nearly half had ‘low’ SFs (0.15 – 0.30). 
Furthermore, 5% of the observed twins had SFs of only 0.03 – 0.15, i.e. these were of the 
‘very low SF’ type. Of particular interest is the observation that many potential ‘high 
Schmid factor’ twins did not form. The details of experimental data can be found in ref 
[Jonas2011]. 
Subsequently, the presence of the low and very low SF twins and the absence of many 
potential high SF twins are analysed in terms of the accommodation strains, as described 
in Chapter 7.  
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8.1	  Components	  of	  the	  deformation	  gradient	  tensor	  
As mentioned in Chapter 7, the shear deformation associated with the formation of a 
particular twin can be expressed in the reference frame of a given neighboring grain. For 
the moment, only the two neighbors observed in a 2-D section will be considered. The 
components of the displacement gradient tensor and their associated physical 
interpretations in terms of the type of glide or twinning are defined in Section 7.3. 
Among these strain components, the exy  component related to prismatic slip was 
considered as the hardest accommodation strain, which controls the variant selection 
during twinning. 
In the current work, 14 very low SF twins were identified, with SF values in the range 
from 0.03 to 0.18. Orientation and SF analysis revealed that these selected twins were not 
the ones with the highest SF in its matrix grain, and some potential twin variants, 
although with higher SFs, were absent. The revealed that the Schmid law failed as a 
criteria for variant selections. Therefore, the orientations of the grain neighbors adjoining 
the twins were determined (in terms of their Euler angles), and the twinning shear in the 
case of each twin was converted into two displacement gradient tensors, each expressed 
in the reference frame of one of the two neighbors. Details of the experiments can be 
found in [Martin2010, Jonas2011] 
These calculations led to the evaluation of 252 tensor components (28 neighbor grains !  
9 components/tensor). As only the exy component (see Section 7.2) revealed a noticeable 
trend, only those values are reported here (Table 8.1). Here it can be seen that each 
selected twin was associated with an exy value in the range 0.00 to 0.09, where the 
average shear required to be accommodated by prismatic glide was 0.05. For purposes of 
comparison, the values of exy (associated with the potential rank 1 high SF absent twin) 
were also computed in each of the fourteen grains. In these cases, the SFs ranged from 
0.44 to 0.50. As can be seen from the table, the relevant values of exy ranged from 0.05 to 
0.14 (with the values shown in bold omitted from consideration, as explained below). In 
this case, the mean value was 0.097, i.e. the absent twin would have required 
approximately twice as much of the accommodation strain to be provided by prismatic 
glide than in the case of the selected twin. This led to the hypothesis that the critical 
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factor in variant selection in these cases was the magnitude of the exy accommodation 
deformation. 
Table 8.1 exy components of the selected (S) low Schmid factor and absent (A) high 
Schmid factor twins.1 
Grain 
# 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
SF .11 .13 .11 .03 .18 .11 .12 .03 .10 .11 .09 .12 .13 .08 
exyS .02 .09 .06 .04 .07 .06 .07 .02 .09 .03 .02 .06 .05 .06 
exyA .02 .14 .12 .11 .09 .07 .11 .08 .11 .10 .06 .08 .03 .11 
SF .45 .45 .46 .46 .46 .46 .46 .50 .46 .45 .45 .46 .44 .47 
exyS .03 .08 .01 .05 .09 .09 .02 .07 .08 .04 .02 .05 .05 .00 
exyA .09 .13 .10 .11 .12 .12 .02 .12 .03 .05 .05 .09 .07 .07 
1 Here, the minus signs are omitted. The first two exy rows correspond to the ‘left hand 
neighbor’ and the last two exy rows to the ‘right hand neighbor’. 
The ratio of the ‘absent’ over the ‘selected’ exy accommodation strain in each grain is 
illustrated in Fig. 8.1. Since it is not known whether the twin was nucleated at its ‘left-
hand’ or ‘right-hand’ end, in this case it was assumed that nucleation took place at the 
side at which the ratio was the highest. Under this condition, it can be seen that the ratio 
extends from about 1.5 to as much as 10 or more.  
 
Fig. 8.1 Ratio of prismatic accommodation strain in the absent high SF twin over that in 
the observed low SF twin. 
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Before examining the hypothesis regarding the importance of the exy deformations in 
more detail, the rejection of the values shown in bold in Table 8.1 must first be explained. 
Here it should be noted that the bold accommodation shears were similar in magnitude in 
the selected and absent twins in grains 1, 7, 9 and 13. However, whereas the similarities 
applied to the ‘left hand’ neighbor in grains 1 and 13, the equivalent similarities in grains 
7 and 9 were associated with the ‘right hand’ neighbors. When the values of the shears 
associated with the absent and selected twins are compared in the ‘opposite’ neighbor, it 
can be seen that the average value of the ratio exyA/exyS is about 1.6. Thus the 
accommodation strains remain significantly larger in the absent as opposed to the 
selected twins. In this analysis, it was not, of course, possible to identify whether a given 
twin was nucleated in the vicinity of the left or the right grain boundary (or indeed above 
or below the plane of section). 
Because of these uncertainties, as well as the lack of information regarding the 
orientations of the grains ‘above’ and ‘below’ the plane of section, some simulations 
were carried out of twin formation in a material with a simulated artificial texture that 
was similar in many respects to those of the present samples. The aim of these 
simulations was to calculate the values of the prismatic accommodations associated with 
the formation of hypothetical ‘high’ and ‘very low’ SF twins.  
Finally, it should be noted that no account was taken in the current calculations (and 
those described below) of the orientation of the boundary plane and therefore of the angle 
between the boundary plane normal and the twinning shear direction. This angle affects 
the details of the grain interaction locally, but does not alter the tentative conclusions 
drawn above. More detailed simulations in which these geometric parameters are taken 
into consideration were carried out using the Grain Interaction (GIA) model. These 
results confirmed the trends described here and will be presented in a separate publication 
[Mu2011b]. 
8.2	  Simulation	  of	  twinning	  
According to the experimental observations described above and in [Jonas2011], the 
selection of contraction twin variants does not depend primarily on the Schmid factor, but 
rather on the accommodation strain that the potential twin is trying to impose on a 
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neighboring grain. In the present case, most of the selected low and very low Schmid 
factor twins appeared in grains with orientations close to that of the RD component. A 
model was therefore constructed to determine the influence of the orientation of the grain 
neighborhood on variant selection. In this model, the deformations that each prospective 
twin variant would require the neighboring grain to accommodate were calculated for 
various pairs of twinned grains and their neighbors.  
In the simulation, three groups of orientations were chosen to represent the experimental 
texture: i) selected grains belonging to the RD-TD fiber; ii) selected grains at the RD end 
of the RD-ED (extrusion direction) fiber; iii) two grains in the vicinity of RD, but which 
are not part of the ED-RD fiber. The RD-TD fiber grain orientations were incremented 
from the exact RD position to the exact TD location by rotation around both the 
extension direction (ED in the sample coordinate system) and the c-axis of the crystal (in 
the crystal coordinate system). For this purpose, increments of 15° were chosen about the 
ED direction and 5° about the c-axis. In the schematic diagram of Fig. 8.2, the (0002) 
poles form an outward-facing ring around the circumference. In the stereographic 
projection of Fig. 8.3, the ED axes are located between the [10-10] and [11-20] directions. 
In the case of the partial RD-ED fiber, the orientations were rotated by increments of 15° 
around the tangential direction (TD in the sample coordinate system). On the schematic 
diagram of Fig. 8.4, they form the partial ‘equatorial’ fiber. On the stereographic 
projection, the tensile axes (ED) are located between the [10-10] and [0001] directions, 
but only at the [10-10] end of the fiber. In the third group, two orientations near the RD 
were chosen using the same increments as in the case of the second group. These two 
orientations (and their symmetrical equivalents) are also displayed in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4.  
In the current simulation, all twelve orientations were chosen as matrix orientations and 
eleven of the ‘non-identical’ orientations were taken (singly) as representing neighboring 
grains. (Here, pairs of ‘identical’ orientations were excluded from the calculations, 
leading to 12! 11 = 132 pairs.)   The accommodation deformation tensors associated with 
each of the six possible primary twins were then calculated and analyzed (132! 6 = 792). 
The aim of the analysis was to assess the validity of the tentative rule for the selection of 
primary contraction twins deduced from the experimental results. This was particularly 
important because the experimental analysis was based solely on the grains located to the 
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‘left’ and ‘right’ of the matrix grain of interest and no data were available regarding the 
orientations of the neighbors above and below the plane of section. 
It soon became evident that only the matrix orientations in the vicinity of RD (shown 
shaded in Fig. 8.3) displayed behavior that corresponded to the experimental observations 
of grains containing low SF twins. Thus the results summarized below are restricted to 
those obtained from 84 ‘near-RD’ pairs, while those pertaining to the remaining 48 ‘near-
TD’ (and one ED-RD) pairs will not be described. In the latter cases, the low SF twins 
were not associated with significantly lower accommodation strains than the high SF 
twins. 
 
Fig. 8.2 Schematic diagram of the first part of the simulated texture. 
 
Fig. 8.3 Stereographic projection of the orientations of the 12 grains selected for the 
simulation. 
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Fig. 8.4 Schematic diagram of the second and third parts of the simulated texture. 
8.3	  Disorientations	  between	  grains	  and	  the	  various	  classes	  of	  grain	  
interaction	  
In this section, we examine in more detail the interactions between a typical neighbor 
grain and i) a selected twin and ii) hypothetical absent twin. We also consider the effect 
of different disorientations between grain neighbors on the type of interaction. In the first 
example, the matrix crystal is an RD grain and the neighbor grain is part of the RD-TD 
fiber. Their orientations are given by the following Euler angles: (0,90,30) and 
(315,90,15), respectively (see Fig. 8.3), where the Euler reference axes are RD, ED, TD, 
respectively. Tensile loading along the ED direction leads to the displacement gradient 
tensors for the ‘selected’ (SF = 0.10) and ‘absent’ (SF = 0.42) twins illustrated in Fig. 8.5. 
In this case, the exy components are 0.007 and -0.094, respectively. As the latter is more 
than an order of magnitude larger, this degree of prismatic accommodation is considered 
as too severe; it therefore prevents the formation of the associated variant. 
For the second comparison, three pairs of grain neighbors were examined whose Euler 
angles are the following: i) (0,90,30) and (300,90,10); ii) (345,90,25) and (0,90,30); and 
iii) (0,90,30) and (285,90,5). The associated accommodations then depend on the 
particular twin variant that is being considered. The displacement gradient tensors 
associated with the variants selected here are displayed in Fig. 8.6. The first example 
typifies the accommodations that can be readily accomplished by the activation of basal 
glide (exz = 0.11 and eyz = -0.05). In the second case, accommodation requires ezx and ezy 
deformations of 0.04 and -0.11, respectively, which implicate the occurrence of localized 
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twinning in the grain neighbor. Finally, the third case involves exy and eyx values of -0.11 
and 0.02, respectively. These fall clearly into the ‘forbidden’ or difficult category.  
It is of interest that cases i) and iii) both involve RD matrix grains and that the 
orientations of the neighbor grains only differ by (15,0,5) degrees. Nevertheless, the 
mechanism of accommodation changes sharply from basal to prismatic, primarily 
because two different twin variants are involved. 
 
Fig. 8.5 Comparison of the prismatic accommodation strains associated with a particular 
low SF (selected) and its associated high SF (absent) twin. 
 
 
Fig. 8.6 Comparison of the displacement gradient tensors associated with grain neighbors 
in which the accommodation is required to occur by: i) basal glide; ii) twinning; and iii) 
prismatic glide. 
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8.4	  Summary	  of	  the	  simulation	  results	  
One hundred and thirty-two matrix/neighbor pairs were examined in the simulations 
described above. In forty-eight of these cases, selection of a high SF twin involved either 
low values of prismatic accommodation or values that were not appreciably higher than 
associated with a low SF alternative. These variants were therefore judged ‘admissible’. 
In the remaining 84 cases, appreciably smaller prismatic accommodations were 
associated with the low SF than the high SF twin. These results are summarized in Fig. 
8.7, where it can be seen that the average values of exy for the ‘selected’ twins were below 
0.005, while the equivalent average deformations associated with the ‘deselected’ or 
absent twins fell in the range 0.025 to 0.075. Such an order of magnitude difference in the 
accommodations required can be considered to offset the associated large SF differences. 
Here the ‘low’ SFs ranged from 0.05 to 0.21, while the ‘high’ SFs fell in the range 0.4 to 
0.5. 
 
 
Fig. 8.7 Average values of the prismatic accommodation deformations associated with 
the low SF (selected) twins in the 84 pairs of neighbor grains that satisfied the current 
hypothesis compared with the prismatic accommodation deformations associated with the 
high SF (absent) twins in the same matrix grains. 
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Fig. 8.8 Schematic representation of the growth of a contraction twin indicating the 
region where accommodation is currently taking place. 
8.5	   Accommodation	   strains	   associated	   with	   contraction	   and	  
extension	  twinning	  
The accommodation strains associated with the growth of extension twins (ETWs) and 
contraction twins (CTWs) will now be compared using the present approach. This is of 
interest because it can throw light on their respective CRSSs for growth. In the present 
instance, the accommodation strains have to do with the propagation of a twin within a 
grain once nucleation has taken place (at the grain boundary). The current region where 
accommodation is taking place is depicted schematically in Fig. 8.8.  
For this purpose, it is necessary to rotate the displacement gradient tensors for extension 
twinning ETWE , and contraction twinning CTWE , expressed in their twinning system 
frames {T P}  into their crystal frames {CP} . To achieve this, the rotation matrix h  is 
employed. Here the characteristic shears for twinning in pure Mg are slightly different, 
with γ  = 0.129 for extension twin and γ  = 0.138 for contraction twin [Partridge1967]. 
Although there is not much difference between the magnitudes of these shears, there is 
much more between the orientations of the two habit planes and shear directions. It is 
these orientation differences that largely determine the differences in the accommodation 
shears described below. The deformation gradient tensors (expressed in the matrix grain 
reference frame) associated with extension and contraction twinning that are obtained in 
this way are the following: 
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⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛ −−
=
0649.000608.0
000
0692.000649.0
PC
ETWE  and ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−−
=
0573.001074.0
000
0306.000573.0
PC
CTWE  
The deformation component of importance here is the accommodation shear that must 
take place parallel to the c-axis, i.e. the ezx component. This component implies the 
necessity of <c+a> pyramidal glide in the accommodation zones. Such glide is 
considered to be ‘rate controlling’ as its CRSS at room temperature is at least an order of 
magnitude greater than that for basal glide [Barbett2003]. It can be seen that the value of 
ezx = 0.0608 for extension twin is about half that for contraction twin, with ezx = 0.1074. 
This implies that the growth of an extension twin lamella (which requires a certain 
amount of <c + a> slip) is much easier to accommodate within the matrix than that of a 
contraction twin (which requires twice as much <c + a> slip). 
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9 Twin variant selection during primary, secondary and 
tertiary twinning in AZ31  
9.1	  Short	  introduction	  
In this part of work, samples of magnesium alloy AZ31 were deformed in plane strain 
compression to strains in the range !0.02 " ! " !0.2  at 100°C and a strain rate of 
13105 −−⋅ s . Most of the grains were initially favorably oriented for extension twinning. 
Copious extension twins were formed initially and progressively replaced the starting 
microstructure by the time a strain of -0.08 was attained. As deformation was extended 
beyond -0.08, many secondary contraction twins formed within the primary extension 
twins. At a strain of about -0.10, some tertiary extension twins were generated inside the 
secondary contraction twins. Finally, when strains beyond -0.13 were applied, the 
contraction twins were almost completely replaced by the tertiary twins.  The orientations 
of all three generations of twins were determined by EBSD techniques.  
In what follows, the results obtained at ! = !0.11  are examined in detail. This strain was 
chosen because all three generations of twins could be readily distinguished. The 
orientations and SFs of both the observed twins as well as all potential twin variants were 
calculated, as given in Section 9.2. In Section 9.3, both the values of the Schmid factor 
and the accommodation strain hypothesis were then employed to account for the variant 
selection observed during the nucleation and growth of the three generations of twins. To 
evaluate this hypothesis, the Taylor simulations were also conducted to determine the 
variants that would impose the least accommodation work on their nearest neighbor 
grains, which is also given in Section 9.3.   
9.2	  Experimental	  results	  
Type C specimens were employed for the plane strain compression using channel die 
equipment at 100°C and a constant strain rate of 1310 −− s . The specimens were 
characterized by their longitudinal (LD), transverse (TD) and compression (CD) 
directions, as shown in Fig. 9.1a. The material was compressed along CD and elongated 
along LD, whereas broadening along TD was entirely suppressed. The initial texture 
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measured on the plane perpendicular to CD is represented in terms of (0002) PF in Fig. 
9.1b. As can be seen, most of the grains had their c-axes aligned with LD with a spread of 
about 30 degrees about TD and CD. During PSC, most of the grains underwent c-axis 
extension, which promoted the formation of }2110{  ETWs.  
 
Fig. 9.1 (a) Schematic illustration of the channel die specimen coordinate system 
identifying the longitudinal (LD), transverse (TD) and compression (CD) directions; (b) 
initial texture of a channel die specimen measured on the plane perpendicular to the 
compression direction (CD); (c) the flow curve of a specimen deformed at 100°C at a 
strain rate of 1310 −− s . Three regimes can be seen: I) the elastic-plastic transition followed 
by a decreasing strain hardening rate; II) a stage of rapidly increasing hardening rate; III) 
conventional parabolic hardening behavior with a decreasing strain hardening rate.  
The evolution of the flow stress was monitored up to a strain of -0.2, as shown in Fig. 
9.1c. The unusual sigmoidal flow behavior can be subdivided into three regimes. The 
deformation mechanisms operating during the different stages of deformation have been 
described in Chapter 4 of the current work as follows:  in stage I), dislocation slip is 
accompanied by the nucleation of 2}1{10  extension twins, leading to a decreasing strain 
hardening rate; in stage II), the rapid increase in hardening rate is associated with massive 
2}1{10  extension twin nucleation and growth; in stage III), conventional parabolic 
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hardening is displayed, with the concurrent occurrence of some 1}1{10  contraction 
twinning. In the current work, in order to produce the three generations of twins, the tests 
were carried out to compressive true strains of -0.11, this corresponds to stage III, as 
indicated on the flow curve in Fig. 9.1c. The EBSD microtextures and X-ray 
macrotextures were measured in the centers of the surfaces perpendicular to CD. The 
resulting EBSD indexing of the current specimens at 11.0−=ε  was 92.7%. Details of the 
experiment is given in Chapter 3 and 4 of the current work. 
9.2.1 Microstructure, texture and disorientation distribution at 11.0−=ε  
An EBSD orientation map obtained at 11.0−=ε  is shown in Fig. 9.2a. Boundaries with 
disorientations >5° are marked in black and regions separated by high angle boundaries 
are identified by colors related to their orientations (Euler angles). Two kinds of twin 
structures were detected: i) those with a thin and elongated lenticular appearance 
(contraction twins); ii) those of irregular shape and of a size comparable to the grain size 
(extension twins). The latter were difficult to distinguish from matrix grains. Inside many 
twinned grains, more than one set of twins of different orientations (different colors) 
were detected. It was also observed that many twins did not propagate completely across 
the matrix grain, but terminated within the grain or were divided into sections by the 
matrix or other twins. The characteristic disorientation angles and rotation axes of the 
most frequently observed twin types in Mg alloys are listed in Fig. 9.2b. The twins 
characterized in this way in the EBSD images are identified using different colors, as 
shown in Fig. 9.2a.   
The boundary disorientation distribution is illustrated in Fig. 9.2c as a function of 
disorientation angle. The corresponding rotation axes are presented in the form of inverse 
PFs. The most frequently detected boundaries are those with disorientations of 50-65° 
about the < 0110 >  axis. These are boundaries between two extension twins of different 
types (e.g. (1012)-(0112)  ETW-ETW) with a characteristic disorientation of 
60° <1010 > ) according to Fig. 9.2b.  
The formation of such ETW-ETW boundaries can be understood as follows. Although a 
grain could theoretically twin on any of the six 2}1{10  planes, only those twins nucleate 
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where the resolved shear stress on the twinning plane and in the shear direction exceeds 
the critical value cτ . Thus it appears that two or three extension twin variants formed in 
particular matrix grains because their resolved shear stresses exceeded the critical value. 
One extension twin nucleated first and began to grow, after which the second extension 
twin nucleated at a slightly larger strain and higher applied stress. These twins grew into 
the matrix continuously until their boundaries collided with the other twins or the grain 
boundary. The high frequency of ETW-ETW boundaries indicates that there was massive 
activation and growth of primary extension twins up to the strain level employed.  
The two other peaks in the disorientation distribution appear at 30-45° and 80-90° about 
the same < 1210 >
 
rotation axis. These can be classified as boundaries between the 
matrix and i) 2}1{10-1}1{10  double twins and ii) 2}1{10  extension twins, 
respectively. The second set of frequently detected boundaries (30-45° about the 
< 1210 >
 
axis) indicates that a second generation of CTWs was formed within the first 
generation primary ETWs. As most grains initially had their c-axes aligned with LD, the 
conditions were not favorable for the formation of first generation CTWs. Nevertheless, 
once ETWs formed and reoriented the twinned part of a grain by rotating the c-axis about 
the < 1210 >
 
by 86°, aligning it with CD, CTWs could form during further compression. 
Therefore, the first generation ETWs became the ‘matrix’ for the second generation 
CTWs.  
The third set of frequently detected boundaries (80-90° about the < 1210 >
 
axis) 
consisted of the boundaries between two different kinds of ETWs and the matrix. These 
were either first or third generation twins, as will be described in more detail later.  
Meanwhile, a small peak with much lower frequency appears in the range 50-65° about 
the < 1210 >  axis, which corresponds to 1}1{10  CTWs. To differentiate between the 
three generations of twins, they are labeled here as primary extension twins, secondary 
contraction twins, and tertiary extension twins.  
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   (a)
 
Fig. 9.2 (a) EBSD map measured at a strain of 11.0−=ε  (the grain outlined in red is of 
interest), the regions separated by high angle boundaries are identified by colors related 
to their orientations (Euler angles); (b) the most frequently observed twin types in Mg 
alloys are listed together with the corresponding disorientations with respect to the matrix 
given in minimum angle-axis pairs; (c) disorientation distribution; (d) 0002( )  PF for the 
11.0−=ε  sample. 
The macrotexture measured on the surface perpendicular to CD at 11.0−=ε  is presented 
in the form of a (0002) PF in Fig. 9.2d. On comparison with the initial texture shown in 
Fig. 9.1b, it can be seen that the original LD texture component (c-axes parallel to LD) 
has disappeared and been replaced with three texture components: the newly generated 
CD basal component (c-axes parallel to CD with an intensity peak in the center of the 
(0002) PF), and the two minor texture components located symmetrically between LD 
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and CD. The newly formed CD texture component can be attributed to 2}1{10  
extension twinning, which rotates the crystal by 86°. The two texture components 
between LD and CD can be produced either by dislocation slip, which rotates the LD 
orientation toward CD gradually, or by contraction twinning, which rotates the newly 
formed CD orientation back towards LD again by rotating the c-axis about the < 1210 >
 
axis by 56°.  
Table 9.1 Euler angles of all the detected orientations in the ‘red’ grain outlined in Fig. 
9.2a. 
a 98  84  4.7 e 106 63 0.2 
b 166  27  11 f 52.5 139 47 
c 171  138  4.7 g 149 83 22 
d 170 15 57 h 113 166 55 
In order to investigate the formation of these three generations of twins and to determine 
a possible criterion for the variant selections observed, a grain in which all three kinds of 
twins were detected by the EBSD technique was chosen for further investigation, as 
identified by the red ellipse in Fig. 9.2a. One further matter should be mentioned. There 
is a low angle (2°) boundary within the selected grain. Since the two parts within the 
grain are of similar orientation, they will be considered to belong to the same matrix 
grain and the low angle boundary to have formed by the operation of slightly different 
sets of slip systems in the two parts of the grain.  
9.2.2 Identification of the three generations of twins 
The selected grain is shown at higher magnification in Fig. 9.3a. The different regions 
separated by boundaries with >10° disorientations (between twins and matrix) are 
identified with the same colors as before and are now denoted by letters from a to h. 
Their orientations are listed in Euler angle form in Table 9.1 and shown schematically in 
Fig. 9.3b on (0002) and }0211{  PFs. All the internal high angle boundaries are black and 
numbered from 1 to 10. The corresponding disorientation angles and rotation axes are 
listed in Table 9.2. The orientations of all the adjacent neighboring grains (identified 
using roman numerals from I to XI) are listed in Table 9.3.  
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Fig. 9.3 (a) EBSD map of the grain outlined in Fig. 9.2a that contains tertiary twins: the 
twins are denoted by letters from b to h, the twin boundaries by numbers from 1 to 10; 
the neighboring grains by roman numerals from I to XI, the matrices and twins in certain 
neighboring grains are denoted by M and T, respectively; (b) the orientations of the 
matrix and the twins are illustrated on 0001( )  and 1120( )  stereographic projections.  
In what follows, the order of the various twin generations is deduced by analyzing the 
orientation relationships, i.e. the disorientations, between pairs of adjacent orientations 
within the selected ‘red’ grain. Then the orientations and SFs of all six potential twin 
variants pertaining to each generation were calculated. These are represented in Fig. 9.4a-
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e in terms of (0002) and }0211{  PFs, which will now be employed to identify the twin 
variants that were actually selected. 
As listed in Table 9.2, boundary 2 separating regions a and b exhibits a disorientation of 
76° about the <1210 >
 
axis. According to Fig. 9.2b, the closest disorientation is that of 
an extension twin boundary with a characteristic disorientation of 86° about the <1210 >  
axis. Although one could expect that the much larger b  region is the matrix and that 
region a  is the twin, the (0002) PF shows that the c-axis of a  is close to LD, as are those 
of most of the grains in the initial texture. Conversely, the (0002) pole of region b is 
about 90° away from LD and close to CD. Thus region b  cannot be the matrix for the 
extension twins and region a, despite its very small area, was the matrix for primary 
extension twin b. 
Microstructurally, regions c and d appear to be two twins formed within primary 
extension twin b. However, boundaries 3 and 4 between cb − and db − , respectively, 
exhibit disorientations of 57° < 1010 >
 
and 4° < 1210 > . These are ETW-ETW 
boundaries according to Fig. 9.2b. Therefore, regions c and d are in fact two further 
primary extension twins formed inside matrix a. During growth, these three twins 
consumed the matrix grain almost completely. In order to characterize variants b, c and d, 
the orientations and SFs of all six potential {1012}  extension twin variants (see Table 
9.4) of grain a  (denoted as at1-at6) were calculated. These are represented on the (0002) 
PF in Fig. 9.4a. As shown in this figure, at6 has its (0002) pole close to that of c, while 
twin variants at5 and at2 have their (0002) poles close to both b  and d . Noting that the 
Schmid factors for at2, at5 and at6 are 0.404, 0.392 and 0.323, respectively, and that 
extension twin b grew quickly and consumed its parent grain almost completely, here we 
conclude that region b corresponds to variant at2 with the highest SF (0.404). In this way, 
the remaining first generation variants c and d were identified as corresponding to 6at  
and 5at , respectively. All the calculations of secondary and tertiary twins that follow 
were based on this type of reasoning, whose validity will be established later. 
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Fig. 9.4 The orientations and corresponding Schmid factors of the three generations of 
twin variants illustrated on 0001( )  stereographic projections: (a) 61 atat − , (b) 61 bcbc − , 
(c) 61 etet − , (d) 61 gtgt − ; (e) description of the variant selections occurring during the 
three generations of twinning. 
Boundaries 5 (between b  and e ) and 7 (between b  and g ) exhibit disorientations of 54° 
and 56° around the < 2110 >  axis, respectively, which indicate that e  and g  are second 
generation }1110{  contraction twins. The orientations and SFs of the six possible 
contraction twin variants (see Table 9.4) of orientation b  (denoted as 1bc  to 6bc ) were 
calculated and are represented in Fig. 9.4b on the (0002) PF. As can be seen, secondary 
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contraction twins e  and g  correspond to contraction twin variants 5bc  and 6bc , 
respectively. Although the SFs for these two variants are relatively high, namely 0.315 
and 0.464 for bc5 (e) and bc6 (g) respectively, it is important to note that variant 1bc  
with the highest SF (0.473) did not appear.  
Table 9.2 Disorientation angles and rotation axes of the boundaries inside the ‘red’ grain. 
1 66°<1-210>  
2 76°<1-210> {10-12} ETW 
3 57°<-1010> (10-12)-(01-12) 
4 4°<-12-10> (10-12)- (-1012) 
5 54°<-2110> {10-11} CTW 
6 39°<1-210> {10-11}- {10-12} 
7 56°<-2110> {10-11} CTW 
8 38°<1-210> {10-11}- {10-12} 
9 38°<-12-10> {10-11}- {10-12} 
10 88°<-12-10> {10-12} ETW 
 
Table 9.3 Orientations of the grains adjacent to the ‘red’ grain. (In some grains, two 
orientations with a twin relationship were detected; these are listed in the second column.) 
I 87 69 6 32 153 30 
II 132 105 48 10 24 58 
III 100 90 56 8 147 1 
IV 78 78 47 144 162 34 
V 120 170 14  
VI 66 70 18 27 164 52 
VII 66 72 21 151 165 36 
VIII 141 166 35  
IX 148 130 54  
X 77 73 38 106 163 7 
XI 92 76 2 29 150 31 
Table 9.4 Miller indices of the six extension (ETW) ( 61 tt − ) and six contraction (CTW) 
( 61 cc − ) twin variants formed during: i) primary and tertiary extension twinning; and ii) 
secondary contraction twinning, respectively. 
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ETW  CTW  
t1 {10-12 }< -1011> c1 {10-11 }< 10-1-2> 
t2 {01-12 } <0-111 > c2 {01-11 } <01-1-2> 
t3 {-1102 } <1-101 > c3 {-1101 } <-110-2> 
t4 {-1012 }<10-11> c4 {-1011}<-101-2> 
t5 {0-112}<01-11> c5 {0-111}<0-11-2> 
t6 {1-102 }<-1101> c6 {1-101}<1-10-2> 
Boundaries 6 (between b  and f ) and 8 (between b  and h ) exhibit the same 
disorientation of 38°<1210 > , which reveals that f  and h  are double twins (ETWs 
inside CTWs) that formed within a ‘matrix’ consisting of primary extension twin b . This 
is because boundaries 6 and 8 were measured with respect to region b  and not the 
original matrix a . Thus they are classified as tertiary twins in this work. Since the 
lamellae of tertiary twins f  and h  are parallel to secondary contraction twins e  and g , 
respectively, e  and g  were concluded to be the matrices for tertiary twins f  and h , 
respectively. The orientations and SFs of all the possible extension twin variants (Table 
9.4) of e  and g  were calculated (denoted as 61 etet −  and 61 gtgt − , respectively). They 
are illustrated on their (0002) PFs in Figs. 9.4c-d, respectively. In this way, tertiary twin 
f  was identified as possibly corresponding to twin variants 2et  or 5et  and h  to 3gt  or 
6gt .  
These ambiguities were resolved as follows. According to ref. [Martin2010], only four 
types of double twin boundaries (regrouped from the 36 possible twin variant 
combinations) can occur or be observed experimentally. If the extension twin variant 
selected for the f  regions was 2et , the corresponding double twin boundary between 
5bc  and 2et , i.e. (0111)! (0112) , should exhibit a disorientation of 30.1° < 2110 > . 
This is inconsistent with the measured disorientation of 38°<1210 > for boundary 6. On 
the other hand, the selection of 5et  results in a (0111)! (0112)  double twin boundary 
disorientation (i.e. between 5bc  and 5et ) of 37.5° < 2110 > , which agrees with the 
observation. Similarly, while the selection of 3gt  for the tertiary extension twin h  
results in a (1101)! (1102)  boundary with a disorientation of 30.1° <1120 > , the 
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selection of 6gt  leads to a (1101)! (1102)  boundary disorientation of 37.5° <1120 > , 
which is close to the measured one for boundary 8 between b  and h  (38°<1210 > ). It is 
important to note that, during the tertiary twinning that took place within secondary CTW 
e , the variant ( 1et ) with the highest SF (0.146) did not appear, whereas the variant ( 5et  
or f ) with a fairly low SF (0.091) was the one that formed. 
In summary, the variant selections taking place during three generations of twinning were 
identified by EBSD analysis and the orientations of the various potential twin variants 
calculated. The analysis indicates that the variants selected during primary extension 
twinning were 2at , 5at  and 6at  for orientations b , d  and c , respectively. During 
secondary contraction twinning, 5bc  and 6bc were the twin variants that corresponded 
to orientations e  and g , respectively. Meanwhile, during tertiary extension twinning, the 
variants selected were 5et  and 6gt  for f  and h , respectively.  
9.3	  Discussion	  
9.3.1 Summary of the essential experimental results 
The detailed microstructural analysis of the deformed Mg polycrystal revealed that 
deformation twinning up to the third order was activated during deformation. However, 
not all potential twin variants were observed. Rather, for each twin generation, specific 
twin variants were strongly favored. A detailed shear stress analysis revealed that the 
selected twins were not necessarily the ones with the highest SFs. Therefore, in what 
follows, the factors controlling twin nucleation and growth in Mg alloys will be 
examined in more detail.  
9.3.2 Does the accommodation strain control the growth of the primary extension 
twins? 
During primary extension twinning, three different variants were nucleated and grew. 
The orientations and SFs of all the possible extension twin variants of matrix a  were 
calculated. We deduced that the twin variants corresponding to orientations b , d  and c  
were at2, at5 and at6 respectively. The SFs of the selected variants were all relatively 
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high, especially for at2 (b) and at5 (d) with SFs of 0.404 and 0.392, respectively. 
However, variant b  grew to a considerably greater extent than the other two.  Thus 
although nucleation appeared to be influenced by the SF, the latter cannot properly 
account for the different growth capabilities displayed by twins of similar SF. 
Once twins are nucleated, they grow continuously until their boundaries impinge on other 
twins or on grain boundaries. In the present case, the twin with the highest growth 
velocity consumed its parent grain almost completely and thus essentially contacted all 
the adjacent grains. Once a twin reaches a grain boundary, the immediate region of the 
adjoining grain is sheared and stress concentrations are accumulated at the boundary. 
These stress concentrations are relaxed by slip and twinning in the neighboring grain, 
producing what are known as the accommodation strains. By rotating the twinning shear 
displacement gradient tensor from the twin system frame into the crystal frame of the 
neighboring grain, the nature of the accommodation strain that the extension twin is 
trying to impose on the neighboring grain can be determined. When the growth of a 
particular extension twin variant requires the operation of a ‘difficult’ deformation 
mechanism such as prismatic slip in the adjacent grain, such growth can be hindered. 
Since the prismatic glide strain components xye  and yxe  are classified as ‘difficult’, in the 
following, only these components will be considered to govern twin variant selection. 
At 11.0−=ε , primary extension twin b  had already almost completely consumed its 
parent grain and contacted most of the neighboring grains. The accommodation strain 
tensors of all six matrix a  twin variants in all the adjacent grains were therefore 
calculated. However, since the growth competition only concerned the three selected 
extension twins at2, at5 and at6, solely their values are plotted in Fig. 9.5. As xye  is one 
of the ‘difficult’ strain components, in Fig. 9.5, the values of exy / exy (min)  are plotted for 
neighboring grains I to XI (Fig. 9.5a), where exy (min)  is the lowest xye  imposed by one 
of the six twin variants on the neighboring grain being considered.  
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Fig. 9.5 Accommodation strains exy / exy (min)  that three of the primary extension twins 
(at2, at5 and at6) are trying to impose on neighboring grains I-IX. Here exy (min)  is the 
smallest xye  being imposed by one of the six variants on the adjacent grain. 
For ease of comparison, the data of Fig. 9.5a are regrouped and replotted in Fig. 9.5b, 
where the values are collected for each of the variants1. It is clear that variant at2 (b) 
requires the lowest xye  in all the neighboring grains (except for IX), whereas variants at5 
(d) and at6 (c) require much larger amounts of the ‘difficult’ xye  strain (as much as 10 to 
100 times more, which is not evident due to the curtailment of the y-axis). Twin variant 
6at , which corresponds to twin orientation c , displays relatively low exy / exy (min)  
values with respect to its adjoining grains, i.e. grains VI to IX, as shown in Fig. 9.5b. By 
contrast, twin variant at5 (d), which had a higher SF (0.392) than at6 (0.323), 
nevertheless did not grow, an observation that can be readily explained by its relatively 
high values of xye  in most of the neighboring grains (see the second set of columns in Fig. 
9.5b). The values of yxxy ee +  were also calculated for the three variants. These led to 
similar conclusions and are not presented here.  
                                                
1 In some of the neighboring grains, two orientations obeying an extension twin relationship were detected. 
Both orientations were considered as adjacent grains, although only the lower value of xye  was used for 
plotting purposes.  
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9.3.3 Does the accommodation strain control the nucleation of the secondary 
contraction twins? 
In this section we test the validity of the accommodation strain hypothesis by applying it 
to the selection of the secondary contraction twin variants. As shown in the EBSD map of 
Fig. 9.3a, two sets of secondary contraction twins e and g, as well as two sets of tertiary 
extension twins f  and h  were detected. It was concluded above that contraction twins e  
and g  were the matrices for tertiary twins f  and h , respectively. Therefore, when we 
consider the grains adjacent to the secondary contraction twins, the ones in contact with 
the tertiary twins should also be taken into account (as these were formerly neighboring 
grains of the secondary twins). Since the original nucleation site of secondary contraction 
twin e  is not known, all three adjacent grains, namely grains II, III and IX, were 
considered. The accommodation strains that twin e  might have tried to impose on all 
three neighboring grains were therefore calculated. However, only the grain that required 
the least xye  to permit the nucleation of twin e  was used for final plotting. In the case of 
tertiary extension twin h , one end is located at twin f  and the other at the grain IX 
boundary. So only the grain IX boundary was considered a possible nucleation site for 
secondary contraction twin g .  
The accommodation strain tensors that the six potential twin variants bc1-bc6 might have 
tried to impose on grains II, III, IX and XI were calculated and the exy / exy (min)  values 
are plotted for the six twin variants in Fig. 9.6. Here it can be seen that selected twin 
variants bc5 ( e ) and bc6 ( g ) require the lowest values of xye  in neighboring grains III 
and IX, respectively. On the other hand, variant 1bc with the highest SF (0.473) was 
nevertheless not formed, as it required the highest values of xye  in all the neighboring 
grains. This confirms the observation in ref. [Jonas2011] that the contraction twin variant 
requiring the lowest xye  accommodation strain is the one that forms, as long as the SF is 
positive.   
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Fig. 9.6 Accommodation strains that the six possible secondary contraction twins 
( 61 bcbc − ) were trying to impose on selected neighboring grains. (a) Twin e  on either 
the IIIM (matrix) or IIIT (twin) grain boundary; (b) twin g  on the grain IX boundary. 
9.3.4 Does the accommodation strain control the nucleation of the tertiary extension 
twins? 
In the EBSD map of Fig. 9.3a, two tertiary extension twins f  and h  were detected. It 
was concluded above that the corresponding variants were et5 and gt6, respectively. As 
the tertiary extension twins were formed within secondary contraction twins, the parent 
grain b  for secondary twins e  and g  was considered as the neighboring grain. For the 
selected variants et5 and gt6, calculation showed that the required xye  accommodation 
strains in neighboring grain b  were not the lowest ones. Instead, it appeared that the sum 
of the required yxxy ee +  strains was the deciding factor. This is illustrated in Figs. 9.7a 
and b, where the sums are plotted for all six variants. It can be seen that the 5et ( e ) and 
6gt ( g ) variants require the lowest total yxxy ee +  accommodation strains. This indicates 
that, since both the xye  and yxe  components involve prismatic slip, it is physically more 
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realistic to consider the sum of yxxy ee +  as the appropriate measure of difficult 
accommodation. This approach explains why variant 1et  with the highest SF (0.146) was 
not formed, as it required the highest yxxy ee +  accommodation strain, as shown in Fig. 
9.7a.  
 
Fig. 9.7 Schmid factors and total accommodation strains yxxy ee +  that the tertiary 
extension twin variants (a) et1-et6 and (b) gt1-gt6 were trying to impose on neighboring 
grain b. 
9.3.5 Physical interpretation of the accommodation strain hypothesis using a Taylor 
model 
The underlying assumption of the accommodation strain hypothesis is that twin variants 
that require high-energy shear to take place in adjacent grains will be disfavored. To 
evaluate this hypothesis, we conducted Taylor simulations to determine the variants that 
would impose the least accommodation work on their nearest neighbor grains.   
For the simulations, we considered the microstructural arrangement depicted in Fig. 9.3. 
Grain b is a first order twin of the matrix, which has been virtually completely replaced 
by the twin. Two other first order twins, grains c and d, were also formed, but occupy 
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much smaller volumes than the dominant first order twin b . These first order twins 
contain several second order twins, such as grains e  and g . Grains f  and h  are third 
order twins that have essentially consumed their second order twin parents e  and g , 
respectively.   
To investigate the selection of the first order twin variants, we performed full constraint 
Taylor simulations on all 11 neighbor grains of grain b . For this purpose, the shape 
change attributable to the first order twinning was imposed on each nearest neighbor 
grain separately and the slip (γ ) distributions on the activated systems were determined. 
In this way, it was possible to establish which variant required the least expended energy 
(Taylor energy) ! s
s=1
n
! " s , where n  is the number of activated slip and twinning systems 
and τ  the critical resolved shear stress of the respective system. This simulation was 
carried out for each of the six first order twin variants. For calculation of the Taylor 
energy, we assumed ratios of the critical resolved shear stresses τ  for basal, prismatic 
and pyramidal slip, as well as extension twinning of 1:9:10:4 with respect to basal slip. 
This has been shown to yield good results in Mg deformation texture simulations 
[Mu2011a] or Section 6.3 of the current work.  
The results are presented in Fig. 9.8a in terms of the Taylor energies required for the 
formation of the three variants in each neighboring grain. The total Taylor energies 
summed over all 11 neighboring grains are illustrated in Fig. 9.8b. (The other three 
variants, which did not form in the microstructure, require higher total work than the 
observed three variants. Therefore, their Taylor energies are not presented in the figures.)  
Although variant c  requires the lowest energy, it also has the lowest SF (0.323).  
Conversely, variant d , with a higher SF (0.392), is barely detectable in the 
microstructure, apparently because of its high Taylor energy.  
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Fig. 9.8 (a) Simulated Taylor energies expended in the 11 nearest neighbor grains during 
the formation of the observed three primary extension twins; (b) Simulated total Taylor 
energies associated with the formation of the three variants normalized to take into 
account the lengths of the respective grain interfaces.   
 
Fig. 9.9 Normalized Taylor energies expended in neighboring grain b  during the 
formation of tertiary extension twins (a) fe→  and (b) hg→ . The variants with the 
lowest Taylor energies were the ones observed in the experiments. 
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Such a first order twin simulation is only an approximation, of course, since the adjacent 
grains do not in fact deform homogenously. Furthermore, many nearest neighbor grains 
are also affected by grain interactions with their adjacent grains. The third order twins, on 
the other hand, are only surrounded by a single first order twin, i.e. first order twin b , see 
Fig. 9.3. The Taylor analysis in this case, with only one neighbor grain, i.e. grain b , 
yields the results for twins f  and h , illustrated in Fig. 9.9. Here it can be seen, that 
variant 5et  (i.e. f ) of second order twin e  and variant 6gt  (i.e. h ) of second order twin 
g  are energetically preferred, in excellent agreement with the observations.  
From this analysis, we conclude that the accommodation strain hypothesis is indeed 
consistent with an energy minimization principle, as evident from the Taylor simulations 
for simple geometries. For more complex arrangements, the accommodation strain 
hypothesis (Section 4.2-4.4) leads to better predictions than the full constraint Taylor 
model of Section 4.5, which does not take the full effects of grain interaction into account.  
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10 Summary 
Part I: The role of twinning in deformation texture prediction 
In this work, one of the most advanced cluster-type Taylor models for texture prediction, 
the Grain-Interaction (GIA) model, was adopted and extended to account for twinning. In 
this modified GIA model, twinning systems are treated like normal shear systems with a 
critical resolved shear stress and a contribution to deformation by shearing. However, 
deformation twinning is different from crystallographic slip in several respects, which 
have been considered in the model as follows: 
(6) The polar nature of twinning has been realized by restricting the twin shear to 
only one direction. 
(7) Twinning requires a certain stress concentration for twin nucleation. This is taken 
care of by assuming that the CRSS for twinning is larger than that for basal slip, 
so that crystallographic slip always precedes twinning.  
(8) The twinning process is considered to be composed of nucleation and growth, 
which are linked to stacking fault generation and partial dislocation propagation, 
respectively. In the modified GIA model, two different critical resolved shear 
stresses were employed for twin nucleation and growth, whose values are kept 
constant during deformation and at various temperatures. 
(9) Differing from crystallographic slip, deformation twinning is accompanied by a 
discontinuous orientation change. To account for this with the GIA model, the 
Predominant Twin Reorientation scheme [Tomé1991] was employed.  
(10) Strain hardening was considered by employing the one-parameter method 
[Esterin1984, Kocks1976, Mecking1981], which calculates the evolution of the 
flow stresses for slip systems based on the dislocation density and the mean free 
path for dislocation glide. For this purpose, microstructural characteristic of twins 
were incorporated in the model by treating twins as ellipsoidal inclusions formed 
by alternating layers of twin and matrix domains. The twin–matrix interfaces 
provide barriers and define directional mean free paths for the propagation of 
subsequent slip or further twinning. Moreover, the interaction between slip and 
twinning was calculated for each slip system individually.  
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In this work, two versions of the modified GIA model were developed: i) the GIA-TW 
model only considers the twin induced lattice rotation; ii) the GIA-TW-HD model in 
addition considers the hardening effects as mentioned above. The two models contain 
many parameters that need to be adjusted. In the GIA-TW model, most of the parameters 
are material related and can be fixed by the physical properties, such as he Burgers 
vectors and the c/a ratio of the crystal. The only parameters that needed to be fitted are 
the critical resolved shear stresses of the various deformation modes. With such a small 
number of fitting parameters, it is relatively easy to find a proper set of fitting parameters 
in the GIA-TW model that lead to a reasonable prediction, i.e. texture evolution. 
However, this fitting process is performed manually. On the contrary, in the more refined 
GIA-TW-HD model with more fitting parameters, a proper set of fitting parameters can 
be found by fitting the predicted flow curve to that of the experiment, automatically. 
Moreover, the requirement of consistency with such an abundance of experimental data 
in the GIA-TW-HD model not only reduces the arbitrariness in the optimization of the 
fitting parameters, but it also supports the validity of the physical mechanism assumed by 
the model.  
In order to adjust the fitting parameters, predictions were compared to a variety of 
experimental data, not only texture evolutions but also flow stress and twin volume 
fractions. For the fitting and experimental validation, polycrystals of AZ31 Mg alloy 
were deformed under plane strain compression with a channel-die device at several 
temperatures and to several strains. Two types of specimens C and E with different initial 
textures were investigated, chosen such that extension twinning can occur in one case (C) 
and is suppressed in the other case (E). This enabled to investigate the contributions of 
different deformation modes, i.e. twinning and crystallographic slip, to plastic 
deformation.  
Conclusion	  of	  experimental	  results	  
To calibrate the two modified GIA models, the microstructure, texture evolutions, twin 
volume fractions and flow curves of AZ31 specimens under PSC at different conditions 
were measured, which can be summarized as follows:  
(1) In case of type E specimens, the initial texture (most grains had their c-axes 
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aligned along transverse direction) remained at all temperatures, with a slight 
tendency to deviate towards compression direction. This tendency increased with 
increasing temperature and strain. The flow curves of type E specimens display a 
conventional convex curvature with a continuous decrease in strain hardening rate 
at all temperatures.  
(2) The type C specimens usually exhibit a sigmoidal flow curve at ambient 
temperatures, (100-300°C), which can be subdivided into three regimes: I) the 
elastic-plastic transition followed by a decreasing strain hardening rate; at this 
stage extension twins had already nucleated in most of the grains; II) a stage with 
rapidly increased strain hardening rate that was mainly due to the massive 
nucleation and growth of extension twins; III) again a conventional convex 
hardening curve corresponding to a decreasing strain hardening rate. At the end of 
this stage extension twinning became exhausted, are thin and elongated 
contraction twins were formed in most of the grains.  
(3) In case of type C specimens, a basal texture was obtained at 100°C at a strain of 
1.0. With increasing temperature, the basal component tended to be split up into 
two components around transverse direction towards longitudinal direction.  
Application	  of	  the	  GIA-­‐TW	  model	  
In the GIA-TW model, the lattice rotation caused by deformation twinning is accounted 
for. It was applied to predict texture evolution of type C specimens at different 
temperatures and strains. The texture and twin volume fraction evolutions, as well as 
mode activities were predicted as functions of deformation strain. The following 
conclusions can be drawn:  
(1) Although twinning evolves more a bit rapidly in the simulations than in 
experiments, the effect of twinning has been realistically represented using the 
GIA-TW model, as the orientation change and thus texture evolution caused by 
deformation twinning is correctly predicted.  
(2) By distinguishing twin growth from nucleation, the reorientation process by 
twinning was delayed, which fits the experiments better.  
(3) The contribution of unselected twinning systems to texture evolution was 
neglected in the simulations, because in experiments it was observed that these 
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systems provided a much lower volume fraction than that of the predominant 
twinning systems. 
(4) At low temperatures, twinning plays an important role at low and intermediate 
strain ranges. At very high strains, without consideration of twinning the model 
can still reflect the experimental texture. At very high temperatures, since the 
critical resolved shear stresses of slip systems were decreased while the one of 
twinning kept constant, the contribution of twinning was replaced by slip 
automatically. As a conclusion, it is not necessary to taken twinning into account 
for deformation texture prediction at very high temperatures or strains.  
Application	  of	  the	  GIA-­‐TW-­‐HD	  model	  
In the modified GIA-TW-HD model, both the twin induced lattice rotation and strain 
hardening are taken into account. It was applied to predict the deformation behavior and 
texture evolution of both type C and E specimens at various temperatures and strains.  
(1) In case of type C specimens, the effect of twinning has been realistically 
represented using the GIA-TW-HD model, as the orientation change and thus 
texture evolution as well as the sigmoidal flow curves caused by deformation 
twinning is correctly predicted.  
(2) In both, C and E specimens, twinning was completely deactivated at 400°C. This 
indicates that the importance of the contribution of twinning to both deformation 
texture evolution and flow stresses decreases with increasing temperature or 
decreasing strain rate. At very high temperatures, it is not necessary to take 
twinning into account for deformation texture simulations of Mg alloys at all 
strain levels.  
(3) In both type C and E specimens, at high temperatures such as 400°C, the 
predicted activation stresses for slip modes remained almost constant with strain. 
This indicated that neither slip nor twinning induced strain hardening need to be 
taken into account. 
(4)  Due to its relatively low volume fraction, the contribution of contraction 
twinning to texture evolution is quite small. However, its contribution to strain 
hardening by introducing a large amount of twin lamellae into the microstructure 
must be taken into consideration, as done in the GIA-TW-HD model. 
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(5) The fitting parameters in the GIA-TW-HD model were adjusted to a variety of 
experimental data, such as stress-strain curves, and texture evolutions and twin 
volume fractions as a function of strain. Although the simulated textures did not 
show a significant improvement to that of the GIA-TW model, the requirement of 
consistency with such an abundance of experimental data in the former model 
supports the validity of the physical mechanisms assumed by the model.  
(6) The implementation of strain hardening into the GIA-TW-HD model makes it 
possible to adjust the parameters by fitting the predicted flow curves to their 
experimental counterparts systematically and automatically. 
Part II: Twin variant selection based on internal stress and 
accommodation strain 
The subject of variant selection during deformation twinning in Mg alloys has intrigued 
researchers for a number of years. Intuitively, it is expected that the variants with high 
Schmid factors would be formed. However, many observations have also been reported 
where twins with relatively low Schmid factors appear while other potential ones with 
higher Schmid factors were not activated. In order to find the factors that control variant 
selection during multiple generations of twinning in Mg alloys, in this work, both Schmid 
factor and accommodation strain that a twin tries to impose on its neighboring grain were 
applied.  
For this purpose, two sets of experiments were carried out: i) specimens of Mg alloys 
Am30 and AZ31 were deformed in tension in order to produce contraction twins; ii) 
specimens of AZ31 have been subjected to plane strain compression. In these 
experiments, three generations of twins were observed, namely primary extension twins, 
secondary contraction twins and tertiary extension twins. The orientations of all twin 
generations and their neighboring grains were identified by EBSD techniques. The 
variant selections that took place were analyzed in terms of the Schmid factor as well as 
the accommodation strains that the twins were trying to impose on the adjacent grains. 
Meanwhile, Taylor simulations were also carried out to analyze the variant selections in 
terms of energy minimization. Analysis of these observations led to the following 
conclusions. 
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(1) Each of the accommodation strain tensor components can be given a physical 
interpretation in terms of dislocation slip or twinning. Since prismatic slip has a 
relatively high activation stress (higher than that of basal slip and twinning) and 
the deformation it causes cannot be replaced by any other deformation systems, 
the shear components produced by prismatic glide was supposed to be the most 
difficult accommodation strain. Therefore, when a potential twin variant requires 
a large amount of prismatic glide in the neighboring grain, the nucleation of this 
variant will be rather difficult even if the calculated Schmid factor is relatively 
high. Conversely, twins that require little or no ‘difficult’ accommodation in the 
neighboring grains will be activated more easily, even if their Schmid factors are 
relatively low. 
(2) The accommodations can also be considered separately for twin nucleation and 
propagation. Those associated with twin propagation were evaluated and 
compared with the growth of contraction and extension twins. This analysis 
shows that the growth of extension twins only requires about half as much 
pyramidal glide as that of contraction twins. This difference can therefore 
account, at least in part, for the higher growth CRSS associated with contraction 
twins. 
(3) For the primary extension twins, the analysis indicates that, while the Schmid 
factor controls the nucleation, the growth of these twins is controlled by the 
accommodation strain. The extension twin, that require a lower activation of the 
‘difficult’ prismatic slip in the adjacent grain grew more quickly than the others.  
(4) The nucleation of selected secondary contraction and tertiary extension twins 
were those that required the least activation of ‘difficult’ prismatic slip in their 
adjacent grains.  
(5) The analysis of tertiary extension twin variant selection was in good agreement 
with the predictions of a Taylor simulation. This is considered as strong evidence 
for a link between the strain accommodation concept and the principle of energy 
minimization. 
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